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CHAPTER I

THE BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

One of the major and continuing problems which confronts most professions is the problem of securing new personnel. The number and the quality of the individuals who seek entrance to a given profession can determine in large measure both its immediate and its long-range effectiveness. If the number of applicants is too few, the services which its members are uniquely equipped to give may necessarily be spread thin over a wider area or be unavailable to certain segments of the population. If, on the other hand, the applicants include an insufficient number of individuals of exceptional qualifications and abilities, the profession may fail to realize its greatest potentialities because of a lack of able leadership.

The library profession has not been immune to this particular problem. Indeed, within recent years the situation has grown increasingly serious. At the present time, in terms of numbers alone, an undeniable shortage of personnel exists. Also, with other specialized fields experiencing similar shortages, it seems possible that librarianship's share of the most able individuals available to the several fields may in the long run be excessively disproportionate to its needs.

Librarians have recognized that in some respects they are at a disadvantage in the competition for recruits. Conditions in the profession which may limit its appeal have been pointed out both by librarians and by non-librarians.1 In the face of these apparent handicaps, efforts at recruiting have

1Conditions in the library field which may affect recruitment adversely are identified in related investigations reported in chap. II, infra, pp. 24-45.
been widespread and have been directed toward various groups, including college and university students. The feeling persists that if library work is effectively presented to students in institutions of higher education, a larger number of recruits from this source will be forthcoming.

The present study was suggested by the situation described above. It is concerned with college and university students as a source of supply for the library profession. More specifically, an attempt is made to identify and study factors in institutions of higher education which may influence students in their choice of librarianship as a career.

In Chapter I the background of the study and the problems of the dissertation are discussed. Attention is given first to the supply of professional librarians, competition with other fields for college graduates, and efforts of the library profession to recruit students in colleges and universities. This is followed by a description of the problems investigated here and a statement regarding the organization of the remainder of the dissertation.

The Supply of Professional Librarians

For at least the past forty years the supply of qualified librarians has been a problem which has plagued the library profession. Except for the period of the depression and a few years following, the problem has been chiefly one of the shortage of personnel. Demands have exceeded supply, recently in such an extent that the difference between the two has reached alarming proportions. This undersupply of librarians has been more acute in some areas than in others, but at times it has extended to practically every kind of library work and every type of library.

At the time of the First World War the library field was experiencing, as it has been for some years, what Jackel has described as an "employees'
market. Then, beginning during the war itself, and accelerating in effect with great rapidity in the years immediately after, there came a period in which there was an almost desperate shortage in the number of available trained librarians. The use of librarians in government work and in the war service of the American Library Association was partially responsible for this shortage. Also, in the period of expansion following the war, new library positions were created and the demand for professional librarians in positions where untrained personnel had previously been employed increased. Library schools were unable to meet the requests which came to them, vacancies were found in libraries of all kinds, and employers encountered difficulty in attempts to fill positions at salaries which, at that time, were considered quite good. Williamson took note of this situation in his 1923 report on library training, but he suggested as well that because of the confusion between professional and clerical work in libraries, the shortage of qualified librarians might be something less than the demands indicated.

For the next few years fluctuations in supply and demand in the library field can be traced through the reports of the Board of Education for Librarianship of the American Library Association. In 1925 in its first report, references

2 Carleton B. Joekel, "Supply and Demand in the Library Profession," The Library Journal, LVI (February 1, 1922), 104.
3 Ibid., p. 106.
6 Joekel, loc. cit.
7 Mathews, ibid.
8 Mathews, ibid.
was made to the shortage of personnel: "The Board is convinced by its survey of the field that the reported assertions concerning the scarcity of well-qualified librarians are in no way exaggerated." The need for leaders, subject specialists, librarians for small libraries and extension work, and school librarians was mentioned specifically. A year later administrators for medium-sized libraries, catalogers, and children's librarians had been added to the list, and it was felt that from every standpoint of library service the lack of personnel is acute.

The shortage of librarians continued for several years, and personnel needs were always greater for some types of positions than for others. But by 1920 the gap between supply and demand was rapidly closing. The character of library education had changed, enrollments in library schools had increased, new schools had been started, and the prospect of an oversupply of professional librarians was recognized: "It is probable that the day of oversupply so far as numbers is concerned may be near at hand, particularly for students who have received general training and have no subject specialties." At the same time, it was evident that there was still a demand for catalogers, school and children's librarians, county librarians, library administrators, library school teachers.

teachers, and librarians with certain subject specializations. This same
demand existed the following year, but the day of oversupply in numbers which
was predicted had arrived: "During the past year a general economic depression
created an unusual supply of unemployed librarians, both experienced and inex-
perienced." 15

In 1931, in an address to the Association of American Library Schools,
Jestel summarized the events of the preceding few years: "In the brief period
between 1923 and 1931, then, we have run rapidly up the scale from a serious
shortage in the number of trained librarians all the way to what seems to be
certain over-production." 16 He concluded from estimates of the number of pro-
fessional positions in American libraries and the average length of a library
school graduate's professional career that about 1,200 graduates per year were
needed in normal times. 17 In view of the fact that these particular times could
scarcely be described as normal, Jestel strongly recommended that action directed
toward limiting library school enrollments be taken. He also urged that greater
attention be given to the quality of the students admitted to the library
schools. 18

For the next several years supply outstripped demand. Librarians were with-
out jobs, employers were requested to raise requirements for library positions,
establishment of new training agencies was discouraged, library schools were

16 Jestel, op. cit., p. 106.
17 The number of professional positions was assumed to be 15,000, and the
average length of the graduate's professional career was estimated to be twelve
years (1924, p. 109).
18 ibid., p. 109-10.
arged to limit enrollments, and emphasis centered on the quality of the recruits. In 1936 it appeared that for years to come both library school enrollments and the establishment of new library schools must be restricted in order to preserve a proper balance between supply and demand. Soon after, however, the employment situation began to show signs of improvement. According to the Personnel Division of the American Library Association, conditions with respect to employment were better in 1937 than they had been at any time since 1930.

From then until the war began to make inroads into the enrollments of library schools and the personnel of libraries, supply and demand were more or less equalized. But in 1942 a shortage of professional librarians was again imminent. A report on a study of personnel needs undertaken by the American Library Association Headquarters for the War-time Commission of the United States Office of Education, forecast a situation similar to the one that had come after World War I:

From all parts of the country now comes evidence that a shortage in professional librarians has begun and will undoubtedly increase. With each succeeding vacancy libraries are finding it more and more difficult to secure qualified candidates and in some public libraries under civil service the eligible lists are completely exhausted. Although few definite figures on shortages could be reported by libraries, those received indicate that an estimated shortage of 1000 to

12,000 professionally trained librarians within the next year is not un-
reasonable. The enrollment in library schools in the fall of 1941-42 showed
a decrease of 15 per cent. Applications for enrollment in 1942-43 are now
coming in more slowly than usual, according to reports from most of the
library schools. Since the decrease in enrollment for 1941-42 totaled ap-
proximately 2,000 librarians a conservative estimate of the loss for the two
years is about five hundred librarians. Other conditions contributing to
the shortage are the induction of men librarians into the armed forces,
now increasing rapidly, and the employment of women librarians in camp
librarians. It is expected that library service in the armed forces will
be expanded through the establishment of libraries in new locations and
the appointment of additional assistants to existing libraries. If
women are inducted into service a considerable number of these librarians
may be expected to enlist for other than library service.

The point was also made that the profession had no surplus of librarians on which
to draw in filling vacancies created by wartime conditions. In the several years
preceding demand had outstripped supply, with the result that the library schools
had placed most of their graduates in positions. Again, the death of children's
librarians, catalogers, and special librarians was singled out for comment.23

In 1944 the American Library Association prepared an estimate of the
need for professional librarians in the six years immediately following the war.
This estimate took into account not only the current shortage and the replen-
ishments normally to be expected during the period, but also the number of pro-
fessional librarians necessary for an expanded program of service in all types
of libraries. On the basis of these considerations, it was estimated that
20,000 additional librarians would be required, one-half of whom would be used
in the program of library expansion. Librarians returning from service in the
armed forces would probably fill 2,000 of these positions. The number of new
librarians needed in the six post-war years was therefore set at 18,000. The
report further stated that library schools were planning for 2,000 graduates

23Ibid., pp. 344-53.
annually during the same period. This figure represented a two-thirds increase over the present average of 1,500 graduates per year. 24

In the first few years after the war several rather marked changes took place in the library schools. Most of the schools instituted new five-year master's degree programs. The composition of the student body altered somewhat, due to a percentage increase both of men and of part-time students. Also, there was an upward trend in library school enrollment generally. 25

However, in spite of the upward trend in enrollment, the expectations of library schools in regard to the size of their post-war graduating classes failed to materialize. As may be seen from Table 1, the number of individuals graduated by the accredited library schools in 1951 was larger than the number of individuals who received degrees in any one of the years before the war, but in no other post-war year has the number of graduates reached the 1940 pre-war maximum. In the six years immediately following the war the library schools graduated less than half of the number of persons called for in the 1944 report. Actually, the number of new librarians was even smaller than the figures suggest, since persons who received advanced degrees as well as those who earned a first credential are included.

Perhaps the most reliable indication of the extent of the shortage of librarians in the last few years is to be found in Stroul's surveys of the placement situation as it was reported by the accredited library schools. 26

These annual surveys (1953-1955) are based on the notices of vacancies received by the schools and the number of persons graduated by the schools. Granted that

24[Post-War Library Personnel: A Report from the American Library Association on Post-War Educational Opportunities for Service Personnel (January 29, 1944), pp. 5-6. (Micrographic)]


26[Donald B. Stroul], "The Placement Picture—1951," Association of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of Schools</th>
<th>No. of Graduates</th>
<th>Percentage of Increase or Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>-14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1,035</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1,303</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,171</td>
<td>-9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>-18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>-18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,147</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,318</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,411</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,677</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,844</td>
<td>-8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,431</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,068</td>
<td>-23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>-21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,072</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,331</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,342</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,339</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,638</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,793</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,559</td>
<td>-14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,786</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,569</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,515</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

there is considerable duplication in the figures, it is still evident that the shortage of librarians continues and that, in the five years covered by the surveys, conditions have worsened rather than improved. In 1951 the library schools were receiving four or five requests per graduate. By 1953 the number of requests per graduate approximated ten. It was estimated that the placeable new graduates in 1953 had, on the average, a choice of at least 4 or 5 positions—and often many more—unless he was unusually limited in choice by personal considerations or preferences. The greatest shortages were for the most part familiar ones—they were found in children's and young people's work, cataloging, small and rural-sized public libraries, and school libraries.

The overall extent of the present shortage and the probable future demand for librarians are difficult to determine, and the figures available are difficult to reconcile. One estimate, which has been called conservative, placed the number of unfilled positions in American libraries in 1956 at 10,000. A projection of the 1944 report on post-war personnel indicated that between 1947 and 1950 the profession would need to recruit over 50,000 librarians. A more


28[Strout and Street], "Salaries Up, Positions Open," op. cit., p. 1277.
29Ibid., p. 1978.
30Ibid.
recent estimate of future personnel requirements fixed the number of professional library positions in 1970 at between 55,000 and 60,500, as compared with 41,000 in 1950.33

Despite the apparent inconsistencies in the above figures, there is one respect they are in agreement—there is, and is likely to be for some time ahead, a need for additional librarians. Unless this need can be met, at least with some greater success than in the years since the war, development and expansion of library services may be severely hampered. The President of the American Library Association in a report to the Association’s Council in 1956 spoke of the possible effects of the present shortage:

Certainly we must recognize that at present we are losing ground in that our personnel is not keeping pace with growing opportunities and new developments.

Our increased efficiency and know-how in adult education, to mention but one field, cannot be implemented because of lack of trained personnel. Our shortage of children’s librarians has been of critical proportions for several years now. If, as we have reason to hope, the Library Services Bill becomes law in 1956 the shortage of adequate trained personnel may well hold up seriously this program of bringing libraries to our rural people.34

To this statement a postscript should be added—in June, 1956, the Library Services Bill did become law.35

Competition with Other Fields

This current shortage of personnel is not peculiar to librarianship. In certain other fields as well there is a sizable discrepancy between supply


34Richards, pp. 121–22.

35Highlights of the Miami Beach Conference, 41 ALA Bulletin, L (July-August, 1956), 413.
and demand, and it is predicted that this discrepancy will continue for some time. In 1964 Wolfe, in the report of the Commission on Human Resources and Advanced Training, summarized the supply-demand prospects for specialized personnel:

When conservative predictions of future demand are compared with estimates of future numbers of college graduates, it appears likely that for the next few years there will be shortages in engineering and science, in school teaching, in medicine and nursing, and in some other fields. The total number of graduates in all fields combined will fall short of employed demand, and the gap will be even larger between the number of jobs and the number of graduates available for civilian employment. For the next few years, upgrading and other such devices and the better utilization of available manpower will be necessary. In another decade college graduating classes will have increased to a point where some of the shortages may have been overcome, but if a high level of economic activity is maintained that point is years away. For the years ahead, shortages must be expected. 35

The difficulty which the library profession faces in securing a sufficient number of recruits, both now and in the foreseeable future, is thus enhanced by strong competition from other fields also struggling with substantial shortages in personnel.

Although the situation may eventually ease insofar as the number of college graduates available for work in specialized fields is concerned, the caliber of the graduates entering the several fields is still a matter of consequence. Wolfe, in commenting on Harris' 36 prediction of an oversupply of college graduates, suggested that certain fields, including librarianship, might be expected to absorb the less able graduates.

From the evidence now available it seems clear that the presence of a large number of college graduates of only moderate ability is not a


national danger. Many students go to college without expecting to become members of the high-prestige professions. For in their minds they are members of an intellectual elite. They become farmers, businessmen, grade school teachers, journalists, librarians, county agents, archeologists, politicians, and many other things. But they are not a frustrated intelligentsia. If they are better citizens and better workers because they have been to college, there is no reason to put a brake on their educational ambitions if they want to enroll and if the costs can be met.

In the event of a large number of graduates of only moderate ability in the population, it is doubtful that the literary profession would be content to accept this solution to the problem and to assume an undue share of these graduates. The quality as well as the number of recruits attracted to librarianship has been a matter of concern to librarians. Prior to the revision of library school programs in the late 1940's, Reese found that in the opinion of some 200 administrators and supervisors in libraries of various types the field was then failing to attract its share of able personnel. The profession consisted too large a percentage of individuals "who possess ability of a kind but lack strong and positive qualities." While the individuals interviewed felt that there was a place for the "middle group" in library work, they indicated that the effectiveness of librarianship would be extremely handicapped if the proportion of recruits with stronger and more positive qualities was not augmented according to Reese.

The acquisition desired then is a reasonable proportion of persons of high capacity and perhaps attainable ability but persons who have been to college they may decide to pursue librarianship, and who might have to their credit meritorious graduate or professional study in other fields, and people who have demonstrated success in allied lines of endeavor.

38Kolfs, op. cit., p. 275–76.
40Ibid., pp. 62–64.
41Ibid., p. 52.
Even though an increase in the number of college graduates will enlarge the pool from which the professions and other specialized fields draw their recruits, it seems improbable that the personnel problem of libraries will automatically resolve itself to the satisfaction of the profession. Individuals of the type described above are also sought by other fields. Thus the problem of the library profession becomes one of securing, still against heavy competition, enough of these individuals to fill the positions in which their qualifications and abilities are needed and can be utilized.

The College and Universities as a Source of Supply

In its search for potential librarians, the profession has looked to the colleges and universities as a logical source of supply. Students attending these institutions are likely to constitute a group from which a reasonable number of recruits might be expected. By and large, college students are concerned with problems relating to their future vocations; 42 also, as students, they presumably have some contact with a library. Through this contact, the library profession appears to enjoy an advantage in the competition for these students who may be undecided as to their choice of a career. As Leigh has

42 In a study of the vocational plans of 4,246 seniors in forty-five Pennsylvania college and universities, Furse held found that close to 40 per cent of these students came to college to prepare for a vocation and that more than half of them limited upon their vocation while in college (Willa Furse held, The Educational and Vocational Plans of College Seniors in Relation to the Curriculum and the Guidance Procedure in Forty-five Pennsylvania Colleges and Universities, Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions to Education, No. 612; New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, Bureau of Publications, 1955, pp. 15-17, 47-51). These findings were in line with the results of previous investigations (Ibid., pp. 17, 40-51). A study made more recently of the process of occupational choice indicates that the college years encompass generally the period in an individual's life when a "realistic choice" of occupations is made (Al Glueck, et al., Vocational Choice: An Approach to a Social Theory, New York: Columbia University Press, 1951, pp. 126-132).
pointed out, students 'have a more direct picture of librarianship at first
hand than do entrants to many other occupations, such as architecture, brokerage,
or field geology, whose operations are remote from the college campus.' 

Retzlaff, at the Princeton Conference on Library Education, commented on the
presence of a librarian in every college: 'Most colleges do not have a lawyer on
the faculty or a doctor or representatives of other professions. In that
respect we have a tremendous advantage over the other professions ... '.

This apparent advantage has for many years been supplemented by active
efforts on the part of the library profession to interest college and university
students in the library field. The activities of the American Library Associ-
ation's original committee on recruitment, the Committee on Recruiting for Library
Service (1930-1935), were in the beginning aimed almost exclusively at students
in institutions of higher education. Shortly after its appointment, the com-
mittee addressed the following letter to college and university librarians:

Of the problem confronting libraries probably none calls louder
for solution than that caused by the dearth of trained librarians. To solve
this problem the president of the American Library Association has ap-
pointed a Committee on Recruiting for Library Service. It is the opinion
of the committee that the most profitable field and the one to cultivate
first is work among the students of our colleges and universities. We are,
therefore, appealing to you as a college librarian to aid the committee by
presenting to the undergraduates of your college an appeal for them to
consider librarianship as a calling.

The committee offers three suggestions as to how this matter may be
presented to your student body:
1. Attractively written articles in student publications.
2. Talks by convincing speakers at student assemblies. The speaker
   might well be the librarian of the college or an alumnus who is
   a librarian.

43 Robert B. Leigh, "The Education of Librarians," The Public Librarian,
A Report of the Public Library Inquiry, by Alice H. Bryan (New York: Columbia

44 Harold Lawson (ed.), Issues in Library Education: A Report of the
Conference on Library Education, Princeton University, December 11th and 12th,
3. Personal interviews with students who seem adapted to library work.

A question that would need to be determined is when the matter should be presented, whether in the fall or in the spring and whether to freshmen, sophomores, juniors or seniors. We think it should be presented in all four classes and at least once every year.

The committee feels that it is especially important that this effort be coordinated with the vocational work or vocational department of your college. This will give your appeal additional backing and strengthen it in many ways.

You may have seen "Books are a vocation," prepared by the Association of American Library Schools, and "A call to librarianship," published by the alumni of the University of Washington library school. A few copies of the former are available for free distribution from A.L.A. headquarters. "Training for librarianship," by Miss Plumer, revised by Mr. Balch, will soon be ready for sale from headquarters. The A.L.A. headquarters will endeavor also to furnish other information on librarianship as a vocation if you need it.

We trust that you will consider this matter seriously and that you will regard it not only a duty but a pleasure to assist the committee in the ways we have outlined.42

This letter was published in library periodicals and was mailed to the librarians of 400 colleges and universities. In addition to soliciting aid from librarians, the committee wrote to vocational advisors in the same institutions expressing a wish for cooperation between librarians and vocational guidance personnel in bringing the profession to the attention of students.

Literature on librarianship was made available to advisors, and data on current salaries in the field were compiled for the information of persons counseling college students. American Library Association headquarters supplied college newspapers with material for use in news stories and editorials, and a placard publicizing library work was distributed for display in college and university libraries. Library schools appointed recruiting committees composed of alumni, and it was suggested that alumni might address college graduating classes. In

42Georiong. 43 Public Libraries, LXI (March, 1931), 139-49.
an undergraduate major or as a field for post-graduate study. While all of the above means were considered useful in recruiting college students for the profession, the Committee on Recruiting for Library Service felt that "the most effective work is what librarians individually will do in presenting library opportunities before young people."

During its second year of operation the committee's efforts at recruitment in the colleges were accelerated. Circular letters calling attention to librarianship were sent to the directors of some 100 private schools for girls. Over 600 college and university librarians received letters making them take steps to see that students were informed of the possibilities of library work as a career. These librarians were also supplied with sample letters to be used with individual students. Articles on the profession were sent to selected educational and women's colleges for use in college magazines, and students in various schools were addressed by members of state recruiting committees. As a further means of recruitment, the committee recommended that an attempt be made in areas where library schools were needed to interest college presidents in the addition of a library science course to the curriculum.

Although this profession-wide drive to reach college and university students was more intense and direct in the early twenties than at any other time in the committee's history, concern with recruitment of students in institutions of higher education was evident also in the later thinking and activities of the committee. At one point it was suggested that "recruiting should come

47 Ibid., p. 94.
early enough in the college career to permit shaping of the student's program toward a desired end. Interests in the preparation of literature designed to appeal to college students continued. On several different occasions the committee investigated the possibility of summer employment in public libraries for students who wanted an opportunity to see if they would like library work. The effect on recruitment of the attitudes of college president, faculties, and vocational advisors was recognized, and the committee stressed the importance of correcting any misapprehensions which these groups might have regarding librarianship. Also, the influence which a student's contact with librarians might have on his choice of the library profession was a subject for comment: "Many young people are attracted to library work, or turned away from it, by the impressions made upon them by the work as they see it done. Every library is unconsciously a recruiting agency or the reverse." Throughout the depression and into the war period, recruiting in general, and consequently recruiting in the colleges, received less attention from the library profession than other more immediate and pressing problems. The Committee on Recruiting for Library Service was discontinued in 1933 and

49 Recruiting for Library Service [Annual Report of the Committee, 1927-28], XIII (June, 1928), 156.
its responsibilities were assigned to the Board of Education for Librarianship. But with the rapidly developing need for librarians in the early 1940's, the profession's interest again focused on recruitment. Various professional groups began to take action, and once more consideration was given to the colleges and universities as a likely source for recruits.

The recruiting efforts of several organizations were concentrated on students in institutions of higher education. In 1944 the Special Libraries Association announced a recruitment program designed to reach students through personnel directors, vocational counselors, and deans. The Association of American Library Schools in that same year circulated selected college and university librarians for their advice on ways by which students could be interested in librarianship. In 1947 the Association of College and Reference Libraries, many of whose members were located on college and university campuses, appointed a Special Committee on Recruiting.

By November of 1947 the shortage of librarians was of such dimensions that concerted effort on a national level seemed necessary to remedy the situation. At that time the Board of Education for Librarianship called a conference on recruiting to which representatives of seventeen library groups with an expressed interest in the problem were invited. Discussions and recommendations of the conference were by no means limited to recruiting in colleges and

universities, but frequent reference was made to methods by which librarianship could be presented to college students. 59

As a result of the 1947 conference on Library Work as a Career, composed of representatives of library associations, was established. The committee's function is "to plan, sponsor, and carry out a coordinated nationwide and profession-wide program of recruiting new personnel for library work which will unify the recruiting programs of constituent national organizations." 60 Since its establishment the Joint Committee, through its newsletter, 60 has served as a clearinghouse for information on recruiting activities carried on both by member groups and by libraries, library schools, and individual librarians. From the accounts of these activities it can be seen that the colleges and universities have remitted a field which the profession feels offers considerable promise for the recruitment of librarians. Associations, libraries, training agencies, and individuals have all been active in an effort to increase the number of recruits from this source.

From the report of the 1947 conference, 61 from the "Clearing House Newsletter," 62 and from suggestions made by college librarians for recruiting in institutions of higher education, it appears that many of the means

---

61 Joint Committee on Library Work as a Career, Clearing House Subcommittee, "Clearing House Newsletter," Vol. 1- (December 17, 1947- ); mimeographed.
62 Conference on Recruiting for the Library Profession . . . November 22-23, 1947.1
employed or suggested in recent years for the recruitment of college students are similar to those employed or suggested by the old Committee on Recruiting for Library Service. In some instances, techniques have been refined, use of certain methods is more widespread, and new avenues for contact with students have become available. Yet, on the whole, most of the recruiting methods recommended today as effective with college students are essentially the same as those advocated earlier. The influence of the individual librarian, the attitude of the college faculty and administration toward librarianship, and the role of the vocational advisor—all of which were stressed in the 1920's—are at present emphasized as important factors in determining a student's choice of the library field.

At first, efforts to publicize librarianship in the colleges were limited primarily to use of printed materials and to talks given by librarians to groups of students, perhaps at a college assembly. More recently, in addition to these same media, traveling exhibits, radio, films, and television have been used for publicity purposes, and career conferences on college and university campuses have provided another opportunity for students to be introduced to librarianship. Good college library service in itself was thought to be, and is still considered, one means of recruitment. In addition, some libraries now try actively to promote interest in the profession through library-sponsored activities for groups of college students or through instruction in the use of the library.

The Committee on Recruiting for Library Service worked to provide summer employment for college students who expressed interest in librarianship; today, because of their close acquaintance with library work, student assistants in college and university libraries are believed to be a group which should contain a relatively large number of prospective librarians. With recruitment
as one and in view, it has been suggested that these student assistants be formally organized into a club or an association. In 1922 the first recruiting committee recommended the inclusion of a course in library science in college curricula; at the present time such undergraduate courses are felt by some librarians to be influential in the recruitment of students for the graduate library schools. In connection with these courses, clubs and fraternities for library science students and others interested in the field have gained prominence as recruiting organizations.

The reports of the Committee on Recruiting for Library Service mentioned the efforts of library schools to interest students in librarianship as a career. In recent years both library schools and the profession generally have endeavored to provide loans and scholarships for graduate study in order to attract promising students to the field. Since all of the library schools are now located in institutions of higher education, opportunities for contacts with students have increased and the potential influence of the library school as a recruiting agency on its own campus has been recognized. Also, because of the location of the schools, library school students have been placed in a strategic position insofar as recruitment of college and university students is concerned.

Because of the library profession's thirty-year period of existence and activity in recruiting students in institutions of higher education, it might be expected that a fair supply of recruits would come from the colleges and universities. In reality the supply from this source seems not to be commensurate with the profession's experience and activity. A sizable proportion of the individuals who become librarians do not decide as college students to enter the library field. Instead, they make this decision sometime after
college graduation. Such a situation is in contrast with that found in certain other fields where entrants, in general, arrive at a vocational decision earlier than do librarians. If librarianship by nature and in practice contains elements which are repellant to students choosing a vocation, all this raises a question regarding the effectiveness of the methods used to present the profession to students in institutions of higher education. It suggests also some further study of factors in colleges and universities which tend to influence

64 Data from studies dealing with choice of librarianship as a career show that approximately 50 per cent of the individuals who become librarians made their choice after graduation from college. [Text continues on p. 44.]

65 Horst, op. cit. p. 205. Horst found that 59 per cent of a group of 532 selected graduate students in the social sciences decided either before entering college or while in college to pursue graduate study. The corresponding figure for a similar group of 550 students in the natural sciences was 75 per cent. (Recruitment, Selection, and Training of Social Scientists [Bulletin, New York: Social Science Research Council, 1946], p. 20.) In selected groups of social scientists and natural scientists the percentages are higher. Among 144 social science research council fellows, 78 per cent chose their field of graduate study before college graduation (1945), while approximately 90 per cent of 888 individuals whose names were entered in American Men of Science decided before or during college to become scientists (Stephen Burdett Fisher, Scientists: 1962-1945, in American Men of Science. A study of College and Doctoral Training, Birthplace, Distribution, Backgrounds, and Developmental Influences [Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1947], p. 565). Of the 24,119 thev students who responded to an inquiry by Arthur C. Vreeland, nearly three-fourths knew by the time they were graduated from college that they would study law. [A Report on Preliminary Education, New York University Law Review, LIT (April, 1950), 238.] Data on the ages at which theological students decided to enter the ministry suggest a situation similar to that found in the legal profession. Of 1,799 entering students, 60.2 per cent chose their profession before they reached the age of twenty-one. An additional 23.6 per cent made their decisions between the ages of twenty-one and twenty-four. The ages most frequently given were seventeen and eighteen. (William A. Brown, Ministerial Migration in America: Inquiry and Interpretation, Vol. 1 of The Migration of American Ministers [4 vols.; New York: Institute of Social and Religious Research, 1934], p. 112.) In a study of 1,143 teachers, prospective teachers, and former teachers in secondary schools, Robinson discovered that for the men who had taught the average age for the final selection of teaching as a vocation was 15.3 years, while for women with teaching experience the corresponding age was 14.4 years. (Donald V. Robinson, Analysis of Work for the Profess of Teaching: An Esseml Portion of a Dissert. . . . (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1944), pp. 16, 54).
students in their choice of library work.

The Description of the Problem

On the basis of the preceding discussion the present problem appears to be justified. The supply of professional librarians is short, and an end to the shortage is not in sight. With other fields also suffering from a lack of trained workers, the competition for college graduates is keen. Even with the anticipated increase in college and university enrollments and the accompanying increase in the number of graduates, competition for superior individuals may well continue. The library profession's interest in the problem of securing new personnel is obvious, and efforts at recruiting have long been centered on the colleges and universities as an important source of supply. Nevertheless, there is some ground for doubt as to just how fully and how tellingy librarianship has thus far been able to exploit this particular source.

Statement of the problem—This study, therefore, is an attempt (1) to identify factors in institutions of higher education which may influence students to become librarians; (2) to estimate the relative importance of these factors; (3) to determine the way in which the factors operate, either singly or in combination, in colleges and universities. To be more explicit, an examination of the educational backgrounds of some 5,000 library school graduates and students indicated that when institutional enrollment were taken into account, certain institutions of higher education had been attended by relatively large numbers of these individuals. The study is focused on fifty-one liberal arts colleges, teachers colleges, and universities which ranked high in this respect. From data supplied by the library school graduates and students who had attended these colleges and universities, factors which influenced students in the fifty-one institutions to become librarians are identified.
and studied.

Limitations of the Study.—The limitations of the inquiry can perhaps be described best by indicating what the study is not, as well as by stating what it is. First of all, it is not an investigation of the complex of factors influencing any one individual in his choice of librarianship. It is centered on institutions and not on individuals. If the reverse were the case, there could be little justification for limiting the investigation either to one period in an individual's experience or to the influence of factors emanating from one source.

In an endeavor to arrive at a general theory of occupational choice, Ginsberg and his associates concluded that each step in the process of decision-making is related to steps that have gone before and to steps that have come after, that the whole process is for the most part irreversible, and that an individual's choice of an occupation is affected by a series of both internal and external factors. 66 However, in a study oriented toward institutions certain restrictions unattainable in a study of individuals seem to be requisite. In order to isolate factors in colleges and universities which may influence students to become librarians, the inquiry is limited to a specified period of time in the experience of each individual—the period during which he was a student at a given institution. For the same reason, factors unrelated to the institutions in question are also excluded. This exclusion accounts for the exclusion both of factors associated with an individual's capacities, interests, and values, and of factors related to conditions in the several occupations.

and professions—here particularly, in the case of the latter set of factors, in conditions in the library profession at large.

The omission of such factors suggests a second limitation. The study is not directly concerned with reasons for choice of librarianship as a career, since these reasons are in large measure determined by factors outside the scope of the present problem. Instead, it deals expressly with the influence of factors that may be present in institutions of higher education. As a result, the emphasis falls on who or what was influential and how this influence operated, not on why librarianship was chosen.

Finally, no attempt is made to determine the correlations of certain institutional variables, such as size, location, and control, with institutional rates of production of librarians. Quite often, a statistical analysis of this type is found in studies of educational backgrounds of individuals in other fields. Here, however, only those factors mentioned in the literature as influencing students in their choice of library work are considered. Attention is given to the frequency with which these factors appear and to the tendency for certain factors to accompany others, but the study does not undertake to relate the factors statistically or to examine a possible relationship between them.

68 In the "category scheme" used by Ginsberg in his analysis of case materials, these factors were included under the general headings of "the self" and "reality" (211), pp. 24-35.

69 Several of the related studies reported in chap. 1 deal with reasons for choice of librarianship as a career. Infra, pp. 52-45.

69 Recent examples of investigations in which institutional variables are correlated with institutional indices of production of individuals in specified fields include: R. H. Knapp and E. S. Grofman, Origin of American Scientists: A Study Made under the Direction of a Committee of the Faculty of Wesleyan University ([Chicago]: The University of Chicago Press for Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn., 1921); Robert E. Knapp and Joseph J. Greengan, In Science: American Scientists Since Collegiate Science (Champaign: The University of Illinois Press and the Wesleyan University Press, Incorporated, for Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn., 1923).
production rates and the institutional variables referred to above. In view of
the nature of the data available, neither undertaking appeared to be feasible at
this time.

Aim OF THE STUDY.—The present investigation is based on three
major assumptions: (1) that the period during which an individual is an under-
graduate student is a suitable time for him to decide upon, or at least to con-
sider, librarianship as a possible career; (2) that the group of individuals who
replied to the inquiry is representative of the type of recruits the library
profession wishes to acquire; (3) that factors influential with this group will
also carry weight with similar groups.

Even though reports from former graduate as well as undergraduate
students are included, the investigation was planned originally to identify
factors influential with individuals in the latter group, and the bulk of the
respondents is made up of these individuals. Hence, the first assumption, which
relates to the desirability of choice of librarianship before graduation from
college, is inherent in the study. Such an assumption is in no way intended to
discourage choice of the profession by individuals other than college students
or to depreciate the importance of choices made later. In this connection,
Hughes has suggested that if the time of "crucial decision" for entrance to a
profession is placed too low too many persons looking for security may be drawn
to the field. Hughes felt that

there is a good deal to be said for the good maverick, the person of a
high degree of intellectual curiosity and energy who either changes
his or her mind or did not make it up early. In the early days of a
profession the leaders, that is, the founders, are generally enthusi-
astic mavericks. And it is always a question how such a profession gains by
becoming conventional, rigid, and unfriendly to the maverick.

"Everett Hughes, "Discussion of The Public Librarian: A Study of Pro-
essional Perceptions in the American Public Library," by Alice I. Frenz," A
Forum on the Public Library Today, the Conference at the University of Chicago
Granted the soundness of Hughes' observation, two facts appear to support the reality of the assumption made here. Studies of the occupational choices of college students show that many students are concerned with plans for future work. One reason for their going to college is to prepare for an occupation or to receive information and guidance to enable them to select a suitable vocation. 72 This being the case, the library profession along with other fields should receive consideration. In further support of the assumption, it can be pointed out that preparation for librarianship as viewed at the present time extends from the beginning of a student's college program to the close of his year of graduate study. While most of the professional training, or all of it, is concentrated in the fifth year of work, evaluation of a librarian's education takes into account a five-year program of preparation. 73 Thus if a college student knows that he wants to become a librarian, his undergraduate work can be directed toward that end.

The second assumption refers to the qualifications, both personal and intellectual, of the library school graduates and students who reported their experiences in the fifty-one colleges and universities. It is assumed that more individuals such as these should be attracted to the library field. The assumption seems reasonable in view of the selection procedures exercised by the several library schools. Furthermore, there was some feeling at the time the new five-year programs were being contemplated that these programs, under


71. Mearkle, et al., pp. 16-17, 47-51; Finberg et al., op. cit., pp. 92-117.

which most of the respondents later studied, would appeal to able students. 73

Finally, the investigation proceeds on the assumption that factors designated as influential by those respondents will be influential with other individuals like them. No attempt is made to distinguish factors which may influence either those individuals whose interests and abilities fit them unusually well to the profession or those persons believed most likely to contribute substantially to the development of librarianship. If the factors influential with these two groups differ from factors influential with other individuals, the difference is not recognized in the present study.

The Organization of the Study

The remainder of the dissertation is divided into seven chapters. Chapter II is a survey of related research studies in the field of librarianship. In Chapter III, the methods used in the collection and treatment of the data on which the present study is based are described. The next four chapters deal with factors which influenced students in the fifty-one colleges and universities to become librarians. Chapter VIII contains a summary of the findings of the investigation, a statement of conclusions drawn from these findings, and suggestions for further research in the same area.

CHAPTER II

RELATED STUDIES IN THE FIELD OF LIBRARIANSHIP

The literature of librarianship contains numerous writings on the subject of recruiting, most of which have been published during those years when a shortage of librarians has been particularly acute. In the early twenties the number of articles about recruitment was conspicuous, but with the onset of the depression and the oversupply of librarians that came with it, such articles were almost nonexistent. As a result of the shortage precipitated by the war, the situation changed, and references to recruiting again began to appear with increased frequency.

Excluding publications prepared for the prospective recruit, the published materials dealing with this subject are for the most part either accounts of actual recruiting activities carried out by associations, schools, libraries, and librarians, or articles on what could or should be done by groups and individuals to increase the number of recruits to the profession. In addition, however, several studies of a research nature which relate to the present problem are available. These may be classified generally as follows: (1) studies of the collegiate origins of librarians; (2) studies of reasons or factors which affect choice of librarianship as a career; (3) studies of recruiting literature and activities, vocational materials, and guidance programs.

Studies of the Collegiate Origins of Librarians

A few studies contain data on the institutions of higher education attended by certain groups of librarians. Where this is the case, the data may be analyzed by types of institutions or tabulated by individual colleges and universities. But in these investigations no attempt has been made to relate the number of future librarians graduated by an institution to its enrollment and, subsequently, to look for factors which may account for a school's record in producing librarians.

Thirty years ago the Board of Education for Librarianship prepared a list of the colleges and universities from which 2,927 graduates of seventeen library schools had obtained their baccalaureate degrees. At that time the high-ranking institutions were the University of Wisconsin (157), Smith (125), Vassar (121), and Wellesley (106). It was apparent from the list that although some library schools drew students from colleges and universities throughout the country, students were inclined to attend schools located in the general area of their undergraduate institutions.

A second study examined, among other characteristics, the academic backgrounds of librarians of some prominence. Of the 107 librarians, exclusive of those retired, who were listed in the 1940-41 edition of Who's Who in America, Lyle found that 57 per cent had received degrees from private colleges and universities in the East. One-fourth of the total group had been graduated from Harvard, Princeton, or Brown, with four-year schools—most of them state.


universities—accounted for 27 per cent of those listed. However, Lyle suggested that this condition was unlikely to continue. Many of the librarians had obtained their undergraduate degrees before 1925, and, considering the rapid increase in both the resources and the support of libraries in the Middle West and Far West, it was predicted that more of the profession’s leaders would in the future come from large state schools in those sections.  

Other investigations provide information on the collegiate origins of graduates or students of specific library schools, including Illinois, 6 Denver, 7 California, 8 Southern California, 9 Texas State College for Women, 10 and Texas. 11

From an examination of the records of 246 students enrolled in the University of Illinois Library School between 1925 and 1936, Wilson found that more than half of the students had received degrees either from state universities (33.4 per cent) or from liberal arts colleges with an enrollment of less than 800 (23.9 per cent). In all, 246 colleges and universities were represented. Of these,

6 Harriet E. Evans, "A Study of the University of Denver School of Librarianship Graduates, 1925-36," The Library Quarterly, X (October, 1940), 629-44.
8 Ibid.
9 Harold Wayne Billings, The Education of Librarians in Texas, 1933 ("Texas Papers on Library Topics," No. 1; Austin: Graduate School of Library Science, The University of Texas, 1936; processed).
10 Ibid.
the University of Illinois had contributed more students (8.6 per cent) to the library school than had any other institution, 11

In a study similar to Wilson's, Howe reported that the 192 graduates of the University of Denver School of Librarianship for the years 1932 through 1938 had attended fifty-nine different institutions. These graduates came chiefly from endowed colleges and universities. Although Howe indicated that the difference in the types of institutions attended by the Illinois and Denver students might be partially attributed to the types of institutions with which the two library schools were associated, she also called attention to the fact that the Denver graduates came from some twenty-five endowed colleges and universities. 12

At the University of California School of Librarianship, Danten and Merritt found that 1,134 first-year graduates (1920-1945), had received undergraduate degrees from 132 institutions of higher education. Almost half of these degrees were from Berkeley; four-fifths of them were from colleges and universities in California. Eleven schools had graduated 77 per cent of the students and, with one exception, these schools were located in the state. 13 According to Leigh in his survey of library education in California, the percentage of students from institutions in the state was slightly lower in 1931-32 than during the period covered by the Danten and Merritt study. 14

12Howe, op. cit., p. 333.
13Danten and Merritt, op. cit., p. 3.
Leigh discovered a somewhat different situation at the University of Southern California. In the years 1947-1952, 48 per cent of the library school students had been graduated from colleges and universities located in other states or in foreign countries. The institution represented most frequently (16 per cent) was the University of California at Los Angeles. The University of Southern California was itself responsible for 11 per cent of the students.

In a study of library education in Texas, Billings included estimates of the percentages of library school students at both Texas State College for Women and the University of Texas who had come from the institution where the school was located. These estimates, furnished by the directors of the two schools, showed that 60 per cent of the students in the library school at Texas State College for Women were drawn from that same institution, while in the library school at the University of Texas 35 per cent of the students were graduates of the university. Of the remaining 65 per cent of the students at Texas, 14 per cent came from teachers colleges in the state, 31 per cent from other Texas colleges and universities, and 20 per cent from out-of-state institutions.

Studies of Reasons or Factors Which Affect Choice of Librarianship as a Career

Because why individuals may or may not become librarians and factors which influence members of the profession in their choice of a career are covered in several investigations. The general public, high school and college students, non-professional workers in libraries, library school students, and practicing librarians have all been questioned in attempts to identify reasons

15 Billings, op. cit., p. 49.
and factors related to selection of librarianship.

In 1945 Form, a member of the Department of Sociology at Kent State University, obtained from 190 college students and non-college people their impressions of librarians. These impressions, 273 in all, were translated by the adjectives used in the descriptions of the librarians and were grouped into categories. The results were more unfavorable than favorable. More than half of the impressions were found to be negative, one-third were positive, and the remainder were neutral. Form then concluded:

The dominant stereotype of the population as a whole is clear: librarians are a group of intelligent, educated, single women who appear quiet and self-assured. Underneath they are inhibited, slightly neurotic, and conservative in their personal and social relations. Despite this, they manage to be helpful and cooperative in their work contacts with the public. This may be in part due to the fact that they are no bookish that they want others to enjoy books also.

On the whole, the non-college group thought better of the profession than did the college students. Among the latter, freshmen were more complimentary in their characterization of librarians than seniors were. This difference in the attitudes of the two classes was described:

College freshmen apparently are less critical of librarians than seniors. They believe that librarians are more helpful, more intelligent, more quiet, and more "mature" than do the seniors. The seniors apparently believe that librarians are more ignorant, impatient, pretentious, old-fashioned, and introverted. Apparently four years of continued association with librarians does not necessarily help build up a favorable impression in college students. It is true that the stereotypes of the seniors were

---


18 1945, pp. 852-53.

20 Form explained the composition of this group: "Impressions were obtained from the following occupations: particular, high school student, bar-
ber, housewife, waitress, factory worker, president of a large brewery, soda-
 fountain girl, machinist, vice-president of a large steel corporation, security
 house officer, store clerk, sales girl, manual worker, and a public steno-
grapher" (1945, p. 852).
less clearly defined and more diversified than those of the freshmen, yet they were at the same time more critical.21

At Western Michigan College of Education, Hilliard,22 the Director of Student Personnel and Guidance, interviewed fifty students and administered a questionnaire to 149 others to determine their reactions to librarianship. The reactions of the students interviewed toward library work as a profession for themselves were largely negative. Of the students answering the questionnaire, 10 per cent had thought seriously about the library field. This interest was indicated by a larger proportion of women (16 per cent) than men (1 per cent). One-third of the group had previously had their attention called to librarianship as a career, and again the percentage of women (47 per cent) was higher than the corresponding figure for men (14 per cent). More than half of the students were of the opinion that the librarians they had known had not encouraged them by pointing out the advantages of library work.23

In recording their impressions of librarianship, 79 per cent of the group answering the questionnaire felt that librarians do not receive sufficient recognition in their communities to make the profession appealing to young people. Other factors which would have discouraged at least one-third of the respondents included: the personalities of librarians (57 per cent); the fifth year of study required for a degree (40 per cent); the routine nature of library work (38 per cent). Nearly two-thirds of the men thought of librarianship as being primarily a profession for women. Also, a larger proportion of men (39 per cent)

21 Ibid.


23 Ibid., pp. (1-4).
than went (10 per cent) considered library salaries a deterrent in choosing the
field.

Jones, 25 in 1951, surveyed opinions of both college and high school
students on the library profession. 26 In a group of 180 sophomores at Osaka
College, one student expressed an interest in the library field. Reasons given
by as many as twenty students to explain their negative attitudes toward library-
ship could be summarized as follows: lack of interest in the type of work
involved, 69 (36 per cent); other plans, 67 (13 per cent); a feeling that the
work was boring, unstimulating, or too quiet, 66 (14 per cent). 27 Other reasons
given less often included limited opportunities for advancement, low salaries,
sterile nature of the work, over-sensitization of the profession, and dislike
for books and reading. Among 265 seniors at East Orange High School, East
Orange, New Jersey, Jones encountered a live situation. In the two groups of
students—college sophomores and high school seniors—were a few individuals who
had worked in a library and a larger number who stated that they used libraries
frequently. But a majority of both groups had evidently had little occasion to
ascertain either through experience or through observation the type of work per-
formed in libraries. Jones concluded that many of the students had no clear
conception of what librarianship really is. 28
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Further data regarding the attitudes of high school students toward the
library profession may be found in the report of a survey made by the Western
Pennsylvania Unit of the Catholic Library Association. The group which supplied
information included a few college freshmen, but was composed mainly of high school
students. [Eleanor McManus, "It Is Really More or Less of a Gift," The Catholic
Library World, XXXI (Nov. 1952), 272-73.

Percentages were derived by the present writer.

25Jones, op. cit., pp. 18-23.
Because a fairly high proportion of the Oregon seniors who furnished data for Jones's study apparently had no intimate knowledge of library work, it might be possible to describe a lack of interest in the profession on the part of college students to a lack of information about it. Such a relationship, however, does not always obtain; the opposite, in fact, may frequently be the case. Leight,²³ in a survey of non-professional personnel in California libraries, found a similar disinterest in librarianship among individuals with work experience. Of the 1,317 persons in Leight's sample, 34 per cent were working in the libraries of the institutions of higher education in which they were then enrolled, while an additional 11 per cent were attending a college, a university, or a school but were employed elsewhere. Thus the sample included a sizable number of college students who were doing some kind of library work. Although from one-third to one-half of the entire group either already had or soon would have the academic preparation required for admission to a graduate library school, less than 10 per cent planned to study for a professional degree in librarianship. More than half of the respondents were considering leaving library work for another occupation. Insufficient interest in the work was given as a reason for not making a career of librarianship by more of these persons (41 per cent) than was any other. The second largest number (26 per cent) intended to work in a library only temporarily while they prepared themselves for another field. Leight listed the reasons given by the remaining third of the group as follows: "Better opportunity for advancement in other fields" (14 per cent); "Salaries in library work too low to consider as a permanent career" (9 per cent); "Too difficult to obtain education necessary for advancement in library work" (6 per cent); "Other reasons: social status too low, work...

is uncreative, perfunctory, sterile, unfulfilling (3 per cent). 

Better than one-third of the total number of respondents indicated that they would like to obtain professional training if it were not impossible for them to do so. The principal obstacles related either to the difficulty of financing further education or to the fact that expected gains in terms of profit or advancement would not compensate for the money and time which would necessarily be expended upon additional training. Leigh reached the conclusion that non-professional workers in libraries provide a source of supply for the profession which is extremely limited, and that for many student workers library employment is simply a means of financing an education. Even after close association with the library field, these students do not have sufficient interest in the work to wish to continue in it.

The findings of Farn, Willard, Jones, and Leigh provide some understanding of the reasons why college students may not be attracted to the library profession. Examining the problem from a different angle, other investigators have looked for elements in librarianship which may recommend it to potential recruits and for factors which may be influential with prospective librarians. To this end, library school students and practicing librarians have been asked why they happened to decide upon the field and how library work as a career was brought to their attention.

Our study was undertaken by the American Library Association's

---

30 Ibid., pp. 64-91.
31 Ibid., pp. 89-91.
32 In addition to the more general studies summarized here, an investigation including data on reasons for choice of one particular type of library work, i.e., work with children, is available: Viola M. Fitch, "What Becomes of Children's Librarians" (unpublished Master's essay, School of Library Service, Columbia University, 1930), pp. 14-18.
Committee on Recruiting for Library Service as early as 1932. On the basis of
questionnaires returned by 473 library school students and practicing librarians,
the committee was able to identify factors which first prompted this particular
group to enter library work. The findings indicated

that the rather scanty experience of practicing librarians through posters
has been only five-tenths of one per cent successful. The influence of the
printed article gave reason for some entertaining answers, but only one and
five-tenths per cent were solved by the written word. The figures show
also that the high school library is not yet a powerful factor as a voca-
tional guide to librarianship, but that personal influence of some sort
is the greatest single factor (nearly thirty-six per cent).

With these library school students and librarians, the influence of the
public library had been stronger than the influence of the college library, while
the college library in turn had been more influential than the school library.
Since some respondents checked more than one factor, it was not possible to dis-
tinguish individuals who were prompted to become librarians principally as a
result of factors associated with institutions of higher education. Even so, the
extent of the influence of these factors is suggested by the following figures:

"Personal satisfaction in the use or observation of the work of a College
library," 77 (16 per cent); "Employment in a College library," 71 (15 per cent);
"Acquaintance with or the personal influence of a College librarian," 70 (15 per
cent); "As the result of a course in the use of books and libraries taken in
College," 32 (7 per cent); "Influence of a teacher in College," 28 (6 per cent).32

Some eighteen years after the Committee on Recruiting for Library Ser-
dvice conducted its survey, three other studies were undertaken which added to
the profession's knowledge concerning the vocational decisions of librarians.

Library school students at the University of Michigan, practicing librarians

---

34. Ibid., p. 164.
35. Id., p. 165. Percentages were derived by the present writer.
In libraries of all types in the state of Illinois, not a sample of public librarians from libraries of various sizes located throughout the country furnished information for these investigations. Although the inquiries did not deal specifically with factors influential with respondents while they were college or university students, the studies are helpful for the answers which they provide to certain general questions dealing with selection of librarianship as a career.

Klippel, 36 in 1948, asked forty-seven students enrolled in the Department of Library Science at the University of Michigan certain questions about their choice of the library profession. One-fourth of the group had chosen librarianship during high school, and close to one-half had arrived at this decision by the time they reached college. When the group was graduated from college, the proportion planning to enter the library field had increased to 53.3 per cent, but more than a quarter of the students were still planning to be teachers. The principal reasons given by the Michigan students for entering library work were: the opportunity which the profession offered to supplement or to satisfy another major interest; availability of positions and good chances for advancement; an interest in books, reading, and the advantages attached to an intellectual atmosphere; the opportunity which librarianship afforded for work with people. Klippel found that more than half of the library school students had worked in their college libraries and that approximately 50 per cent of these had received active encouragement from the library staff to consider the profession. He felt that for these particular students work experience had been an important influence in choice of librarianship, but, at the same time,

it seemed clear that not all college librarians were using their contacts with student assistants to inform them of the possibilities of library work as a career.37

Also in 1948, 1,035 Illinois librarians were asked for their experience and opinions in regard to the "professional lure" of librarianship.38 In answer to the question, "Was there the first to interest you in library work?", over half of the respondents indicated that a librarian had been responsible for their initial interest in the field. References to other individuals were, by comparison, infrequent, although some 14 per cent mentioned parents or relatives. A little more than 2 per cent of the group traced their first interest in the profession to articles or library work. With respect to the chief impetus that caused these librarians to enter the field, three factors appeared to have been of first importance: "Love of books," 673 (69 per cent); "Familiarity with work through apprenticeship," 349 (34 per cent); and "Interest in people," 290 (28 per cent). The librarians listed in the field for four principal reasons: "Challenge of work," 636 (61 per cent); "Pleasant relationships with students," 466 (44 per cent); "Satisfaction in daily routine," 254 (25 per cent); and "Satisfaction in giving service," 198 (19 per cent). If given another opportunity to make their vocational decisions, a large majority of the group (97 per cent) would again choose to be librarians.39

In spite of their expression of satisfaction in library work, the librarians were still able to identify what they believed to be the principal drawbacks to the profession. To some 88 per cent of the respondents low

37 Ibid.


39 Ibid., pp. [183]-85. Percentages were arrived at by the present writer.
salary scales constituted a real disadvantage. Other unfavorable aspects of
librarianship included slow advancement, night work, and routine work. Yet in
their recruiting efforts, the difficulties encountered by these librarians re-
lated less to the disadvantages of the profession as such than to other conditions. The difficulty most generally reported was the length of time
required for professional training—a handicap referred to by two-thirds of the
group. Librarianship's apparent lack of glamour ranked second in frequency of
mention, around 12 per cent of the respondents having found this a hindrance to
recruitment.

In her survey of personnel for the Public Library Inquiry in the spring
of 1940, Bryan included 1,637 individuals who were classified as professional
librarians. Of this group, one-third had preferred librarianship to other
careers at the time they completed high school, while 59 per cent had decided
by the time they finished college that they wished to be librarians. However,
on graduation from college an additional 21 per cent of the librarians had not
ever entertained the idea of a library career. A considerable number of the
respondents to Bryan's inquiry had to their credit training or experience in
another field, and in a majority of cases this field was teaching. When the
librarians were asked why they had chosen the library profession in preference
to other careers to which they had also given serious consideration, the largest
number indicated that the work in other fields was "too uninteresting or too
uninspiring." The second largest group had shifted to the library profession
because they felt inadequate or insecure in their other preferred fields.

40Ibid., pp. 104-10.  
41Alice I. Bryan, The Public Librarian, A Report of the Public Library
42Ibid., pp. [114]-28.
As their chief reasons for choosing librarianship, respondents gave a liking for libraries, books, or library work. A desire to be of help to people and a hope to further personal intellectual growth were also among the reasons given most often. Parents and relatives were the persons who had exerted the most influence in the vocational decisions of these librarians. Nearly three-fourths of the librarians would choose the library field again, but like the Illinois librarians they identified certain disadvantages in it. Over two-thirds of the group felt that inadequate salaries were a drawback. Other disadvantages included limited opportunities for advancement, the monotonous or uninteresting nature, and unsatisfactory status, pension provisions, and conditions of work.

In addition to the studies reported above, one further survey dealing with reasons for choice of librarianship as a profession is available. In 1950, in a study similar to the one made at Michigan, the Committee on Recruiting and Personnel of the Association of American Library Schools obtained data from 1,240 students in thirty-six accredited library schools. Forty-nine per cent of the students surveyed entered librarianship as their career by the time they completed college; 32 per cent had made the choice at some time during their college programs. Well over half of the respondents had been employed in a library before deciding to become librarians. Reasons given by at least 10 per cent of the students for entering the field were classified generally as follows: "Liking for books, literature, or reading" (44 per cent); "Liking for people" (25 per cent); "Liking for libraries, for library environment, etc." (13 per cent); "Desire to help people" (12 per cent); "Desire to help others" (10 per cent); "Desire to advance professionally" (10 per cent); "Desire for a stable career" (9 per cent); "Desire for a less strenuous occupation" (8 per cent); "Desire for a flexible occupation" (8 per cent); "Desire for better work conditions" (7 per cent); "Desire to have more leisure time" (6 per cent); "Desire for greater opportunities for advancement" (6 per cent); "Desire to make more money" (6 per cent); "Desire for more independence" (5 per cent); "Desire to have greater influence on people" (5 per cent); and "Desire for more travel" (5 per cent).

43 Illinois pub. 128-35.

44 Association of American Library Schools, Committee on Recruiting and Personnel, "Why Library School Students Chose the Library Profession" (1950); mimeographed.)
or for library work in general (17 per cent); "Opportunity which librarianship affords for service to people" (15 per cent); "Favorable experience in a library" (10 per cent); "Employment opportunities" (10 per cent); "Personal qualifications" (10 per cent); "Intellectual stimulation" (10 per cent). 45

The students were also asked to give the means by which library work as a career was first brought to their attention. The suggestions most often from librarians (50 per cent), from library experience (10 per cent), or from use or observation of libraries (10 per cent) than from any other source. In comparison, the influence of college teachers and students, vocational guidance activities, and library education was slight. Moreover, publicity for the profession had to all appearances had little effect on the decisions of these students. Only 10 per cent of the respondents who had decided upon library work after recruiting activities were intensified following the war remembered seeing any of the materials used in recruitment for librarianship. A much smaller proportion had been influenced by such materials. 46

Studies of Recruiting Literature and Activities, Vocational Materials, and Guidance Programs

Other aspects of the problem of recruitment have been dealt with in master's projects or theses. Three such studies were concerned primarily with recruiting literature or recruiting activities, but none of the three attempted an evaluation of the effectiveness of either materials or programs. Kemp, in 1954, prepared an annotated bibliography of publications useful in recruitment for library work. The list included both items for the librarian


and items of possible interest to the potential librarian. In an analysis of material in "The Clearing House Newsletters" of the Joint Committee on Library Work as a Career, Bialek reported recruiting activities on the national, state, and local and individual levels, and also in the library schools. The purpose of the paper was to present facts from the newsletters on these activities, and the writer concluded that it would be difficult to determine the extent to which new librarians were influenced by any one of the media used in recruiting.

Cox also studied recruiting activities in the library field and, in addition, compared these with similar activities in the fields of teaching and nursing. He found that the three professions had certain common problems, and that in recruiting they tended to stress some of the same procedures and ideas. From her examination of the recruiting literature used in these fields, Cox felt that materials on librarianship compared favorably with materials on teaching and nursing, although nursing was thought to hold a slight edge when the variety and attractiveness of the publications were considered. From her study of evaluations and accounts of recruiting materials and programs in teaching and nursing, Cox made a number of recommendations for recruitment for librarianship. She also pointed out the need for a study to determine the success of specific recruiting programs in the library field.

Other authors have evaluated the information about library work.


49. Id., p. [50].


51. Ibid., pp. 40, 42-45.
continued in selected vocational materials. 

Paul 53 surveyed thirteen vocational books of fiction in the fields of teaching, journalism, and librarianship to determine the extent to which each book included pertinent factual information about the vocations treated. She concluded that the library profession was not presented well in either of the two titles chosen to represent the field. 53 Also, in an investigation of vocational fiction, Demare 54 studied seven twelfth-grade career books published between 1936 and 1954 to ascertain the treatment accorded librarianship. She felt that in these particular publications, which included the two books on library work evaluated by Paul, the profession was accurately and creditably presented. 55

Travis 56, in a study of the adequacy of several books and monographs on library work, used as evaluative criteria both the standards for occupational literature formulated by the National Vocational Guidance Association and statements made by authorities in the library field. When the publications were checked against the standards, it was found that they varied widely with respect to the type of information included, and some scored much higher than others. Most of the statements contained in the publications, however, proved to be


55 ibid., p. 62.

accurate when compared with statements of authorities in the field.\textsuperscript{57} Another master's thesis also made use of the standards of the National Vocational Guidance Association, but not for purposes of evaluation. These standards served as a guide in the preparation of a vocational monograph on library work with children which Macksey\textsuperscript{58} completed in 1924.

Only one study which looks specifically at the vocational counselor's part in recruitment for librarianship was located. In 1955 French\textsuperscript{59} sent a questionnaire to vocational counselors in 315 colleges and universities and to this inquiry received 147 replies that were usable in full. General findings may be summarized as follows: (1) A very small proportion of college students were receiving information on librarianship as a result of vocational counseling, but most of the counselors were discussing the library profession each year with a few students. (2) Libraries on most of the campuses encouraged student interest in the profession, and a majority of the librarians were working in cooperation with the counselors. (3) Most of the counselors reported that they had in their possession some materials on librarianship as a career, and of these materials publications of library associations, monographs in career series, and government publications were mentioned most frequently. (4) Most of the counselors received some materials which were unsolicited, approximately one-half of the group receiving such materials from library associations and library schools. (5) On the whole, the counselors felt that the materials were adequate, but certain items considered valuable by the counselors were obviously out-of-date. (6) In their recommendations for improvement of career materials,

\textsuperscript{57}Moore, pp. 102-10.

\textsuperscript{58}Louise Macksey, "A Vocational Approach to Children's Librarianship" (unpublished Master's thesis, Kent State University, 1924).

\textsuperscript{59}James D. French, "Vocational Counseling and Librarianship Recruitment" (unpublished Master's report, Library School, Pratt Institute, 1955).
counselors referred to the need for specific and recent information on requirements, opportunities, and salaries in the field and to the desirability for wider distribution of materials. From the data obtained in the survey, French suggested that a positive relationship existed between a counselor's interest in librarianship and certain other factors, namely, the librarian's participation in recruiting activities on the campus, the desirability of the career materials available, and the presence of library science courses in the curriculum.

Summary

On the basis of the investigations reviewed above and at some risk of oversimplification, several tentative generalizations pertinent to the present problem can be formulated. By and large, little is known of the extent to which specific institutions of higher education supply students for the graduate library schools. The evidence provided on this point is either dated or circumstantial. If little is known about the absolute numbers of librarians who have come from specific colleges and universities, even less is known about the standings of the same institutions when these numbers are related to institutional size. Moreover, it appears that no attempt has been made to discover what factors, if any, may be responsible for the standing of a school which, when compared with similar institutions, ranks relatively high in this respect.

Turning from the colleges and universities to the students who attend them, it is possible to generalize within limits regarding the attitudes of college students toward librarianship. The proportion of students who contemplate library work is exceedingly small. As a group, college students hold an unflattering stereotype of the librarian, and they comment with disfavor on the
personalities of librarians. With or without library experience, they seem more likely to dismiss the profession as a possible career because of their impressions of the work, which they term uninteresting, than because of any other one consideration. They are inclined to feel, too, that librarian's prestige in the community is questionable. Along with all this, the prospect of a fifth year of study contributes a deterring influence. Other conditions, such as low salaries and insufficient opportunities for advancement, also have a negative effect upon the attitudes of some college students, but from the evidence available, these conditions seem relatively less important than librarians may have been accustomed to believe.

Against the prevailing attitudes of college students toward the library field can be set the reasons and factors which influence librarians in their choice of the profession. In view of the comparatively few college students who elect to be librarians, it is not surprising to find that of the individuals who do eventually enter library work, around half make this decision sometime after college graduation. A good number of them have training and experience in fields other than librarianship, and they make a change primarily because they find work in these fields uninteresting or uninspiring—the same reason given by college students for librarianship's lack of appeal. Also, a fairly large proportion of librarians work in a library at one time or another before taking their professional training. Again, this situation affords an interesting contrast to student library workers in general who appear to be only slightly more interested in the field than are students without experience.

Librarians choose their profession because they like books, people, libraries, and library work, and, for a sizeable number, librarianship affords an opportunity to satisfy or supplement a major interest. Once a librarian makes his choice, the chances are about four to one that, given a second
opportunity, he would make the same decision all over once more. Generally speaking, librarians stay in the field because they find the work challenging, but simultaneously they feel that low salaries and limited opportunities for advancement constitute real drawbacks. The chief difficulty which they experience in recruiting, however, seems to rest more often in the length of the period necessary to prepare for professional librarianship rather than in the field's apparent lack of glamour than to the chief disadvantages of the profession as they themselves, as practicing librarians, identify them.

When it comes to the factors that influence librarians in their selection of the profession as distinguished from the reasons they give for this choice, the studies indicate that the influence of individuals has been the most important factor. Despite the stereotype, these individuals in a majority of cases are likely to be librarians. Still, in a good many instances, it seems that librarians are not taking advantage of their contacts with college students so far as recruitment is concerned. Other individuals who exercise considerable influence on the vocational decisions of librarians are parents and relatives. In addition to the influence of individuals, work experience and contact with librarians through use or observation also appear to be factors of more than usual significance. By comparison with these three factors—the influence of individuals, work experience, and using or observing librarians—other factors, though influential with some persons, have been relatively unimportant in their total effect.

The case for publicity, if there is one, is yet to be made. A few investigators have studied selected recruiting materials and programs, but there has been no real attempt to evaluate the results of either materials or programs in terms of the number of new librarians added to the profession. The
weight of the evidence, based on the testimony of individuals who become librarians, indicates that little influence on their decisions can be attributed to publications on librarianship as a career or to other media for publicity which serve as stimuli for recruiting youths. A similar situation exists with respect to the influence of the vocational counselor on college students. From what the counselors say they do and from the influence librarians describe to them, it can be seen that their part in suggesting librarianship as a career is thus far incidental.

How far most of these findings concerning factors influential in an individual's choice of librarianship can appropriately be applied to the recruitment of college students is uncertain. The factors generally influential with librarians have been identified, but librarians while they were students may or may not have been influenced by these factors. The relative influence of the factors on college and university students is, therefore, largely unknown. Also, from the contradictions apparent in the attitudes and experiences of college students and librarians with respect to the profession, it is evident that a factor is capable of exerting both a positive and a negative influence. Thus, in an institution of higher education a factor's role of operation may be of as much importance as its presence there. If this is the case, it then follows that the potential influence of some factors may possibly have been obscured in investigations which include, but do not isolate, factors in specific colleges and universities which have led to influence future librarians in their choice of the profession.
CHAPTER III

THE METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

In order to identify and study factors in institutions of higher education which may influence students in their choice of librarianship as a career, the procedure described in the present chapter was followed in the collection and treatment of data for the investigation. Steps in procedure included: (1) the compilation of information on the educational backgrounds of recent graduates and students of library schools; (2) the selection of a group of colleges and universities for preliminary study; (3) the preparation and distribution of a questionnaire to the library school graduates and students who had attended these institutions; (4) the exclusion of certain institutions in the group for further consideration; (5) the identification and treatment of factors which influenced students in the remaining institutions to become librarians.

The Collection of Data

Compilation of Information on Educational Backgrounds.—As originally planned, the first step in this study involved an examination of the educational backgrounds of all students enrolled in fifth-year programs in accredited library schools for any part of the period which began with the academic year of 1948 and ended in the spring of 1953. More than one reason accounted for the selection of the beginning date. It was after the close of the war and enrolments in library schools were increasing. It was a year in which the introduction of new master's programs into the schools was apparent in a market sense. It was
also a year when the profession, through the establishment of the Joint Committee on Library Work as a Career, offered tangible evidence of its interest and concern for matters relating to recruitment. The terminal date approximated the date that the dissertation was undertaken.

To ascertain the availability of data on the educational background of the library school students, a letter was sent in February, 1955, to the directors of thirty-six schools. Three criteria governed the selection of a library school for inclusion: (1) it was in operation at that time; (2) it was located in the United States; (3) during all or a part of the period 1943-1955, it had appeared on the list of schools accredited by the Board of Education for Librarianship. The letter to the library school directors explained the nature of the study and asked for their cooperation in supplying information for the investigation. This information, as described in the initial request, consisted of the following data about each student enrolled in the five-year program during the period covered: (1) name; (2) all institutions of higher education attended, including those from which no degree was received and those in which graduate work was done.

Three limitations might have been placed on this request to the library schools. In the first place, it could have been limited to data concerning institutions from which the students had received degrees, as such a limitation is characteristic of studies of collegiate origins of individuals in other fields. However, it seemed plausible to believe that through a relatively brief contact with an institution of higher education—a contact briefer than that

required for a degree—on individual might become interested in librarianship.
Another limitation could have confined the request to information on the colleges
and universities attended by the library school students as undergraduates. But
a previous investigation had found that sometimes a student in graduate school
decided to enter library work because of factors associated with the institution
where he is a student. 2 The request could, in addition, have been subject
to a third restriction which would have limited the educational institutions in-
cluded in the study to the ones that the students had attended during a specified
period of time, preferably a recent period. Yet Bryan's study of public libra-
ries showed that several years may separate between an individual's graduation
from college and his graduation from library school. 3 This situation suggested
that for some persons it may also be a matter of years between completion of
college and matriculation in library school. With the war years so near to the
beginning date of the present study, it did not seem unreasonable to think that
this condition might apply to a fairly large number of students in library
schools after the war. It did seem, too, that even though an individual at-
tended a certain institution of higher education a number of years prior to
starting his professional study, factors in that institution still might have
had some influence on his decision to become a librarian. In order to include
such cases, this limitation, along with the other two, was discarded.

The replies from most of the library schools stated that the information
requested was available. Occasionally, a reply indicated that a school could

2 Association of American Library Schools, Committee on Recruiting and
Personnel, "Why Library School Students Choose the Library Profession" ([1951]),
p. 11. ( Mimeographed.)

3 For women, the average length of time between completion of college
and graduation from library school was 2.9 years; the corresponding figures for
men was 3.7 years. (Alice L. Bryan, The Public Librarian, A Report of the Public
furnish the data on the educational backgrounds of its graduates only, or that a school was attended by a considerable number of students who took courses but who were not degree candidates. This being the case, it seemed advisable to limit the request to data on the backgrounds of library school graduates and of individuals who were actually pursuing a course of study toward a degree in librarianship. The request was satisfied, accordingly, to ask for the same information, not for all students, but for graduates of the fifth-year program (Fall, 1947—Spring, 1950) and for students then (Spring, 1949) working for the fifth-year degree.

Thirty-three of the thirty-six library schools supplied material for the investigation. Even if complete data had been available from the remaining schools, the educational backgrounds of only 100 additional individuals might have been studied. None of the three schools is a large library school; furthermore, in 1948, the beginning date of the study, the professional programs of two of the schools were offered at the undergraduate level.

Certain discrepancies and inadequacies in the data obtained from the several library schools must be recognized. Three schools apparently supplied only the names of institutions from which their students had received degrees. The lists provided by four schools were incomplete with respect to the period covered. Three of these schools sent information on the backgrounds of their graduates for six of the seven years covered by the investigation, while the lists furnished by the fourth school included students for five years only. The

Collectively, the three library schools graduated fewer than 100 fifth-year students between January 1, 1949, and July 1, 1950 (American Library Association, Board of Education for Librarianship, "Annual report," 1949/50—1944/50). If current students (Spring, 1950) who will not receive degrees before July 1, 1950 were considered also, the number of individuals from these schools eligible for inclusion in the study would probably have been slightly higher.

Likewise, 1949, loc. cit.
additional schools could not provide the information sought, but they did send
the names and addresses of their graduates for the seven years. Letters re-
squesting information similar to that secured on graduates of the other schools
were sent directly to these institutions, and replies were received from approxi-
mately 80 per cent of the graduates of both schools. Aside from the variations
in the data available from the nine schools just mentioned, the material from
most of the library schools was for their graduates through June, 1955. Some
of these schools also included current students or active registrants who would
not receive degrees until later.

All in all, material was provided on the educational backgrounds of
8,756 individuals who were recent or prospective graduates of a fifth-year pro-
gress in librarianship. When the names of individuals who had attended only
colleges or universities located outside the continental United States were
deleted, a total of 8,459 names remained. The educational backgrounds of these
8,459 persons were then examined to determine the number of individuals in the
group who, before beginning graduate work in the library field, had attended any
one institution of higher education in this country.

Selection of Institutions for Preliminary Study.—Preparatory to selec-
tion of the colleges and universities to be included in the study, some classi-
fication of the institutions of higher education attended by the library school
graduates and students seemed desirable. Cathermer's A Statistical Analysis
of the Organization of Higher Education in the United States, 1940-1949 contains
a list of schools classified by type, nature of control, characteristics of
student body, and location. The general criterion for inclusion of an

6Richard E. Cathermer, A Statistical Analysis of the Organization of
Higher Education in the United States, 1940-1949 (New York: Columbia University
Institution on Osmolner’s list were its accreditation by a regional or professional accrediting body. Since most of the schools reported in any large numbers for the 9,459 library school graduates and students were accredited institutions, Osmolner’s classification was, in large part, followed in the present study. A few schools changed in type or in characteristics of the student body after 1940-1945, the date of the Osmolner list, but such instances were rare. For the few unaccredited institutions appearing with sufficient frequency to warrant attention, information comparable to that provided in the Osmolner list was obtained from educational directories. A departure was made from the list in the case of coordinate colleges and separate schools which were part of a larger educational system. When these could be identified, they were examined independently of other units.

In tabulating the data on the educational backgrounds of the library school graduates and students by individual institutions of higher education, records were made for all institutions reported and were not restricted to schools of any one type. However, when these records were examined, it was evident that the study had limited itself to a consideration of three types of schools—liberal arts colleges, teachers colleges, and universities. Specific institutions of other types, such as junior colleges and separate professional schools other than teachers colleges, were not reported frequently enough for them to be a part of the study.

When the data on educational backgrounds had been recorded, two criteria were applied in the preliminary selection of the liberal arts colleges, teachers colleges, and universities to be included in the investigation. These

criteria were: (1) the school had been attended by at least ten of the 8,450 individuals for whom data were available; (2) the school, when its enrollments were taken into account, ranked high among similar institutions in the number of former students who were represented among the 8,450 library school graduates and students.

For the first criterion seemed necessary for two reasons. First of all, it would, when the second criterion was applied, keep a small institution from which one or two students had gone to library school from assuming undue importance. In this connection, statistical studies of the collegiate origins of persons in other fields recognize the unreliability of indices based on small numbers. As a second reason for the application of a criterion framed in terms of absolute numbers, it appeared likely that if only one or two persons reported their experiences in a school, these reports would not provide enough information to aid appreciably in the findings. After inspection of the number of individuals who had attended each of the several institutions, the figure "ten" seemed to be a reasonable minimum standard to apply to the selection of the colleges and universities to be considered further. The choice of this particular figure allowed the inclusion of a number of small colleges. Moreover, assuming that information could be obtained from 50 per cent or more of the persons who had attended a specific institution, it assured reports on a sufficient number of cases to indicate something of the operation of factors which influenced students in that school to become librarians.

Also, in order to guarantee adequate representation of schools with relatively small enrollments, the second criterion was needed. A small institution could hardly be expected to compete with a large one for a place on the final list of schools if only absolute numbers of future librarians were attended the two institutions were taken into account. Several of the studies of collegiate origins referred to above took notice of differences in size in their comparison of the records of institutions of higher education in furnishing individuals to other specialized fields. To aid in the selection of the schools to be studied here, an index number was therefore computed for each liberal arts college, teacher college, and university listed by Othelmers. This index was based on the number of former students supplied by an institution to the library schools, per 1,000 students enrolled in that institution in the fall of 1933. The year 1933 was chosen because enrollment of veterans in colleges and universities was declining and, as a result, there was less likelihood of distortion in enrollment figures at that time than in any one of the years immediately preceding.

After both the absolute number of individuals who had attended each institution and the index number for each institution were determined, the schools listed by Othelmers as either liberal arts colleges (exclusive of coeducational colleges), teacher colleges, or universities received primary attention. The schools were first classified according to type. Liberal arts colleges were then subdivided into coeducational, men's, and women's colleges. In addition,

---


10 Fall enrollment figures for 1933 were taken from U.S. Office of Education, *Education Directory, 1933-34*, Part III, Higher Education (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1934). In cases where separate figures were not available for separate colleges or for the several units in a system of higher education, enrollment figures for the fall of 1933 were supplied by Irving W. (1933). 

11 Robert C. Story, "1933 Fall College Enrollment," *Higher Education* (December 15, 1933), 86.
note was made of the universities with graduate library schools.

This consideration of schools by groups was necessary for institutions of various types and with different characteristics to be represented in the study. Generally speaking, indexes for the teacher colleges and the universities could not be expected to be as high as indexes for the liberal arts colleges. Teacher colleges are engaged primarily in educating prospective teachers, and universities are complex organizations which include a number of professional schools whose students are already committed to a specific vocation. In all probability, conditions like or similar to these do not prevail to as large an extent in the liberal arts colleges. Also, because the library profession was outnumbered by men, there appeared little chance that the indexes for any of the men's colleges would be sufficiently high for such institutions to be included unless they were considered apart from the other colleges. It seemed possible, too, that the presence of a graduate library school on the campuses of some universities might mean that other universities, by comparison, would rank too low to be represented.

Once the schools were divided into the groups indicated above, the index for the median institution in each group was determined. Each order of these indexes for the several types of institutions was as follows: women's colleges; denominational colleges, teachers colleges; universities; and men's colleges. When the median index for universities with a library school was compared with the median index for other universities, it was clear that the former was considerably higher.

Although in almost every group of institutions there were schools whose indexes were considerably high, these schools were very few, and, as a rule, the high-ranking institutions did not automatically separate themselves from other similar institutions. This situation, therefore, called for a decision
As a result of this selection, the provisional list of high-ranking schools was made up of seventy institutions of higher education. On the list were thirty-six liberal arts colleges, including nineteen coeducational, fourteen women's, and three men's schools; twenty-two teachers colleges; and twelve universities, five of which had graduate library schools. Among the seventy schools were several treated by Cathriner as parts of a larger educational system. Also, the indexes for two complex liberal arts colleges had been found high enough for these two schools to be included.\footnote{Cathriner classified sixty-one institutions of higher education as complex liberal arts colleges—schools which approached the "university" concept in various ways and in varying degrees, generally by the presence of professional education in addition to liberal arts (Cathriner, 22-231, p.12). In the present study, these particular colleges were not included with either the liberal arts colleges or the universities. However, their index numbers were derived and compared with the indexes of the other liberal arts colleges, with the result that two complex colleges ranked sufficiently high to be included among the seventy schools.} In addition, the group of liberal arts colleges contained two unaccredited institutions which Cathriner did not list, but whose indexes compared favorably with the indexes of the high-ranking accredited colleges.

In view of the incompleteness of the data available from a few of the library schools, it should be noted that these seventy institutions of higher education were not necessarily the only schools attended in relatively large
numbers by individuals who later entered the library field. It complete information on the educational backgrounds of all the graduates and students of all the library schools had been amassable, some colleges and universities not appearing on the list of high-ranking schools might have stood higher than the institutions which did. Certainly there would have been other schools which ranked as high. Moreover, if enrollment figures for a different year had been used in the derivation of the index, some institutions on the list would undoubtedly have been replaced by others. Even though this may be the case, the seventy colleges and universities selected for study appeared to make up a group of institutions adequate for the purposes of the present investigation.

These seventy schools would, in any case, be close to the top of the list.

Preparation and distribution of the questionnaire.—After the high-ranking colleges and universities had been identified, the next step in procedure was to secure information on any factors in these institutions which influenced students to become librarians. Individuals who had been students at the schools which ranked high and who thereafter had attended library school were felt to be the persons best qualified to give the information. To obtain the data, a questionnaire addressed to these individuals was used.

In preparing the questionnaire, three forms designed to secure the necessary information were constructed. The three covering letters were similar, and the requests for data on the respondent's background were included in each form, but otherwise the three forms differed. One blank contained a request for a statement from the respondent with respect to events and experiences which influenced his choice of librarianship while he was a student at a given institution. In the case of the second form, the inquiry was composed of several rather general questions. The third form of the questionnaire combined a check-list with a number of open-end questions and included as well space for comments by
the respondent. Preliminary to the preparation of this particular form, the
literature had been examined for librarians' experiences, opinions, and sugges-
tions regarding factors in institutions of higher education which influence
students to enter the library field. The form was then constructed to secure
information on these factors as they might appear in the high-ranking colleges
and universities.

The three forms of the questionnaire were presented with groups of
students in the Division of Librarianship at New York University and in the Univer-
sity of Illinois Library School. The results of the protest indicated that the
third form was better fitted to obtain data pertinent to the problem than were
the other two forms. Also, the length of the mailing list suggested that this
form, which was largely a check-list, was the most suitable selection among the
three. With a few revisions which were pointed up by the findings of the pro-
test, the third form of the questionnaire was therefore adopted for use in the
present study. The appendix contains a copy of the final questionnaire and its
covering letter.18

The questionnaire used in the study had been designed with experiences
of college undergraduates chiefly in mind. Hence, there was some question as to
its effectiveness in securing data from individuals who had attended an institu-
tion for graduate work or as special students, possibly during a summer term.
For this reason, and also to keep the length of the mailing list within reason-
able limits, it seemed advisable to sample individuals from eleven of the twelve
universities. The twelfth university, when compared with the others, was a
small institution, and the number of possible respondents was, by comparison, also
small. Thus, a 10 per cent sample of the persons who attended the eleven uni-
versities, stratified first by institution and then by sex within each institu-

Also, was drawn. This procedure permitted representation of the universities in the study, and, at the same time, it furnished an opportunity to test the questionnaire with a larger group of former university students than had therefore been possible. Since space was provided on the questionnaire for respondents to mention factors in addition to those specifically covered by the inquiry, it seemed probable that any factors peculiar to the universities would emerge.

The mailing list for the questionnaires consisted of 1,517 names, none of which were duplicates. This duplication is accounted for by the fact that certain individuals had been students at more than one of the high-ranking schools and, consequently, were sent a questionnaire for more than one institution. When the list was compiled, addresses for the persons included were obtained from published directories or were supplied by the library schools.

Out of the 1,517 questionnaires that might have been sent, 1,491 were mailed. The discrepancy was due to the fact that certain names were not available or were foreign addresses. When the questionnaires were returned, a few respondents reported that they had not been students at the college or university in question or that they had attended only the graduate library school or the institution about which they had received an inquiry. With the exclusion of cases such as these, the total number of questionnaires was reduced from 1,517 to 1,491.

The questionnaires were sent out in late February, 1936, and a second copy was mailed some seven weeks later to the persons who had not responded.

Four months after the first request was made, replies had been received to 66.3 per cent of the adjusted total of 1,479 questionnaires. For sixty-six of the seventy institutions, 50 per cent or more of the persons on the mailing list replied to the inquiry. These percentages include letters and notes as well as questionnaires, since such answers were frequently as useful as completed.
forms in explaining a respondent's experiences in regard to choice of librarianship. Table 2 shows the number and percentage of returns for liberal arts colleges, teachers colleges, and universities. The few questionnaires returned after the date were tabulated are not included in the table.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Institution</th>
<th>No. of Questionnaires (Adjusted)</th>
<th>No. of Returns</th>
<th>Percentage of Returns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal arts colleges</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consecutively</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>61.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers colleges</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>64.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,479</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>66.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A total of seventy-nine questionnaires were undeliverable or were returned by individuals who declined to answer.

+ This figure includes only questionnaires mailed to the university sample. The total number of individuals who attended the twelve universities was 1,525.

Inasmuch as no answer was received to approximately one-third of the questionnaires, some question could be raised as to whether the experiences of the individuals who did not reply differed materially from the experiences of those who did. It seemed possible that a good proportion of the non-respondents might have felt that their choice of librarianship was in no way related to the colleges and universities about which they were questioned, and that their replies would add little or nothing to the study. Also, other individuals might have felt that they had been students too long before for their responses to contribute to the substance of the investigation. However, the replies received
included responses from persons in both of these groups. Thus, if the experience of non-respondents differed markedly from the experiences of respondents in a manner likely to affect the outcome of the study, these differences were not discernible.

The Treatment of Data

Exclusion of certain institutions from further consideration.—When the questionnaires dealing with the seventy institutions of higher education were examined, it looked as though the factors in colleges and universities which influenced students to enter the library profession could be more readily and clearly identified if certain schools were excluded from the study at that time. Since less than 50 per cent of the individuals on the mailing lists for two liberal arts colleges replied to the inquiry, these two colleges were dismissed from further consideration. In the case of two additional schools—one, a liberal arts college, and the other, a teachers college—a respondent's report to the effect that he did not attend the institution for which he received a questionnaire reduced the number of former students from the two institutions to a point where the schools no longer met both criteria necessary for inclusion. Inspection of the questionnaires for two liberal arts colleges and five teachers colleges showed that less than half of the respondents for any one of the schools were influenced in their choice of librarianship by factors associated with the institutions in question. For a majority of the individuals who attended the fifteen schools, factors unrelated to the period of their attendance were apparently responsible for their selection of library work.

These fifteen institutions, together with the four previously mentioned, were eliminated from the investigation. As a result, the number of liberal arts colleges and teachers colleges was lowered to twenty-three and sixteen,
respectively, so that the group of liberal arts institutions then consisted of twelve coeducational, eight women's, and three men's colleges.

If university had been excluded on the same grounds as liberal arts colleges and teachers colleges, the number of universities dealt with in the study would have been reduced to four. Fewer than half of the possible respondents for each of two universities replied, while the proportion of respondents who were influenced to become librarians by experiences at any one of six other universities was under 50 per cent. The four universities that would have remained in the study were not representative of the group as a whole. Furthermore, due to the complicated nature of university organization and the small size of the samples of individuals from most of these institutions, the odds were great that the impression conveyed by the questionnaires for any one of the twelve universities might not typify the situation in that institution.

As a means of dealing with this problem, two alternatives were considered. The study could be limited to liberal arts colleges and teachers colleges, or all of the twelve universities could be included. With some reservation, the latter alternative was chosen. This meant that the proportion of respondents attributing an influence to their experiences in a certain institution was smaller for a majority of the twelve universities than for any of the twenty-three liberal arts colleges and sixteen teachers colleges. Consequently, the frequency with which the factors were found in the universities could not, at the outset, be expected to be as great as in institutions of the other two types. For these reasons, the findings with regard to the universities must be viewed as highly tentative, and it is possible that the low standing of most of these institutions, when compared with the liberal arts colleges and teachers colleges, may be partially accounted for by limitations in the data.
With the exclusion of two unlisted liberal arts colleges and teachers' colleges referred to above, the study was restricted to fifty-one institutions of higher education. Table 3 gives the number of institutions of each type included on the final list and the number of respondents for the three types of schools. The total number of replies for the fifty-one institutions was 700.

In terms of specific schools, the number of respondents ranged from four for one of the universities to sixty-five for a teachers college on the list. There were eleven returns for the median institution, and, of the seventeen schools for which there were fewer than ten responses, nine were universities.

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Institution</th>
<th>No. of Institutions</th>
<th>No. of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal arts colleges</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coeducational</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers colleges</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the final list of schools had been compiled, it was evident that certain alterations in the original plan of the investigation were necessary. The working hypothesis of the study as it was first stated suggested that certain factors present in the library of an institution of higher education in conjunction with other factors operating in the same institution, tend to influence students to become librarians. From this statement it followed that the presence or absence of these factors in a college or university would be reflected.
in the number of former students who had chosen librarianship as a career.

In line with such training, the early plan of procedure for the study included a comparison of the high-ranking schools with similar schools ranking low in the number of students who later entered the library profession. In addition, the original plan called for the collection of further data in both groups of institutions on the factors indicated as influential by respondents. The data were to be collected largely through correspondence or interviews with appropriate individuals at the institutions concerned. Such a procedure would also have made possible some study of general conditions in the several colleges and universities, and in their libraries, which appeared either to advance or to impair recruitment for librarianship.

However, in view of the length of the list of high-ranking schools, these steps did not appear to be feasible. More schools could have been dropped from the list, but scarcely without a loss of useful information. Certain changes in the original plan were therefore indicated.

When these changes were made, the study became largely an identification and examination of the principal factors that had been influential with the respondents while they were students at the institutions studied. The omission of the low-ranking schools meant that the absence, or possible negative operation, of the major factors in these schools could not be ascertained. It seemed, however, after inspection of the questionnaires for the fifty-one colleges and universities, that these schools among themselves offered considerable contrast in the ways in which the factors might operate, both positively and negatively, within institutions.

Nor is it certain that a study of low-ranking schools would have contributed substantially to the findings of the investigation. Of Guthmiller's complete list of 764 liberal arts colleges (private and public), teac...
colleges, and universities, all but twenty-eight had been attended by one or more of the 8,413 individuals from whom data were collected. One of these institutions was a university with a curriculum which was largely technical, while the remaining twenty-seven schools were almost equally divided between liberal arts colleges and teachers colleges. Along with the negative record of these twenty-eight schools, attention should be directed to the fact that the indices for a number of other institutions were extremely low. But in justice to some of the low-ranking institutions, it should be mentioned that they were located in the vicinity of a library school which had been unable to furnish complete data on the educational backgrounds of its graduates. If these data had been available, the showing made by several institutions might have been improved.

The deletion of the second step—the collection of additional information by means of correspondence or interview—meant that the available data concerning the nature and operation of such factors would be less full than would otherwise have been the case. This meant, too, that it would not be possible to deal to any great extent with some general conditions in institutions and in libraries that might be conducive either to choice or to rejection of librarianship. Thus, in the present study, the treatment given such conditions was governed by the amount and kind of material contained in the answers to the questionnaires.

Identification and treatment of factors.—By combining related items on the questionnaire, it was possible to identify a few major factors which had influenced a fairly large number of the respondents for certain institutions to enter the library profession. A factor was judged to be a major factor if at least half of the persons reporting for any one of the fifty-one colleges and universities noted its positive influence. With this standard as a basis for selection, five major factors appeared: (1) the influence of individuals, (2)
the influence of publicity, (3) the influence of use of libraries, (4) the influence of work experience in libraries, (5) the influence of library education.

The items comprising each factor are given here along with references to corresponding sections of the questionnaire. The influence of individuals was limited to the influence of persons associated with the institutions studied; namely, to that of librarians and faculty in library science, faculty members of other departments and officers of the administration, students, and vocational guidance counselors and placement directors (II, A, 1-6). Publicity consisted of information on librarianship received from printed materials, career conferences, exhibits and displays, films, and radio (III, A, 1-10; IV, A, 1, 1, b, and 12, a-d). Inasmuch as a student's use of libraries in connection with his academic program may not of necessity be confined to the library of one institution, the positive influence of libraries both on and off the campus was included (IV, A, 6-8). Work experience, on the other hand, was restricted to experience in the libraries of the colleges and universities covered by the investigation (IV, A, 1). Courses in librarianship and other contacts which an individual might have had with a library school or a department of library science (IV, A, 3-4) were the components of the next factor, the influence of library education.

Several items on the questionnaire, while not used in definition and identification of the five major factors, were related to one or another of the five and were therefore examined in this relationship. Instruction in the use of the library (IV, A, 6), student library committees and book clubs (IV, A, 9-9), and library-sponsored activities for students interested in the field (IV, A, 10) were associated with use of libraries. However, organizations of student assistants (IV, A, 9, b) appeared to be tied more closely to work experience. A library science fraternity or club (IV, A, 9, a), composed principally of
students taking courses in librarianship, was considered in conjunction with library education.

When viewed from the standpoint of the selected colleges and universities, certain other items seemed to have been of little or no consequence. Although such items may have been extremely important in the case of some persons, their institutional significance was not perceptible. This was true of both the influence of those individuals who had no visible association with the schools in question (IV, A, 811), and the influence of work experience in other libraries (IV, A, 2). Vocational aptitude and interest tests (IV, A, 12) were influential with a small number of respondents scattered among several institutions, but their influence on students in any one college or university was negligible. The same situation existed in regard to personal counseling received from the college guidance service (IV, A, 11, c), and, in instances where counseling of this kind had been effective, the respondent was inclined to mention the counselor as an individual who had influenced his decision. Only one person had received information on librarianship from a class in occupations (IV, A, 11, a), and none had been exposed to publicity on the profession through television (IV, A, 15, d).

Several sections of the questionnaire (I, V, VI, VII) were not designed to secure information on specific factors. Instead, they provided data on the backgrounds of individual respondents and on conditions that might possibly affect recruitment in the fifty-one colleges and universities. Although these data were helpful in interpreting various answers made to other questions, no attempt was made to deal with the material statistically.

Once the items which comprised each one of the five major factors were identified, it was possible to determine the percentage of respondents for a specified institution who were influenced in their selection of the library
field by a certain factor. An individual might attribute an influence to one or
more persons, but, whichever the case, he was still one individual, and was thus
counted. The percentage of persons influenced by a factor in a particular college or university was computed on the basis of the total number of respondents for that institution. This number therefore included all individuals from the school who responded to the inquiry and was not limited to persons who completed the questionnaire in full.

When the percentage of respondents influenced by a specific factor had been determined for each institution, the mean percentages of individuals influenced by the five major factors were computed for the liberal arts colleges, teachers colleges, and universities, as well as for the fifty-one institutions as a group. Table 4, where these percentages are given, suggests the relative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Percentages of Respondents Influenced by the Five Major Factors, by Type of Institution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>Universities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicity</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of libraries</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More experience in libraries</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library education</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

importance of the five major factors. Actually, the influence of using libraries, work experience, and library education may have been somewhat greater than the figures imply. Comments from a few persons indicated that these individuals
apparently had misread the directions for checking one section of the question-
naire, so that one or more of the above factors, although not so designated, had,
in fact, been influential.

Since the study is concerned chiefly with institutions and only inci-
didentally with individuals—a fact which a reader should bear in mind—, an
attempt is made in the following chapters to examine each of the five major
factors in terms of its effectiveness in the fifty-one colleges and universities.
Consideration is given to the relative importance of a factor; its positive
influence and the way in which this influence operated; the factor's negative
influence, if discernible; and the tendency for the factor to appear in combina-
tion with other factors. In the presentation of a factor, extensive use is made
of quotations from the "cases" supplied by individual respondents, inasmuch as
these often provide a singularly cogent description of the factor’s mode of
operation. Except for minor editing, the removal of material which might iden-
tify institutions and individuals, and in some cases substitution of impersonal
terms for this material, the quotations are reproduced as they appeared on the
questionnaires. In order to differentiate the several quotations, these are
numbered consecutively throughout a chapter.

The fact that, in this study of the five major factors, no endeavor has
been made to go beyond the data provided by the respondents for the fifty-one
institutions constitutes, possibly, another limitation to which the study is
subject. But, if so, it is a limitation present in all investigations which
rely heavily on the memories of a group of individuals. Some persons were
asked about experiences which for them were fairly recent ones; other indi-
dividuals, as some of them were careful to point out, were many years away from
the specific period of time circumscribed by the inquiry. Still, despite the fact
that this may be a limitation, it does not seem to be an insurmountable one. As
As has been repeated, the investigation deals with institutions rather than with individuals. Even though one or two questionnaires may contain inaccuracies, when the several reports dealing with one institution are considered together, the probability of distortion of the overall picture of that institution is reduced.
CHAPTER IV

THE INFLUENCE OF INDIVIDUALS

In the discussion that follows, the influence of individuals as a factor in students' choice of librarianship is confined to the influence of persons associated with the fifty-one institutions of higher education covered by the study. These included librarians, library school directors, and teachers of library science; officers of administration and other faculty members; students; and vocational guidance counselors and placement officials. Respondents mentioned also other persons who had suggested the library field or who had stimulated an interest in library work. In this group were librarians of other libraries, parents, and employers. If such individuals had been included here, the frequency with which the factor appeared would have been greater in a number of institutions. Yet in the main, these persons seemingly had little or no connection with the colleges and universities studied, and were, therefore, excluded from consideration. It should be noted, however, that respondents for a few schools attributed an influence to librarians in libraries located close by, or to librarians or library school representatives who were on the campus for a short time.

The Relative Importance of Individuals as a Factor

From Table 4 it is evident that within the fifty-one colleges and universities the influence of individuals was unquestionably the most important of the five major factors. This was true of institutions of all three types, but in the universities the appearance of the factor was not as frequent as in
the liberal arts colleges and teachers colleges. The definition of the university may, as was suggested earlier, be at least partially explained by the fact that for a majority of these institutions the proportion of respondents who credited an influence on their choice of librarianship to contacts and experiences at students was smaller than for institutions of the other two types. As a result, the influence of each of the five factors may not be as marked in the universites as in the liberal arts colleges and teachers colleges.

In thirty-six of the fifty-one institutions of higher education, the influence of individuals was the factor which ranked highest. It was less important than certain other factors in seven schools, while in the five remaining institutions the influence of another factor was equally effective. Of these twelve schools, five were liberal arts colleges, two were teachers colleges, and five were universities. Percentagewise and within institutions, 50 per cent or more of the respondents for thirty-five colleges and universities had been influenced in their choice of the library profession by individuals. These percentages are shown in Table 5. Among the fifty-one schools, the range was from zero to 100 per cent. None of the persons who had attended one of the universities attributed an influence to this particular factor; all of the persons reporting for one of the liberal arts colleges were influenced by individuals.

The Positive Influence of Individuals

When the questionnaires for the several colleges and universities were examined, it was clear that on an institutional basis the influence of individuals as a positive factor might operate in more than one way. The persons mentioned most frequently in some schools were librarians. In colleges and universities with a department of library science or a library school, individuals associated with the department or the school might well be the primary influence. The importance of the factor in a few institutions was increased by a perceptible
Influence from administrative officers, faculty members, or students, but, on the whole, the influence of these individuals was referred to less often than the influence of librarians or faculties in library science. The exception was found in a small number of liberal arts colleges where teachers in departments other than librarianship were principally responsible for the factor's presence. Vocational guidance counselors and placement officials in any one college or university were named infrequently or not at all, although occasionally the importance of the factor in an institution was augmented by the influence of guidance or placement personnel.

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Universities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the reports from specific respondents were analyzed, it could be seen that these former college and university students had been influenced in different ways by the individuals whom they mentioned. The initial introduction of some students to librarianship as a profession came at an opportune time and as the result of a chance contact with an individual who knew about the field.
One questionnaire, for example, contained this statement:

I happened to meet him (a student) on campus—I didn't even know a
library existed. By and large, as the influence of my decision—I
had one year of the 32 still left, was just married, and was looking
for a field with a sure job possibility at the end of the year. I spoke to
the LI student about five minutes. He mentioned, in passing, Library
School. I went up to see what the course consisted of. That was that! [1]

In other cases a propensity to library work or a judgment already formed about
the profession was strengthened by an individual who may have been unaware of his
influence. A respondent who had settled upon librarianship while in high school
described the influence of a librarian at the college which she later attended:

The circulation librarian looked and acted the way I felt a librarian
should. She was efficient, pleasant, and seemed to be very happy in her
work. To her, librarianship was the one and only profession to pursue.
Her influence on my decision was more indirect than direct, for she could
not have known that I surveyed many of her actions, and that I was impressed
with her performance. [2]

The decisions of still other students were crystallized by consultation with
individuals whose opinions they respected. A man who had attended a continuation-
college wrote of faculty members in the English department there:

[They] helped me considerably by listening to me discuss possibilities
in [library] courses, and by so doing helped me to see the entire problem
of a vocation more clearly. While they did not take the lead in suggesting
librarianship, their general advice tended to strengthen my half-formed
opinion that L.I. was for me. [3]

Cases similar to the cases described above were found in various colleges
and universities in the group and contributed to the total number of students
from the several schools who traced an influence to individuals. But in most of
the institutions of higher education where this factor was of primary importance,
such cases accounted for what seemed to be a fairly small proportion of the
respondents who had been influenced in their choice of library work by individ-
uals. Quite often in these institutions, the influence was inclined to be more
direct, to come from a source which was more or less readily identifiable, and
to result from a conscious effort on the part of the individuals concerned.
The Influence of Librarians and Faculties in Library Science—In considering the influence of librarians and library science faculties, no attempt was made to distinguish numerically between the influence of the two groups. In several schools, the faculty of the library science department was made up, either in whole or in part, of members of the library staff. A distinction between the number of respondents influenced by each group appeared, therefore, not only unrealistic, but, for some institutions, impossible to make.

Members of the library profession were the individuals whose influence was most generally felt by students in thirty-eight of the fifty-one schools. While respondents for six additional schools mentioned this group as frequently as any other. In three liberal arts colleges and three universities, either administrative officials and faculty members in departments other than librarianship or students exerted more influence than did librarians and library science teachers. The influence of individuals in the one remaining school, a university, was nil. In all of the sixteen teachers colleges, librarians and the personnel of library schools or departments were chiefly accountable for the presence of the factor. As can be seen from Table 6, one-half or more of the respondents for twenty-one institutions, most of which were liberal arts colleges or teachers colleges, had been influenced by individuals in this group.

Generally speaking, the colleges and universities in which the influence of members of the library profession was unusually strong could be separated into two groups. In one group of institutions, this influence could not be ascribed solely or principally to one individual, for the influence of several librarians or library science teachers appeared to contribute rather evenly to the presence of the factor. One educational college apparently had three librarians in succession who were influential with students on that particular campus. One of those librarians had been associated previously with a second college included.
In the study, respondents for that institution also referred to librarians.

At another college it could be seen that members of the library staff, as well as the librarians, were instrumental in bringing librarianship to the attention of students. In the case of one of the women's colleges, persons who had been in school before the establishment of a library science department mentioned the influence of librarians, while respondents who had attended the college after courses in librarianship were added to the curriculum were more likely to attribute an influence to their instructors.

**TABLE 6**

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS INFLUENCED BY LIBRARIANS AND/OR FACULTY IN LIBRARY SCIENCE, BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>No. of University Colleges</th>
<th>Total (31)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second group of institutions where professional librarians were especially effective with students, the influence of one individual was predominant. This influence was, in some schools, discernible over a long period of time. One person who had attended a teachers college in the middle twenties wrote:
The librarian . . . was quick and patient to point out the values and interests in library science. [4]

This same librarian was named by a graduate of 1958.

When I worked as a student librarian she was always praising my work and telling me I should be a librarian and also she was giving me literature to read on librarianship. [5]

A similar situation existed in a second teacher's college where the influence of one instructor of library science was evident for some twenty years.

In certain other schools, where the influence of one librarian or one library science teacher was notable, the influence operated within a relatively short period. Most of the respondents for each of two men's colleges had been in school at about the same time. At the first college, a library school director had been influential with all of the persons who responded to the inquiry. Two former students from the second college spoke of the impact of the librarian's influence in that institution:

Certainly the most important person to influence my decision was . . . the college librarian. In my four years there, he was personally responsible for influencing six students to enter library school after they graduated. [6]

In all, I think that the reason [the college] turned out so large a proportion of librarians is due specifically to the splendid recruitment of one man, its librarian . . . . He was a vigorous man—almost zealous, I would suspect. He, combined with a first-rate curriculum and collection, turned out at least four other librarians from among the (possibly a dozen) student assistants I knew in my brief two years there. I have not found such an average since. [7]

With few exceptions, the reports from other persons who had attended this same college also mentioned the influence of the librarian. It appeared, too, that his influence extended beyond the group of student assistants, since most of these persons had worked in the college library.

Frequently, for schools where the main influence on students' choice of the profession came from librarians or teachers of librarianship, respondents knew these individuals well enough to give some indication of the methods used
by them to direct students toward the library field. For purposes of illustrating statements taken from questionnaires dealing with certain institutions are quoted below. Such statements suggest the manner in which the influence of individuals in this group operated as a positive factor.

A respondent for a small educational college described the librarian there:

[The librarian] always seemed to be actively engaged in recruiting our student assistants. He was always available to answer questions and give us information about library schools and the profession. He was invaluable as an unofficial faculty adviser on what kind of courses would prove most helpful in the long run. And he showed us by his own example that librarianship could be dynamic and exciting.

From as far back as I can remember I've wanted and planned to be a librarian. I never received any opposition to the idea, but neither was there much encouragement. The idea had dimmed somewhat when I went to college and I was seriously considering science and modern languages as my life work. However, due to a large extent to [the librarian's] encouragement, I swung back to library work. His encouragement, attitude of "We need you" plus positive and specific advice on courses and experience were most effective. [8]

Comments from three other persons who had attended this same college were as follows:

[The librarian], by his own enthusiasm for library work, influenced my decision. He also made it possible for me to work in the College Library, giving me a position that was of interest and importance rather than the usual page work which I had done in high school. [9]

He was an excellent employer—after an initial introduction to the work he let you on your own and corrected you when necessary. [10]

The recruiting activities were continuous and not sporadic. It was more or less a constant urging and example which did the trick rather than the specific use of certain special materials. [11]

At another educational college, both the librarian and her assistant were credited by former students with having affected their decisions regarding the library profession. Three individuals who had worked in the library of this college helped to explain the influence of the two librarians:

[They] took a very active interest in me and taught me much as well.
as delegated much responsibility on that I would learn routines.

I think perhaps I have [the assistant librarian] to thank most of all for in 1959 the Unit, . . . put through the Masters program which meant attending the summer sessions to pick up the "pre-professional credits." This was a financial blow, but [she] didn't let me get discouraged and was instrumental in getting financial assistance for me. If it hadn't been for these librarians' interest I might have changed to another profession at this time. [12]

The one person most responsible during the years that I was forming my decision was [the librarian]. It was not so much a strong enthusiasm that she displayed but more the encouragement she gave to me that I would do a good job. She was, more or less, the right person at the right time. The warmth and informality of the library while I worked there, which was due to [her], the ease with which we became a part of the library staff, plus [her] and [the assistant librarian's] genuine interest in me during my school years and after I started teaching gave me the real incentive to go into the library field. [13]

The two people I mentioned . . . were influential toward my selection of librarianship as a career in that they were most helpful in giving me the "basic facts." That is, building it into something glamorous, a job that has no problems, or frustrations attached. A typical remark was, "You'll never be rich in library work."

In other words the negative approach is realistic and quite sensible toward a profession noted for its few material rewards. [14]

Several respondents for one of the women's colleges attributed an influence to the college librarian. According to one former student:

The college librarian influenced my decision more than any other person linked through informal social contacts, favorable working conditions, an individual guidance, delegating responsibility and by simply being interested in the girls. I feel that many of these factors were intangible and impossible to describe, I felt comfortable in the library. [15]

Other persons who had been students at the same college also indicated the nature of this librarian's influence. One respondent wrote:

[She] influenced me by her example as a librarian and also by letting me work in the various departments of the library during the summer so I could have a better idea of the various types of work in a library. She also helped me about the library field and made it seem a rewarding profession. [16]

Another questionnaire for this college contained the following statement about the librarian:

She was eager to answer any of my questions, supplied me with information at library schools as to requirements and degrees offered, and with
information on job opportunities in various library fields. She was active in trying to secure a scholarship for us. When visiting librarians were on the college campus she introduced me to them, and a few times asked that I be a student representative for the library at different campus forums. [17]

A fourth respondent in speaking of the same individual concluded her report with the following recommendation:

I believe the school should stop and realize that many young women [the librarian] may be drawn into the field of librarianship, She is marvelous. She guides you to gently and patiently that all of a sudden you wake up and you are "taken by" books, lines, and similar. She is such a shy person. She would not go out to make speeches. But through other means the school should exalt prospective librarians to [her]. Then she could do the rest. [18]

Among the questionnaires returned for a second liberal arts college for women were five which included comments descriptive of the librarian's influence on that campus.

By asking the library one of the most appealing and helpful areas on campus, nothing was ever too much trouble and one always received an answer. [19]

[The librarian] was one of the wisest, Wittiest, most balanced people I have ever met. And she seemed to derive far more actual enjoyment from her work than average. [20]

[The librarian] is the most remarkable person I have ever met as a librarian. She is one of the most interesting people in the library world in all her thinking. She is true, honest, kind and everything that the general public thinks of as a librarian. She is wise, witty, and has a great influence in my decision to complete library school. [21]

My interest in librarianship was aroused by personal contact with the librarian and her assistant. The librarian particularly suggested it to me as a possible profession and explained the many opportunities in it. [22]

By being completely unlike what is considered the typical librarian and by being efficient, congenial, and aware of the changing times. After working at another library for several months and surrounding by librarian qualities it was only because of [her] personal qualities that I continued in the field. [23]

A graduate of one of the men's colleges accounted for the librarian's influence with students in this way.
As college librarian [he] made his position one to us students an eminently satisfying one. He was always aware of our interests and ready to talk with us. He was respected by the faculty who made his office a place to stop for good company. He was (and is) a fine person, a fine librarian. I was drawn to him by cultural interests. I do not remember that he ever expressly advised my going into library work, but when I indicated an interest he was pleased and proved of great help afterwards with advice.

Remarked made by three other respondents about this same librarian were as follows:

I can't think of anything specific—it was just a general enjoyment of his work. He was proud of his profession and regarded it as a highly desirable one. This attitude was apparently contagious. [20]

[21] introduced me to them. Librarian at [an industrial library] was talked to me about field

College librarian gave me special stack permission when he found out by discussion that I wanted to be librarian. [22]

When I applied to the Librarian, . . . he inquired if I would be interested in accepting a part-time position in the library. I was, and I did. I went to his office to obtain a 'stack-permit,' and I left with a position in circulation. [23]

Included on several questionnaires were several detailed accounts of the associations of respondents with certain librarians who were influential in attracting students to library work. Three such accounts appear below. The first describes the experience of a student at a college for women; the second was written by a man who had attended a combinational institution; and the third came from a woman who had been a student in a teachers college.

As a freshman at [the college], I was encouraged to select a club which corresponded with my interests. I, therefore, joined the Book Promotion group of which [the librarian] was a member. Through each group projects as a study of the "Great Books," the publishing of a monthly page of book reviews and the planning of posters that illustrated the latest in good reading, she acquainted us with library tools and increased our interest in reading ourselves. During my upper-class years, she introduced me to other groups and individuals who were interested in the library, i.e., visiting librarians, and attendance at meetings. . . . She obtained for me a volunteer position in a . . . library with the purpose of acquainting me with library procedures. And finally, as a senior, she provided me with graduate school catalogs which described courses leading to a master's degree in library science, and was a prime influence in my receiving a scholarship to the University . . . . [24]
Their most lasting influence is in the air of inclusion in the field, even though the students are still students and have so far to go. Students in general and library science students in particular are treated as equals in the profession as well as socially. A feeling of friendship is created and the above people are vitally interested in the growth of the students in all phases of their lives as students, professionally as individuals growing toward their place in the adult world. Nothing is considered unimportant or trivial. Social life is created for the library science students as a group and outstanding people of the profession are brought as speakers and put socially afterward. Library science students are taken to all library professional meetings in the State and recognized at these meetings. By all the above, a warm feeling of friendship is created between the students and the librarians and an intense interest in professional growth is developed. This professional curiosity is always met with an answer giving all angles and reasons as to why the answer is what it is. [39]

The college librarians influenced me just by being the kind of alert, friendly, attractive, educated women they were. It was obvious that they enjoyed their work and believed in its importance. Perhaps they were an unusually congenial group about the same age, having many interests in common. It seemed to me that there was a very pleasant kind of life and that it would be nice to associate with such women in my own career.

Most of them took a personal interest in me. They knew of my achievements and commented on them; they had confidence in me as a fellow worker even when I was a student assistant. They were sure I knew how to do things and do them right!

The librarian went farther than that. She discussed my interest in the library field with me, once I had decided on a school; she offered to lend me whatever amount of money I needed to go to Library School here, not sometime in the future when I had scraped the pennies together. She was as good as her word; there were no strings attached. An interest due until a year after I had graduated, and all the time I wanted to pay it off. I had no evidence but my knowledge of her as a person, but I suspect she had a financial interest in the making of some of the other librarians from [the college] as well. [30]

Up to now the influence of the practicing librarian, rather than the influence of the library educator, has been examined. In colleges where the personnel of the library and of a school or department of librarianship overlapped, no clear line of demarcation could be drawn between the influence of the two groups, since students might know an individual in more than one capacity. However, in some institutions the personnel was different, and it was possible to look at the influence of library school directors and teachers of library science apart from the influence of librarians.

The director of the library school at one of the teachers college was
Influential with a number of undergraduate students. One respondent described her contact with this individual:

The . . . library school director was the advisor and director of the student financial structure. As class treasurer I was in constant conversation with him, and I frequently visited the library school offices. Here I had an opportunity to observe another librarian in a different sort of position. Once again the interest in my personality, in my interest in his profession, and the close relationship between the library and teaching professions. It was the realization of this relationship that ultimately guided my career. I knew that my love of books, my background of literature studies, and my training in education made the library profession a most appropriate and logical choice. [31]

A second person who had been a student in an introductory course in librarianship taught by this same library school director wrote:

When I was in my second semester of my senior year, he wrote a personal letter recalling our experience in the introductory course, and saying if I would like to come to see him about graduate work. A remark in the letter that I seemed like librarian material was most striking. [32]

Individuals who had attended a college for men which was affiliated with a university system felt that the director of the university's library school had been largely responsible for their entering library work. These persons suggested points emphasized by the director in her contacts with students in the college:

[She] influenced me to become a professional librarian by:
1. explaining the opportunities that lay in the field
2. personal advice for advancement
3. job availability in many areas of the country
4. good beginning pay plus increases
5. a chance to fill an ever growing need, . . .

More than anything else [she] showed me as well as others that the library field is ever in need of qualified men as well as women. [33]

The library school director indicated the many opportunities in library administration since my major was business administration. And, too, she encouraged me to take a course or two during the summer, thus I did. I suppose this "clinched" library service with me. [34]

[She] familiarized me with the great number of opportunities in the field. She made the point that in most instances librarians are better paid than teachers. She also pointed out that there was a great shortage of males in the profession, making the point that men are still desired by most
library boards of larger libraries. This approach was most convincing. [35]

On one university campus, the influence of a library school teacher on undergraduate students was a subject for comment. This individual taught not only in the library school but in another academic department as well, and his influence was described by two former undergraduates at the university:

I met and discussed this with [a faculty member] of the Library School . . . . Much coffee was drunk. Possibly one of the greatest factors influencing me to enter library school was his approach to the problem. He astounded me, influencing me one way or the other. He told me about the profession, mainly in a negative way, to see, I suppose, if he could discourage me. His honesty and breadth of knowledge impressed me. I made up my mind. [36]

[He] met often with students both inside and outside of the class. His informal discussions in the campus . . . snack shop with groups of his students have led a number of individuals to become interested in library work. He illustrated the challenges of the field in a forceful manner. Hearing about his own experiences in book reviewing, and in reference work, as well as professional activities, proved a glite to undergrads in all departments. [37]

Through their classes, teachers of library science in certain colleges seemed to be unusually effective in stimulating an interest in the profession among their students. Two instructors in one of the women's colleges where courses in librarianship were available were mentioned by respondents for that school. A former student spoke of the influence of one of these teachers:

[She] was by far the biggest influence on my becoming a librarian . . . . She is genuinely interested in all students and helps "channel" them into the right positions after school. She made you aware of the interesting positions available and saw to it that you were challenged to meet the requirements. You had to "be on your toes" in [her] class. Just knowing the assignment was not enough. She made us broaden our scope of knowledge, I just can't praise [her] enough. She's a very warm person who encourages us to see all sides of life, be well-rounded individuals, and above all to know books. Incidentally, it was [this instructor] who "got behind me" and pushed me into graduate school. [38]

The following observations regarding the second instructor were made by two respondents:

[She] taught the first library science course I took—Children's Literature. She brought an enthusiasm to the course that it was practically impossible not to love the work. [39]
One final comment from a person who attended the same college further illustrates the influence of these two individuals:

"[They] added in strengthening my interest in librarianship because of the dedication and enthusiasm they showed in their work. They frequently pointed out the opportunities and rewards available to those entering library service.

I'll long remember these two for the sincere interest they exhibited in us as students and people." [41]

At one teacher college the influence of a certain instructor was exceptionally strong. Statements from three respondents identified qualities in this individual which students admired:

"Her ability to communicate and inspire enthusiasm for subject and interest in librarianship by her own example and patience coupled with superior teaching and professional dignity." [42]

Students who worked with her always say that no matter what she asks them to do, they do it and only hope they can earn praise from her. She is 'the school's' inspiration and model for school librarians." [43]

Even after graduate school, I still consider her the finest teacher I have ever known. A driven soul she was herself; she expected the impossible and we strove to achieve it." [44]

In all of the above, no mention has been made of the influence of librarians and library school faculties on graduate students who change from a subject specialization to librarianship. Perhaps because of the smallness of the sample of persons representing the several universities, there was little evidence to indicate that such influence was for any reason stronger in one school than in another. Some respondents, however, had been subject to this influence. Ten former graduate students at the same university indicated the manner in which the factor might operate. One student was influenced by members of the staff of the university library:

"[They] are the head and assistant head, respectively, of the catalog department in which I was employed as a student assistant. At the same time I was a graduate student in English, and they suggested I consider the library profession as a career. They emphasized the shortage of trained librarians..."
In the library field and the opportunities for advancement, also the close connection of library work with the teaching profession. [43]

The second graduate student, discouraged by employment prospects in the teaching field, talked with the director of the university's library school:

I . . . talked over what I thought was my unique situation. She pointed out that at that time there were four people enrolled in library school with more graduate work than I had, two with B.S., . . . . She indicated that my background should serve admirably with a library science degree, and that there was a good placement possibility, particularly if I wished to teach as well as work in a library. I enrolled . . . . [46]

The influence of administrative officials and other faculty members.—In three liberal arts colleges and one university, administrative officials and teachers in departments other than librarianship were more influential than members of the library profession. In four other schools, the influence of persons in an administrative position or on the faculty appeared as frequently as the influence of individuals from the group composed of librarians and library science teachers. These four schools were either liberal arts colleges or universities. In none of the fifty-one institutions had as many as half of the respondents been influenced by individuals from the faculty or administration. It may be seen from Table 7 that, on an institutional basis, the influence of these persons tended to be stronger in liberal arts colleges than in teachers colleges and universities.

Although cases illustrative of the influence of one individual from this particular group on one student's choice of library work were scattered among the fifty-one schools, rarely did any special significance attach to such cases when they were examined within the framework of institutions. Still, a few schools did emerge where the influence exercised by members of the administration or the faculty, either directly or indirectly, appeared to be of more than usual import.

Replies for at least two colleges suggested that a favorable attitude
Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges (25)</th>
<th>No. of Universities Colleges (16)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Influences toward librarianship on the part of the college president may have created an atmosphere on the campus conducive to choice of a library career. Both schools were colleges for women. No respondents for one of these institutions mentioned the president of the college, and one person wrote as follows:

[The president] believed that young women should be trained for the three "service" or opinion-forming professions: teaching, social work and librarianship. Library work seemed the natural choice from these three. [47]

At the second college, the president's interest in librarianship was demonstrated by the establishment of a library science department. A former student described the president's influence:

He believed in the profession and still does. In his personal contacts with students, he recommended the profession and the department. ... It was he who chose the faculty for the department, he who set up the program of counseling to properly represent all careers and professions, alike in importance; and when the college president takes the lead, you can bet that the college will follow. He believed in librarians, and his leadership led many a young woman into the profession. [48]

In a few colleges it was evident that one teacher consistently suggested librarianship to students with an appropriate subject specialization. A chemistry instructor in a woman's college, through a course in chemical litera-
ture, acquainted students with opportunities for librarians whose academic
preparation was in a scientific field. Two respondents spoke of this teacher:

[She] gave me an interest in the literature side of chemistry. I
believe that several of her students had gone into the special library
field and found good positions. She gave us a course in chemical literature
in our senior year. She also brought in a number of speakers from various
companies and I was quite interested in what they had to say about their
company libraries. It seemed to be a very good niche for a technically
trained woman. [53]

[She] gave thorough course in chemical literature which gave me first
consciousness of opportunities for scientifically trained librarians. The
field had been neglected up to this time, because I had no interest in pub-
lic, school or university libraries. [56]

A fairly large proportion of the individuals from a second college for
women had taken their major work in the field of history. Nine persons remem-
bered that a professor in that department had suggested library work as one
field where a background in history could be put to good use, and seven of the
nine felt that this teacher was partially responsible for their choice of the
profession. One questionnaire contained this comment:

My faculty adviser . . . tried to influence quite a few girls to go
to library school. She was very enthusiastic about it. [51]

In some institutions--particularly in several liberal arts colleges--
where the influence of faculty members was reasonably strong, this influence
was not as direct as in the situations just described. Instead, respondents
often referred to a devotion to scholarship and learning, a respect for books
and libraries, or an appreciation for literature which they, as students, had
developed in the course of or as a result of their association with certain
college teachers. Quotations from four questionnaires are descriptive of the
kind of influence ascribed to these individuals:

The English professor by his scholarship and love of books may have
indirectly influenced me. [52]

All these and perhaps to a lesser degree most of my other instructors
there were well-educated, well-educated people who lived and emphasized
the role of the general well-educated and well-rounded [liberal arts]
person and his role in society. Specialization seemed always less important than to obtain some grasp of the whole body of knowledge that wisdom particular to man required.

Perhaps these people were all especially literary in addition to their practical achievements and honors. They had a harmonious philosophy of life and offered us the world and life as a laboratory—encouraged us to search. They would not only talk about books and ideas. They introduced and referred us continually to the treasures of the library where diligent search became exciting adventure. [58]

By their enthusiasm for books and literature, they inspired us to read and to use the . . . library facilities. [59]

[Two college English teachers] indirectly influenced me, I suppose, because of my interest in books as an English major. You could say it became an acceptable idea later although there was no suggestion on their part to become a librarian. [55]

For these institutions where the influence of faculty members was inclined to be indirect, respondents had not, generally, considered librarian-ship while they were students. The profession was brought to their attention later, and, looking back, they traced their compatibility with the field to teachers they had known before.

From the replies dealing with the teachers colleges and universities, it appeared that in these schools students preparing to teach or students engaged in graduate study might sometimes be encouraged by an administrative official or by a faculty member to consider librarianship. There was some evidence to show that prospective teachers from time to time had their attention called to library work either because of an oversupply of teachers in some areas or because their aptitudes were found to be in fields other than teaching. Two statements, typical of several others which were received, exemplify this situation.

During a meeting of the freshman class, [the Dean] discussed the job availability for majors in the different fields. He stated that jobs were quite scarce for social studies majors and almost non-existent for German majors. Since those were my fields, and I wanted to teach in [a certain] area, I felt I would have no chance of getting a job I wanted. [He] then went on to say that librarians were badly needed and could find jobs anywhere. [56]
This teacher was my supervisor while I was practice teaching. Upon completion of my practice teaching, he did not feel I should go into teaching as a full-time career.

He suggested I try Library School for one summer and that made further decisions as to my future. I tried it for one summer: liked it and decided to continue in Library School. I have never regretted the decision and am most grateful to (this teacher) for his suggestion and subsequent encouragement. [37]

The influence of faculty members was also present in the graduate schools of universities. But, as was the case with the influence of members of the library profession on graduate students, there was little indication that this influence was more pervasive in one institution than in another, and the extent of its operation on any one campus is doubtful. Even so, some graduate students in some universities were influenced by a teacher or a faculty adviser to enter the library field. The experiences of two individuals were pertinent to this point.

[38]

[The professor], during a history seminar course, mentioned library work to several students, though I was not one of them. However, it was then that I began to think of librarianship as a career. [38]

I had intended to teach history. ... The preparation for college teaching required a lot longer time than I felt I could then afford to spend, and a degree in librarianship offered an immediate beginning to a career. As the war had used a lot of time I was anxious to get on with something in the way of a career, so I discussed it with [my adviser] and he encouraged me to enter the field of librarianship. [39]

The influence of students.—In five institutions—four of these universities, three of which had graduate library schools—the influence of students appeared as frequently as the influence of any other group of individuals, and, where two of these schools were concerned, even more often. However, due to the relatively small number of persons from most of these schools who ascribed any influence at all to individuals, this finding did not appear to be of any real consequence. More revealing, perhaps, was the fact that at least one person in thirty-four of the fifty-one colleges and universities was influenced in his choice of librarianship by another student. In one liberal arts college
and one university, over 30 per cent of the respondents had been influenced by fellow students. Table 8 shows the percentage of respondents for the several institutions whose decisions were affected by individuals from this particular group.

### TABLE 8
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS INFLUENCED BY STUDENTS, BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>Liberal Arts Colleges (23)</th>
<th>Teachers Colleges (14)</th>
<th>Universities (12)</th>
<th>Total (51)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a number of schools where the influence of students was distinguishable, a department of library science or a library school was situated on or near the campus. Students who took library science courses talked to other students about their work and, by so doing, created an awareness of librarianship or stimulated an interest in the profession. Comments from respondents for three different institutions served to illustrate this kind of influence:

"[The university] was just beginning its master's program in library science and the more I found out about it from a friend in attendance at the library school then, the more I decided to enroll in the new program."

"Since I lived in a girl's dormitory at [the university], I got to know some of the library students there. It was through casual dinning hall conversations that I became aware of the opportunities in library work."
Earlier I had a friend (fellow student) at [the college] who was a library school student, her interest in and devotion to the profession probably had a delayed influence. [62]

At one of the men's colleges, the influence of students was especially noticeable. Students who were taking library courses at an adjoining university were successful in bringing the attention of several other students to the field and in providing encouragement to those potential librarians. The comments below were taken from three questionnaires for this college:

We both had the same major and minor in college, and, said he, why don't you go into library science? I think you could make it." [63]

Two students a little ahead of me in my class also encouraged me a great deal. . . . I remember that they were always busy searching for answers--I knew why now. [64]

One of my fellow students who entered the field six months before I did encouraged me to do so too. He took it as a minor as I later did. [65]

It was apparent, too, that an institution's graduates in the library field could have an effect on the attitudes of undergraduates toward the profession. A man who had attended a coeducational college felt that the influence of students and recent graduates to a large extent explained the number of persons from his college who had become librarians.

In recent years (1948 to present) a number of . . . graduates have received very good jobs and have carried the work back to the college. I have told you how done more than any other form of recruiting could do. It has meant that librarianship is no longer looked down upon as much as formerly. I believe that I was the first honors student to take up the profession. Since then a number of honor students have enrolled in library schools. [54]

In one of the women's colleges, the influence of students came not so much from persons who were taking courses in a library school or from graduates who had entered the field, as from students who were anticipating graduate study in librarianship. In this institution the influence of students was perceptible over a long period of time. Two persons who had been in college around 1920 and known several fellow students who were interested in library
work and who went to library school. Also, two individuals who had attended this same college some twenty years later had felt the influence of other students:

I knew several girls at [the college] who were definitely planning on being librarians before I ever even thought of it. In fact, knowing this may have influenced me and encouraged my first interest to grow for much of the time were very nice, friendly girls. [67]

I think that I was influenced more by those fellow students who went to library school and whom I respected than by any of the professors or librarians. 

Many of the students who later went to library school had a lot of prestige and were leaders in student gift, etc., and so exercised influence over their fellow students. Almost all of those who became librarians had worked as student assistants in the library. [68]

At several institutions where the influence of students appeared, this influence seemed to operate within a small group of individuals. The students saw one another more or less regularly and discussed their common interest in librarianship. In some schools they were associated as student assistants in the library; in others, as students in library science classes. This association acted to strengthen or to solidify decisions in regard to the profession.

The influence of vocational guidance counselors and placement officials.—In many of the fifty-one schools were vocational guidance counselors and placement officials the individuals most influential with students. Although they were referred to by persons from eleven institutions, it may be seen from Table 9 that the proportion of respondents influenced by this group was in no case as high as 20 per cent.

On the whole, vocational guidance counselors were mentioned less frequently than persons concerned with placement of students. In some institutions, an explanation may lie in the fact that counseling was centered in the placement office or that faculty members were responsible for advising students in both academic and vocational matters. Replies for one college where
guidance was in the hands of the faculty indicated that students interested in
library work were assigned to the librarian. Aside from this, however, there
were a very few respondents who had had librarianship suggested to them by
guidance counselors. A counselor made one student aware of librarianship by
discussion of aptitude tests results and calling his attention to the profession
of librarianship. [92]
Another student had a similar experience:

According to psychology tests and according to my abilities (through
vocational guidance) librarianship promised to be suited to my character,
temperament and inclinations which I could easily acquire. [93]

### TABLE 9

**Percentage of Respondents Influenced by Vocational Guidance Counselors and/or Placement Officials, by Type of Institution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Universities (12)</th>
<th>Total (21)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The influence of placement officials upon the students' choice of
librarianship sometimes resulted from a shortage of positions in other fields
or from a visible demand for librarians. These three respondents, all from
different institutions, had been influenced by a placement official:

When I discovered that it would be difficult to get a job in the
educational field without further training or experience they (faculty
adviser and placement official) more or less suggested library training
and concurred with my decision to go to library school. [71]

During the defense cut-back of the spring of 1950 all the male new
and almost all the college physics teaching field. I started
with the prospect of an MA to investigate the high school teaching
field. The teacher's placement officer knew that (the university) was
opening its Masters in Library Science and that with librarianship added to the technical field I could probably cut into industry or research and qualifying as my field of knowledge. [72]

[The placement official] said there were plenty of jobs available for librarians. I wanted to make sure I'd have a good job when I'd graduated. [73]

A different situation was found in a woman's college, where a placement official was influential with two students who later became librarians. One student had become interested in the library profession before going to college, and the placement director knew of her interest. According to this former student:

[She] was most helpful as far as locating library school information, job openings, etc., were concerned. The only specific thing I remember is that she always asked me to help entertain and have dinner with any librarians who came to visit [the college]. [74]

The second student, whose academic specialization was in the social sciences, did not consider librarianship until after an interview with the placement director. An account of this interview and the student's subsequent contacts with the placement office follows:

As nearly as I can remember, it was while talking to the college placement officer that I first had thoughts of becoming a librarian . . . . She was a very friendly person with a young-spirit approach to life and working for a living in particular. Because of my college major and minor, I was not prepared for too many jobs and I did want to have a career. The college placement office had some excellent vocational material which I believe was published either by Pionar or Admocinelle magazines. The material consisted of up to date pictures and well written factual material. I was also considering going into work with young people such as the Girl Scouts or the Y.W.C.A., due to my interest in people. The college placement office knew of my interests and desires so that when they had a call for a student, I should say, a graduate with background in economics and especially labor economics to work in a special library . . . ., they contacted me at once. I applied and finally took the job with the idea of working in a library to be sure I wanted to go on to library school. I also felt I was then given a chance to use my college background in economics and political science as well. [75]

Other reports suggested that attempts were being made in this particular college to acquaint students with opportunities in various fields of work and that librarianship was one of the fields included.
...the combined influence of individuals.--In the above discussion the influence of each of four groups of individuals--members of the library profession, administrative officials and faculty members, students, and guidance and placement personnel--has been described. When the combined influence of these groups in the various institutions was examined, it was evident that in some schools where the influence of persons in one group predominated, a substantial influence from other individuals could also be identified. In contrast to this situation, there were schools where individuals in one group, and one alone, were undoubtedly responsible for the presence of the factor. In still other institutions, no distinct pattern was discernible.

If the combined influence of individuals seemed to be especially important in a school, the influence of members of the library profession was generally found there. This was true, for example, of the institutions where the influence of a college president was noted, and of the colleges where the influence of faculty members was most direct. It was also the case in the teachers college where a dean had suggested librarianship to freshmen--there the influence of the personnel of the library school on students in the college was apparent. On campuses where students were particularly influential with other students, there was often also not the influence of librarians or library science teachers was in evidence. On one such campus, the influence of students was accompanied by the influence both of the college library and of the placement director.

In schools where the influence of individuals came for the most part from persons in only one of the four groups previously mentioned, these persons, very likely, were either members of the library profession or teachers in departments other than library science. If the persons primarily responsible for the factor's presence were librarians, their influence on students was inclined
to be direct; if they were faculty members, their influence was more often indirect. Also, in institutions where librarians accounted mainly for the factor's influence, respondents had in all probability been cognizant of librarianship as a career earlier than had respondents who attended schools where faculty members exercised the prime influence.

The Negative Influence of Individuals

From the comments made by some respondents it could be seen that individuals were capable of affecting the attitudes of students toward librarianship in a negative as well as in a positive manner. In some schools where the positive influence of certain individuals was strong, other persons, either knowingly or unknowingly, tended to discourage students from entering the library field. Though the number of such instances reported for any one college or university was relatively small, in a few institutions the negative influence of individuals was more noticeable than in others.

At two schools, a negative influence from librarians seemed to be a distinct possibility. One individual who did not decide to become a librarian until three years after her graduation wrote about her experiences in the library of one of these institutions:

Too often, when I was there, I was told, "Find it yourself. You learned how to use the library in your English course." The librarians were helpful, but not helpful. That isn't a very good advertisement for the profession. [79]

Two respondents for the second school, in describing the attitude of students toward the library, mentioned the librarian:

A great many did not like the head librarian. [77]

They disliked the "polishing" of the head librarian. [78]

According to another individual who had been a student at this same institution:

The attitude of the chief librarian discouraged me from asking for help. [79]
The negative influence of library science teachers was less evident, although it was suggested occasionally. A student at a teachers college in the early 1950s took a library science course, but it was some twenty-five years later that she decided to enter the profession. Her comment was:

I think I would have liked library work better, if I hadn't disliked the course and instructor so much. . . . [80]

On some campuses, certain faculty members apparently held a negative attitude toward librarianship, but, from the data available, there was no basis for concluding that this attitude was any more prevalent in one institution than in another. When one student discussed her plans for the future with college teachers who thought that one should do graduate work in another field, she was told that library courses were uninteresting and not "intellectually stimulating." [81] A former university student who had taken advanced work in a subject field wrote:

My major professor . . . was very disappointed that I should give up a scholarly career for teaching books, collecting fines, and making budgets and work schedules. [82]

At one coeducational college a student who was encouraged in her choice of library work by the college librarian was discouraged by other individuals:

The head of my major department, history, was very much opposed as were several other professors in history towards my decision. [83]

A respondent who had attended a college where undergraduate courses in library science were available was of this opinion:

The heads of various departments seem to be in competition to see who can add the most students to their list. They were not interested in what was best for the student but what would look best on his enrollment list. [84]

Occasionally, too, a reply suggested that faculty members in teachers colleges were more interested in seeing their students become teachers than librarians. Negative attitudes toward librarianship were also discovered among students. The influence of library school students was not always beneficial.
In terms of recruitment for the profession, a respondent who had attended an institution with a graduate library school spoke of the negative influence which came from students in that school:

Their whole picture of the library course was too frightening to attract recruits. [85]

A second individual mentioned her contact with a library school student:

She tried to discourage me from taking library courses "because they were too difficult and time-consuming!"

In this particular instance the student's influence was positive:

That made no time then anyway! She was a challenger for several of us—she made us more determined to succeed, too. [86]

It seems probable, however, that similar advice may have served to dissuade other prospects.

Even in the colleges where students wielded considerable influence in persuading other students to become librarians, a few respondents reported unfavorable attitudes toward the profession among students when they had known them. Your quotations from questionnaires for these colleges describe attitudes which may have influenced some possible recruits in a negative fashion:

They thought librarianship was strictly for women. [87]

Looking back, I would say that many students have a misconceived idea about librarianship. You realize the many different kinds of libraries and the work they entail. [88]

Students expressed opinion of why should anyone academically inclined go into library work? [89]

Most students thought that the work would not be interesting, also low salaries and lack of marriage opportunities. One student approached me with statistics showing librarians listed last or next-to-last in occupations with marriage opportunities. [90]

In the main, in these colleges where the influence of students was relatively strong, the general attitude among students on the campus toward library work seemed no more favorable than in institutions where the influence of students did not appear to such a degree. The one possible exception to this was
found in the women's college previously mentioned where the students interested in librarianship were well-known to other students because of participation in college activities.

A few comments suggested a negative influence on the part of placement officials. In at least one case, this influence took the form of active discouragement:

Teacher were the sole concern of the placement and guidance dept. As a matter of fact, the guidance director, at the time, suggested I clerk in a store if I were determined not to be a teacher. [31]

Another individual felt that a placement official had missed an opportunity to direct her toward librarianship, an omission which seems to qualify as a kind of negative influence. This respondent's experience was reported as follows:

I had never heard of a children's library until I graduated... Nothing in the curriculum was pointed toward being a librarian; the placement officer grabbed his head and groaned, "Oh, my God, another one!" when he saw that I had 60 credits in English and no education courses, and could only sustain kindergarten work. [30]

The overall effect in a particular institution of the negative influences generated by individuals could not be determined from the data at hand. Nevertheless, the deterring influences described here were encountered by students who later became librarians. It is conceivable that these influences were symptoms of conditions which kept other students from a career in librarianship.

The Presence of Other Factors

In the institutions of higher education where the influence of individuals was an important factor with the students who elected to be librarians, there was a tendency for other factors to be present also. The specific factors found in conjunction with the influence of individuals seemingly depended in large part on the persons chiefly responsible for the presence of the factor. If they were librarians, the influence of work experience in libraries might appear as a positive factor. Through their association with students who
worked in the library, these librarians encouraged an interest in the profession. If the individuals most influential with students were library science teachers, the influence of library education might be a significant factor. By means of courses and related activities, these persons were instrumental in bringing opportunities in the library field to the attention of their students. In schools where the influence of individuals could be attributed to members of the library profession, the influence of publicity might be discernible, too, as a positive factor. Most of these persons, though apparently not all of them, used materials dealing with the profession to provide information about library work to prospective librarians.

In general, a different situation was found in schools where the principal influence came from faculty members outside the library field. There the influence of work experience, library education, and publicity was much less likely to appear. Instead, the one factor inclined to be present was the use made of libraries by students.

Summary

The influence of individuals was the most important of the five major factors. In approximately three-fourths of the fifty-one colleges and universities, it was the factor which emerged most frequently as having been effective with students in their choice of the profession. In five other schools it appeared as often as any other factor. Fifty per cent or more of the respondents for thirty-five institutions attributed an influence to individuals associated with the schools in question.

Persons from thirty-eight of the fifty-one schools mentioned members of the library profession more often than individuals in any other group. Generally speaking, in these schools where librarians were primarily responsible for the factor's appearance, the influence stemmed from a relatively small number of
persons. From the testimonia1e provided by respondents, it was possible to identify certain characteristics which students liked in the librarians they knew. By and large, the individuals in this group who were most influential with students were intensely proud of their profession, and the satisfaction which they derived from its practice was obvious. As librarians, they were respected by their colleagues on the faculty and they operated good libraries. As employers, they assigned responsibility and gave varied experience to student workers who might be potential librarians. As teachers, they were thorough, knowledgeable, interesting, and enthusiastic.

These persons were interested in students as individuals, and they took unlimited time to advise and counsel students who were considering librarianship as a career. They provided them with definite and concrete information on the library field, including both its opportunities and its disadvantages. Furthermore, they seemingly knew which aspects of the profession would be most attractive and most congenial to an individual student. In addition to all this, they made contacts for students with other librarians and were helpful in finding means of financing graduate study. In short, by direct suggestion and assistance, as well as by their own example, they made librarianship as a profession appeal to students.

The influence of administrative officials and faculty members, students, and vocational guidance counselors and placement directors was less evident in most of the schools than the influence of members of the library profession. However, two college presidents, by their open approval of librarianship, may have fostered a climate of opinion favorable to choice of the profession. In a few institutions there were faculty members whose practice was to suggest librarianship as a field of work to students in their departments. In certain other institutions where college teachers were the individuals most influential
with students, their influence was largely indirect and the effect on students' choices of the profession was inclined to be deferred.

The influence of students was noticeable in several schools. If a library school happened to be located on the campus, library school students might exert a positive influence. Also, in one or two institutions, the influence of individual students appeared to be enhanced by the fact that they had earned academic honors or had gained prominence in campus activities. The influence of guidance counselors and placement officials in the fifty-one schools was slight, although in at least one college a placement official sought to encourage students who were fitted for library work.

On certain campuses the combined influence of individuals in two or more of the above groups was responsible for the presence of the factor. In other institutions, its presence could be credited primarily to the influence of persons in one group alone. In the latter case, these persons were either members of the library profession or teachers in departments other than library science.

The negative influence of individuals was also apparent in some of these same schools, although it was not possible to determine the dimension reached by this negative influence in any one institution. Librarians were the group least likely to make a conscious effort to discourage students from entering the profession. The deterring influence exerted by librarians seemed to come, instead, from the unfavorable impression which students gained of them through observation and contacts in the library. Other groups, however, more often knowingly influenced students away from the library field, both by their advice and by their attitudes toward the profession. Faculty members questioned the scholarly attributes of librarianship or were overly interested in seeing students enter another field of study. Library school students discouraged
other students by accounts of the rigors of the educational program, while college students looked on the profession as one were work was uninteresting, salaries were poor, men were mishandled, and women did not marry. Guidance or placement personnel made librarianship subordinate to teaching or were unfamiliar with the field to the extent that they were unable to advise students concerning it.

Along with the influence of individuals, other factors might appear. If librarians or library science faculties were the individuals who were most influential, factors which might also be present were the influence of work experience, library education, and publicity. If faculty members of other departments were the persons who exercised the principal influence, the factor which probably appeared was use of libraries.
CHAPTER V
THE INFLUENCE OF PUBLICITY

In the literature dealing with recruitment for librarianship, various means for publicizing the profession have been suggested as useful for bringing library work to the attention of college and university students and for promoting interest in the field once students have received their initial introduction to it. Suggestions for publicity included utilization of printed materials, exhibits and displays, films, radio, television, and career conferences. As printed materials which offered possibilities for recruiting purposes, references were made to the following: pamphlets, leaflets, and folders on librarianship as a career; posters on opportunities in librarianship; letters or newsletters addressed to prospective librarians; library periodicals; announcements of scholarships or fellowships for study in librarianship; notices of position vacancies or part-time work in libraries; library annual catalogues; and general college catalogues listing courses in librarianship. In addition to these materials, certain general sources were thought to be useful for publicizing opportunities in the library field: general periodicals; journals in subject fields; books on vocations; publications of the college library; the college newspaper; other newspapers; and other publications of the college.

The appearance of publicity as one of the major factors affecting students' choice of librarianship was due in the main to the influence of printed materials. The group of respondents included individuals who had been influenced by other media, but when the replies were examined, institution by institution, the influence of these media in any one school was not pronounced.
This being the case, data relating to exhibits and displays, films, radio, and career conferences, all of which had been influential with one or more students, are not analyzed statistically in terms of the several institutions as are the data on printed materials. Consideration is given, however, to the influence of such media when they appear to have been used to some extent in specific institutions.

The Relative Importance of Publicity as a Factor

From Table 4, which gives the mean percentages of respondents influenced by the five major factors, it may be seen that, on an institutional basis, publicity was definitely less influential than individuals. But, compared with other factors, publicity appeared as often as using libraries and, in these particular schools, more often than work experience and library education. The mean percentage of respondents for the liberal arts colleges who attributed an influence to publicity is noticeably higher than corresponding figures for the teachers colleges and the universities. This fact is in part accounted for by the situation in one liberal arts college where all of the former students who returned questionnaires had been influenced by publicity of some description. In this one college and in two universities, the factor ranked as high or higher than any other, although for the latter institutions little significance was attached to the finding.

At seven schools, five of them being liberal arts colleges, publicity had influenced at least half of the individuals who replied to the inquiry. The influence of publicity appeared in all of the teachers colleges, while respondents for one liberal arts college and two universities attributed no influence to the factor. The percentages of respondents for the several institutions who were influenced by publicity are given in Table 19.
### Table 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced by Publicity, a</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges (23)</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges (16)</th>
<th>No. of Universities (16)</th>
<th>Total (61)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-69</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-99</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>.....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Includes printed materials, exhibits and displays, films, radio, and career conferences.

### The Availability of Information on Librarianship

Research as a factor's influence in an institution of higher education is conditioned to some extent by the number of students who are exposed to it. Availability of information on librarianship in the colleges and universities studied was thus related to the influence of publicity in the same schools. If a student did not have some contact with printed materials or with other media which provided information on library work, it was improbable that his choice of the profession would be affected by them. For this reason, it seemed pertinent to determine the presence in these institutions of publicity dealing with librarianship—at least insofar as respondents indicated an awareness of it.

At least one respondent for fifty of the fifty-one schools had seen, while a student, one or more of the items classified as printed materials.
The one institution where the materials were not reported was a university, and the number of questionnaires for that school was too small to warrant the conclusion that printed materials on the profession were not available or even that they were not very much in evidence. One-half or more of the persons representing twenty-three schools, including eleven liberal arts colleges, nine teachers colleges, and nine universities, indicated that they had seen such materials. Where certain other schools were concerned, a fairly large proportion of the respondents did not remember having seen any of the items on the list.

These data are presented in Table II.

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Who Reported Seeing Printed Materials</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Universities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-49</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-69</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the fifteen items classified as printed materials, four—library periodicals, library school catalogues, pamphlet material, and notices of position vacancies or part-time work—were reported in three-fourths or more of the schools. Library periodicals and notices concerning employment opportunities...
were seen in all of the sixteen teachers colleges. Table 12 gives the number and percentage of institutions of the three types in which the various items were noted. From this table it appeared that a student's chances of seeing most of the materials on the list might be better if he attended a teachers college than if he attended a liberal arts college or a university. With the exception of pamphlet material, scholarship and fellowship announcements, library school catalog, and articles on the profession in general periodicals, the several types of printed materials were reported in a larger percentage of teachers colleges than institutions of other types.

Table 12 shows only that certain items were known to be available to students in a certain number and percentage of the schools. It does not take into account the proportion of respondents for any one school who indicated that they had seen materials of a given type. When the data were analyzed to determine these percentages, the findings were not so impressive, as is shown in Table 13. At least one-half of the persons reporting for eight schools had seen library periodicals; for six schools, pamphlet materials; for three schools, library school catalog; for two schools, announcements of scholarships and fellowships; for two schools, notices of positions vacancies or part-time work; and for one school, posters. No other type of material was checked by as many as one-half of the individuals who had attended any given institution.

Similar figures for the three types of institutions are presented in Tables 14, 15, and 16.

Exhibits and displays containing information on librarianship were mentioned by respondents for a little better than half of the fifty-one schools. This form of publicity was noted in three-fourths of the teachers colleges, in a smaller proportion of the liberal arts colleges, and in two universities out of the twelve. In thirteen schools, ten of which were teachers colleges,
### TABLE 15*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Printed Materials Reported by Recipients, by Type of Institution</th>
<th>Liberal Arts</th>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Universities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colleges</td>
<td>Colleges</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>(16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam., etc.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posters</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters, etc.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. period.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarships, etc.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position vaca., etc.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. etc.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govt. colls.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govt. period.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subj. jour.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res. on vous.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll. lib. publs.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll. paper</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other papers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other coll. publs.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*This table should be read as follows: The respondent or more for twenty-one, or 91 per cent, of the liberal arts colleges reported seeing pamphlets, leaflets, or folders on librarianship as a career.
### Table 13

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS FOR FIFTY-ONE INSTITUTIONS WHO REPORTED SEEING PRINTED MATERIALS, BY TYPE OF MATERIAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Material</th>
<th>0-19</th>
<th>20-29</th>
<th>30-39</th>
<th>40-49</th>
<th>50-59</th>
<th>60-69</th>
<th>70-79</th>
<th>80-89</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pams., etc.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posters</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters, etc.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. period.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarships, etc.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position vac., etc.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. sch. Docs.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. coll. Docs.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. period.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subj. Journals</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. on vac.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll. lib. pubs.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll. paper</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other papers</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other coll. pubs.</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table should be read as follows: None of the respondents for ten of the fifty-one institutions of higher education reported seeing pamphlets, leaflets, or folders on librarianship as a career.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pubs., etc.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodicals</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters, etc.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soc., etc.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vols., etc.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. sect., etc.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. coll., etc.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub. journals</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res. on vols.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll. lib. pubs.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other papers</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other coll. pubs.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table should be read as follows: None of the respondents of two of the twenty-three liberal arts colleges reported seeing pamphlets, leaflets, or folders on librarianship as a career.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Material</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1-9</th>
<th>10-19</th>
<th>20-29</th>
<th>30-39</th>
<th>40-49</th>
<th>50-59</th>
<th>60-69</th>
<th>70-79</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pamphlets, etc.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posters</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters, etc.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. periodicals</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarships, etc.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position vac., etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. etc.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov. etc.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. periodicals</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sci. periodicals</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. books</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov. etc.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll. lib. pub.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll. paper</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other papers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other coll. pub.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table should be read as follows: None of the respondents for three of the sixteen teachers colleges reported seeing pamphlets, leaflets, or folders as librarianship as a career.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Material</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1-9</th>
<th>10-19</th>
<th>20-29</th>
<th>30-39</th>
<th>40-49</th>
<th>50-59</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pubs., etc.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posters</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters, etc.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. periodicals</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarships, etc.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position vacs., etc.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lib. wch. cata.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soc. coll. cata.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. periodicals</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pub. jour.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res. on vacs.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll. lib. pubs.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll. paper</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other papers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other coll. pubs.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table should be read as follows: None of the respondents for five of the twelve universities reported seeing pamphlets, leaflets, or folders on librarianship as a career.
students saw films on librarianship, while persons from one liberal arts college, one teachers college, and one university indicated that they had received information on the profession from the radio. In all cases the publicity was through the media.

For seventeen of the institutions studied, respondents reported that librarianship has been included in programs or conferences designed to inform students of the requirements and opportunities of various vocations. These events appeared more often in the liberal arts colleges than in the teachers colleges or the universities. Thirteen of the seventeen schools where respondents had obtained information about the library profession from programs or conferences on careers were liberal arts colleges.

For some institutions where a good proportion of the respondents mentioned publicity given to the library field by one or several media, there was no indication as to how consistently the profession was publicized nor how generalized the possible materials on librarianship were to students. By way of contrast, it could be seen that in certain other schools a definite and perhaps persistent effort was made to make students aware of library work as a career. Statements from five questionnaires for a college where 75 per cent of the respondents had seen printed materials on librarianship illustrates the former situation:

The college library owned a set of the vocational monographs published by Science Research Associates; these were kept in a special file, through which a student could browse. It would have been one of these that I saw. [1]

Announcements of scholarships were posted on the college bulletin board. [2]

I pore or less dug deep for this material because of my own curiosity and not from college teachers' or librarians' interest. [3]

In doing part time library work I would read the library periodicals.
provided by the college libraries. Pamphlets I got from the public library.

For those who find it challenging and interesting to take courses in college, the catalog is most sought after for reading. It is "fun" to browse through one leaning for a course that at once will be instructive and interesting. Although I went ahead they weren't as challenging as history curricula. I knew by then that librarianship would mean much to me in the future [not] hence read every one I could obtain in order to further my knowledge of the field early.

Other institutions are illustrative of the latter condition-wide spread publicity for the profession through several media. In one educational college where the librarian provided certain students with materials about library work, printed items were also displayed on the college bulletin board and were available at a career conference. The college newspaper gave publicity to librarianship, and the annual conference on careers included a librarian or library school director. Furthermore, when meetings of library associations were held on the campus, students interested in the profession were invited to attend.

Reports for a men's college suggested that there, too, materials dealing with librarianship were much in evidence. College, library, and dormitory bulletin boards were used for recruiting purposes, and notices of position vacancies were posted in the library school adjacent to the college. The director of the school supplied publications about the library field and presented the profession to students at the college in one of a series of talks dealing with vocations.

Also, at a women's college where an undergraduate major in librarianship was offered, the profession received publicity through several media. These included exhibits, printed materials, and a chapel talk by a library school director. According to one respondent for this institution:

Because the college was a women's college, I suppose, the college newspaper gave much space to the activities of the library and the library science department. And because we were a women's college, emphasis was most definitely placed on a woman's place in society—in the job or in
the home. It seemed very easy to attract the student into the various professions, if the interest was on the issue. [6]

In the liberal arts colleges and teachers colleges where library science courses were given, students, if they took these courses, saw materials dealing with the profession in connection with their class work or in the library science department. A respondent who had taken undergraduate courses in librarianship at a women's college wrote:

As a matter of course, all future librarians at [the college] were encouraged and expected to read library periodicals, etc. Library school catalogs... were available. My main interest of all these materials is studying the work for librarians in the A.L.A. Bulletin and Library Journal. These are always rather exciting to me at that time. That being true, of course, I made it my decision to become a librarian in my case, very vague, indeed. [7]

An individual who had attended a second college for women reported a similar experience and indicated further that library science students were made responsible for some of the publicity given librarianship on that campus:

Because I was a library science major I had the opportunity to see and frequently use the materials... We had access to these in the library science department, and were thus 'exposed' to them every day. Several times the library science students themselves were responsible for putting up exhibits on library work as a career—exhibits that were placed in the main lobby of the library or in the library science department. In this way we became familiar with pamphlets, periodicals, and books on materials about librarianship. Too, library school announcements were often taped on the department bulletin board. Library school catalogs were available in the library science collection, and quite often, just while browsing, we would scan them. [8]

A man who had been a student at a teachers college where an undergraduate degree in librarianship was available had also had a part in the recruiting activities of the library science department there:

As students in library science, we had to prepare some form of exhibits or displays to attempt to attract others to join our ranks. [9]

In these colleges where library science courses were offered, publicity given to the profession was not always limited to the types described in the above quotations. In too few institutions where students saw films dealing with
librarianship, they saw that because they were library science students. Also, respondents for two schools mentioned radio programs sponsored by the library science departments of those schools.

The Positive Influence of Publicity

The availability of information on librarianship as a career was a subject found to be more desirable in terms of institutions than was the influence of such information on recipients. Often, these recipients either supplied no description at all of the materials and programs used to publicize the profession, or, in doing, limited their remarks to the brief and the general. For this reason, it was not possible, on the basis of their descriptions, to determine with any degree of confidence whether specific materials or programs had been more influential with respondents for one school than for another. It was possible, however, by disregarding context and the kind of appeal made—which may well have been the determining factors—to rate the relative effectiveness of printed materials, exhibits and displays, films, radio, and career conferences. These data are shown in Table 17, which is based on the number of respondents who reported that they had received information from each of the five sources.

This table indicates that printed materials were more influential with students than other media. Of these materials, notices of position vacancies and pamphlets on librarianship were more effective with the people who noted that they had seen them than other items were. Information on job opportunities in the library field ranked highest in both teacher colleges and universities; pamphlet materials carried more weight with students in liberal arts colleges. Other items which had influenced as many as one-third of the individuals who indicated some contact with them were library periodicals, scholarship and fellowship announcements, and posters. Letters or newsletters addressed to
prospective librarians, library school catalogues, and books or vocational had some influence on at least one-third of the respondents who reported seeing them in the liberal arts colleges. In the universities, library school catalogues, books on vocations, and newspaper publicity were effective with a similar proportion of respondents.

### Table 17

**Percentage of Respondents Influenced by Information Which They Had Received From Various Sources, By Type of Institution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>Universities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed materials</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibits and Displays</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Films</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career conferences</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table should be read as follows: For the twenty-three liberal arts colleges, 60 per cent of the respondents who reported that they had received information on librarianship as a career from printed materials were influenced by the information.

*Percentage based on one reply.*

Enough individuals compared their experiences with printed materials and career conferences to provide some insight into the way in which these media operated in influencing students to become librarians. The former were seldom credited by these respondents with being responsible for their first interest in the field. Although occasionally there was a reference to an occurrence like one of the following where an individual's early interest had seemingly stemmed...
From printed materials, these were relatively infrequent:

[The college] had a poster in the library showing pictures of various graduates in their work existing in various libraries all over the United States. The selection included a librarian for a newspaper and one in a chemical corporation—can't remember any others. But this poster made me realize for the first time that librarians worked in other places besides public and school libraries. [10]

After deciding to change major to English, I studied college catalog to decide to a minor. My choice was offered an L. S. minor, and since it seemed like a happy combination with English, I was off to a career in school librarianship. [11]

Insofar as printed materials were concerned, what seemed to be the more common situation is illustrated by quotations from three questionnaires:

The courses I saw were in the regular college catalog. I saw them because I looked for them. My interest centered seeing them there. [12]

I obtained most of my material through the office of our Dean of Women. She counseled most of the women students. The rest of it I sought out for myself and then because my interest was first aroused by knowing and talking with other librarians. [13]

These were typical recruitment pamphlets always in evidence when the library did a vocational display. I noticed them perhaps more than others because I looked for those. [14]

Where students were influenced by printed materials, it was quite often evident that they were already thinking about the possibility of library work. The interest or the inclination was there, and the materials consulted tended to solidify, rather than to originate, interest in the profession.

To all this, career conferences or progress offered a contrast. Statements from two respondents as a men's college follow:

Library school director spoke (to entire student body) on profession during career week. Profession appealed to me more than any other. [15]

During my sophomore year at . . . College, I was fortunate enough to hear [the director] give a lecture on "Librarianship as a Career." I was greatly impressed by her lecture, and was convinced that librarianship was an interesting field of endeavor. Deciding factors in her lecture were as follows: (a) the need for trained librarians, (b) the opportunity to work with people in general, (c) the need for more men to enter the field. [16]
At a woman’s college a student whose major field of study was economics heard a talk by a business librarian.

The biggest factor influencing my choice of vocation was the talk given by the special librarian in my senior year. She aroused my interest and I began looking into the field more thoroughly on my own. [17]

In two additional schools respondents reported similar experiences. A talk on librarianship interested a student at another college for women:

[The director of a library school], in a lecture to seniors on choosing careers, made library work sound so challenging and enjoyable, that I soon decided to study library science. [18]

Each week, during senior year, the assembly (compulsory) had a lecturer outstanding in his field, who spoke on various careers available. [19]

Two individuals who had attended the same educational institution referred to the college’s spring conference on careers:

At a Career Conference in my senior year [a public librarian] spoke on library work as a career. I did not hear him speak, but a fellow student did, and told me about it and about the fact that [the librarian] was interviewing prospective employees... Until that time I had never given library work a thought. But I spoke with [him] and he told me about the pre-professional plan... so I applied for a job and got it. [20]

I, personally, missed the particular conference but heard a very little of the... Library’s "pre-professional plan" from those who had signed up. This information may have aroused in me a faint idea of interest. [20]

From the above statements it can be seen that inclusion of librarianship in career programs was a means of reaching students who, up to that point, had given little or no thought to library work. In this way, the influence of career programs seemed to differ somewhat from the influence of printed materials.

The Negative Influence of Publicity

This study of the influence of publicity on college and university students was designed to examine only the influence of publicity which was incidental or which served to recruit for the profession or to furnish factual information about it to potential recruits. Hence, publicity unfavorable to librarianship was not studied, and an attempt was made to gauge its negative
effect on the attitudes of students toward librarianship. Possibly because of
this exclusion, there was little evidence in the questionnaires to show that
librarians, as a factor, operated in such a manner as to alienate prospective
librarians.

When it came to the negative influence of the kind of publicity dealt
with here, it seemed probable that, instead of setting off a reaction to libra-
rian ship that was definitely unfavorable, this publicity might make little im-
pression, or none at all, on the recipients. In their replies, respondents were
able to identify at least two reasons why attempts to recruit through certain
types of publicity may not have been more successful.

In the first place—and this goes back to something that was said before—
where these particular individuals were concerned, printed materials appeared to
have been most effective with those students who were already aware of librarians-
ship as a career and who wanted to know more about it. As the following comments
from two respondents suggest, these materials were less likely to impress other
students:

As I recall, I once saw a poster on the library bulletin board about
librarianship—offering a scholarship or something of the sort. However,
it made little impression on me as I was not even thinking of librarianship
as a career at the time. [21]

During career talks Jr. and Sr. yes. I knew these were around, but I
never really read them. [22]

Also, in this connection, a student at one college where, to all appearances,
more efforts were made than usual to publicize the profession, was seemingly
quite unaware of all these until she heard about librarianship through a con-
ference on careers. Her recommendation for recruiting on that campus was:

I'd suggest a lot more publicity—one mention in four years is too
little. I'm surprised so many of us become librarians, considering the com-
parative lack of publicity about librarianship as a career. . . . It's
(especially) a virgin territory, since practically nobody but the library
assistants ever heard anything about librarianship as a career, as far as I
can remember. [23]
On the basis of the experiences of these respondents, it looks, therefore, as if some types of publicity—printed materials, in particular—may be relatively ineffective as a student's first introduction to the profession. When they are used for this purpose their influence, while not negative in an active sense, may fall short of positive operation.

The replies also suggested that the effectiveness of publicity may, in some instances, have been limited by a second condition which related primarily to content. In commenting on the several colleges and universities and in recommending ways by which students in these institutions could be recruited, respondents indicated that certain aspects of librarianship might appeal more to students in one school than in others. This point can be documented by reference to two liberal arts colleges. Comments made by three respondents for the first, a co-educational institution, centered on the elements of the profession which would be most attractive to students there:

[The college] does place so much emphasis on research and scholarly pursuits... [24]

Perhaps a small pamphlet distributed in library on what librarians are teaching... active scholarship in reference and bibliography work in libraries... [25]

I believe... students are greatly interested in finding scholarly and professional utilization of their college subject in a constructive way, which librarianship affords. [25]

Influence of [the college] was the high value placed on scholarly and professional achievement... mental and judgment of scholarly, literary and related areas as times with high prestige and worth. [26]

For the second school, which was a women's college, three former students suggested an emphasis different from that recommended by individuals who had attended the first institution:

Perhaps an acquaintance of work done in a Public Library would help many girls feel that library work is strictly full and/or realistic. Just as the teaching and nursing professions are given a 'higher status' publicity treatment, I think we could use items of that kind. [27]
I am afraid that too many youngsters of college age still have the old fashioned notion that librarians are still old maides wearing horn rimmed glasses and who see nothing of the world except their four walls until they die. If our publicity (pictures, especially) could dramatize the profession and its opportunities, I think it would stimulate more interest. [28]

One of the chief drawbacks to the recruitment of librarians (anywhere, not just at [the college]) is the almost complete lack of glamour in the field. [29]

On the basis of the data regarding those particular schools, it appears that publicity effective in one institution of higher education may be comparatively ineffective in another, thus resulting in something less than a positive influence toward choice of librarianship.

The Presence of Other Factors

In most of the schools where a relatively large number of students received information on librarianship through the media discussed in the present chapter and where the influence of publicity appeared as a positive factor, the influence of individuals was often exceptionally strong. Generally speaking, these individuals were members of the library profession. They used materials dealing with library work to provide information about the field to students interested in it. Availability of these materials in an institution seemed to be a factor contributing to choice of library work by students. But there was little suggestion in the data that this factor, if isolated from the influence of individuals, was sufficiently strong to account for the presence of a school on the list of high-ranking colleges and universities.

Other factors which could be expected to appear with the influence of publicity were the influence of library education and the influence of work experience. Students either took library science courses or were employed in the library. They, therefore, referred to materials about librarianship by instructors or librarians, or they saw those materials in the course of their
work.

In a few institutions the circumstances were somewhat different. Vocational guidance of students was evidently being emphasized on these campuses. With such the case, information about library work, along with other vocations, was available from faculty advisors, placement officers, and at career conferences as well as from the librarian or from a library science department, if such a department existed.

Summary

The influence of publicity in the fifty-one schools was second in rank to one factor only—the influence of individuals. Fifty percent or more of the respondents for seven schools had been influenced in their choice of librarianship by publicity in one form or another. Its influence was stronger in the liberal arts colleges than in the teachers colleges or the universities.

Of the various media used to publicize the profession, printed materials were primarily responsible for the presence of the factor. One or more persons from fifty of the fifty-one schools indicated that, as students, they had seen such materials, while at least half of the respondents for twenty-three schools remembered having seen them. Library periodicals, pamphlet materials, notices of job opportunities, and literary school catalogs were reported in three-fourths of the schools. However, the only types of materials mentioned by as many as one-half of the respondents for any one institution were, in addition to the above, scholarship and fellowship announcements and posters. Exhibits and films, both of which were reported in fewer schools than were printed materials, were found in a larger proportion of teachers colleges than liberal arts colleges or universities, while career conferences were found more often among liberal arts colleges. No reference was made to television, and practically none to radio.
In certain schools where the influence of publicity ranked high, its presence, insofar as could be determined, was due more or less to chance. In other institutions where publicity was an important factor, it appeared that a conscious effort was being made to inform students through one or more media about opportunities in the library field.

Disregarding institutions and looking at individuals, printed materials were more influential than other forms of publicity, and of these materials notices of position vacancies and pamphlet materials were more effective than other items. By and large, printed materials served to further a student's interest in the field rather than to initiate his interest, while career programs seemed capable of originating interest.

The kind of publicity covered here apparently did not, as a factor, operate so as to create a strong attraction to librarianship among college students. Exposure to it seemed much more likely to end in no effect whatever. The data suggested two possible explanations for this. First of all, some types of publicity had evidently been more effective in arousing interest in the field than others which, in turn, appeared to have been more effective in stabilizing interest once it had been originated. Secondly, in view of the differences discernible in the students who attended certain institutions, it was possible that publicity which was not planned to appeal specifically to students in a given school would be relatively ineffectual on that campus. These two conditions, if not taken into consideration, may have limited the effectiveness of publicity in the fifty-one colleges and universities.

In schools where the influence of publicity was an important factor, other factors which might be present were the influence of individuals—usually members of the library profession—work experience, and library education. If
separated from the influence of individuals, it seemed probable that the effect-
iveness of publicity as a factor would be considerably lessened.
CHAPTER VI

THE INFLUENCE OF LIBRARIES:

USE OF LIBRARIES AND THEIR EFFECT ON LIBRARIES

The influence exerted by libraries on students' choice of the profession was usually brought about in one of two ways. The principal contact of some students with libraries came through their use of library collections and services. For other individuals, association with libraries had been chiefly through work experience as student employees. When the influences of these two factors—use of libraries and work experience in libraries—were examined within specific institutions of higher education, the factors were not found to be closely related. But since both of them, in one way or another, represented the influence of libraries, they are dealt with in the same chapter.

Use of Libraries

In the present investigation, use of libraries as a factor was not limited to the use which respondents had made of libraries in the fifty-one institutions of higher education. Although students in some schools depended almost exclusively on the college or university library, students in other institutions drew heavily on the collections of public libraries. The latter situation might be found in schools located in a city which maintained a public library of considerable size and reputation. Also, respondents for various colleges and universities had, during vacation periods, used libraries situated elsewhere. The factor, as defined, comprised this kind of library use, as well as use of the library of the institution attended. Such a definition seemed
justified in view of the fact that a student's objective program or other elements in his college experience could result in use of a library other than that of the institution where he was enrolled. No attempt was made, therefore, to exclude other libraries.

In defining the factor and in determining its relative importance among other factors, only the influence of actual library use was considered. There are, however, several related services or activities offered or sponsored by libraries which have sometimes been considered recruiting devices. They include instruction in the use of the library, student library committees and book clubs, and various functions for students interested in the field. Along with using libraries, these services and activities are discussed in the present chapter.

For relative importance of use of libraries as a factor.—It may be seen from Table 4 that, in these fifty-one institutions of higher education, using libraries was a factor as influential as publicity but, like publicity, considerably less influential than individuals. The liberal arts colleges accounted for the factor's rank. Its relative importance among other factors in both the teachers colleges and the universities was not as great. In these liberal arts colleges and one teachers college, use of libraries had been influential with more respondents than had any other one factor. In three additional schools—one liberal arts college and two universities—it was mentioned as often as any other factor.

For four institutions, 50 per cent or more of the persons reporting had been influenced in their choice of librarianship by the use they had made of libraries as students. These schools included three liberal arts colleges and a university. On the other hand, respondents for two liberal arts colleges
and three universities were not interested in the influence of the factor.
Circumstances in the teacher colleges were different. While in one case had as
many as half of the respondents for any one of these smaller institutions been
influenced by their use of libraries, at least one person from each institution
credited some influence to the factor. The percentages of respondents influenced
by using libraries are shown in Table 15 for the three types of institutions.

TABLE 15
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS INFLUENCED BY USE OF LIBRARIES, BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Universities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-49</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-69</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The positive influence of use of libraries.--In a few institutions,
influence of library usage on the decisions of students who became librarians
assumed proportions of some magnitude. The frequent appearance of the factor
in the case of teacher colleges where it ranked higher than other factors was ex-
plained by the positive influence that students' use of the public library in
the same city had on their choice of the profession. For the universities in
this group, the number of replies was too small to provide an explanation of the
factor's operation. For several of the liberal arts colleges where the factor
was particularly influential, however, the replies suggested the manner
Data provided by respondents for five colleges indicated the way that students in these institutions were influenced by their use of libraries. For those of these schools, at least 50 per cent of the individuals replying had been influenced by the factor. In both of the other schools, use of libraries, though influential with less than half of the respondents, was the factor appearing most frequently. Certain similarities were perceivable in the backgrounds, experiences, and opinions of the individuals who had attended the five colleges. A considerable number of these former students had taken their major work in either the humanities or the social sciences. Their academic programs had required extensive use of library materials, but, with the exception of a few individuals, they had made less use of the college library for non-curricular reading. This latter fact was, in some cases, explained by statements such as:

There was no time. [1]

Rarely had time after doing my assignments for any non-curricular reading! [2]

On the whole, library service in the five colleges was rated as good, and students, as well as members of the faculty, thought well of the library.

Three respondents for one of these institutions—a technological college—pointed out the heavy use made of library materials by students at that college and indicated also the possible effect of this use on students' selection of librarianship:

The good impression formed by [the college] library and the whole intellectual atmosphere probably set the background.

The overall student attitude of [the college] and the close and favorable relationship between the library and the students were a definite influence in creating an interest in and appreciation for the library. [3]

I would suspect that because . . . students do have wide experience in library use and probably interest and familiarity with library resources.
Students attracted to the college were usually intelligent and well-read, and used the library as a great deal. Aside from the fact it was necessary, the kind I would say... policy for the college, of emphasizing research and extensive use of the library are the best selling points of all.

An individual who had attended a second coeducational college where using libraries was the most important factor wrote:

The stacks were open. I believe this first alone, and the exploration of resources which it encouraged, did more than anything else in my school experience to attract me to libraries.

The following statement was supplied by three individuals who had been students at a women's college in this group:

The closely related factors at the college exerted a strong, if belated, influence on my choice of librarianship as a profession. These were: the academic program, which required extensive reading and research; the library itself, which... provided the excellent well-arranged collection of materials need to carry out this program.

The very fine college library—my favorite place to study—was in itself an excellent advertisement for the profession, and influenced me more than any other factor which I have even considered having seen at all.

Through use of the college library I gained a favorable attitude toward library work.

In two remaining schools, both of which were colleges for women, conditions appeared to be much the same. A comment from a respondent for each college suggested the situation in those schools:

The library is essentially the center of campus life... It would be impossible to graduate... without becoming very familiar with its facilities and services.

Attending the college was a wonderful experience, and majoring as I did in Latin and the classics. I was made aware, too, of the great wealth of information in libraries. Though I needed an encouragement to enter the library field, perhaps the choice of my major and minor subjects, along with a very pleasant association in the use of the college library, strengthened my determination to become a librarian.
A majority of the persons who had attended these five colleges did not consider library work as a career for themselves while they were students there. Most likely, they began to think of it later as a result of more direct influences. A predisposition toward librarianship acquired during college years from use of libraries was felt by these individuals to have affected their eventual decision.

In most of the fifty-one schools, active efforts to encourage the use of books and libraries were apparent. Through instruction in the use of the library, librarians, and also some faculty members, attempted to teach students how to use libraries more effectively. Through book clubs, student library committees, and activities planned for students interested in librarianship, a number of librarians worked to promote an interest in books and libraries.

At least one respondent for all except five of the institutions studied had received some kind of instruction intended to acquaint him with the library and to make him a more competent user of its resources. These five schools were universities where it was entirely possible that instruction was provided, but not to those particular individuals. There was little in the data to suggest that any appreciable number of students in a given college or university were influenced to become librarians by the library instruction which they received either in conjunction with the academic program or as part of their introduction to an institution as beginning students. Although this instruction in the use of the library seemingly had no institutional significance, for a few individuals it was extremely important. According to one respondent:

As I came from a small high school which did not have a library as such, I had no idea that people were librarians by profession nor that a librarian had special training. In fact I doubt whether I had been in a library up to that time. During our freshman year (first semester) we had a course in Library Orientation. The class met once a week for an hour. I completed the training for an elementary teacher, but in the back of my mind, I had an idea of becoming a librarian. [12]
Of the total number of respondents who reported that they had been
given instruction in using the library, some 15 per cent felt that this had in-
fluenced their choice of library work. Freeman's orientation program were less
effective in recruitment than either separate courses on library usage or in-
struction included in an a-whole course. A few respondents considered the in-
dividual instruction which they had received from librarians as influential in
their selection of the profession.

Student book clubs were found in sixteen schools—all of them liberal
arts colleges or two-year colleges. In several of the latter, the clubs appar-
tently were sponsored by a library science department. A few organizations were
described as being chiefly literary societies; others sponsored book reviews and
were concerned with the promotion of good reading on the campus. One club was
mentioned specifically as conducting a story hour for children. Relatively few
respondents for any one institution belonged to a book club, and of those
who had an even smaller number were influenced to enter the library field by
members into the group. Fifteen per cent of the persons who had been members
of a student book club attributed an influence to it. In one woman's college,
in particular, it seemed likely that a book club was a means by which students
came to know the college librarian, whose influence as an individual was ex-
ceptionally strong. A former student from another college for women wrote:

As a member of the college literary club, I was interested in me and my interest in books and encouraged me to
develop that interest through a career in librarianship. [13]

Only one respondent for each of ten institutions had served on a stu-
dent library committee, and three of these persons felt that being a member of
such a committee had been influential. Replies describing the work of the two
committees suggested that student members were brought into fairly close contact
with the library.
As a result, I was relocated Woman's League Libraries in charge of all
dormitory libraries. The dormitory librarians and I planned what could be
done and spent a little money with the help of the college librarian. [14]

Study of relationship of the student and library... [15]

Though respondents for twenty-eight schools indicated that they had
attended activities sponsored by the library for students interested in library
sciences, the relative effectiveness of these activities in the several institu-
tions could not be determined from the replies. Library-sponsored functions were
found in a larger proportion of teachers colleges than liberal arts colleges or
universities, but they were influential with a greater percentage of the indi-
viduals who had attended than as students in liberal arts colleges. More than
half of these students were influenced by their participation in such activities,
while less than one-third of the total group found them effective.

In certain schools, the functions reported were apparently sponsored by
the library science department rather than by the library, and were mainly for
library science students. In other institutions, they were intended primarily
for students who worked in the library. Activities planned to appeal to a wider
group of students included: social events; book reviews and exhibits; library
association meetings to which interested students were invited; special lectures
by librarians; group or panel discussions on the profession; and visits to
libraries. Occasionally, a respondent who attributed an influence to some func-
tion held by the library indicated the nature of it. Four statements descriptive
of library-sponsored activities follow:

Receptions and informal parties at which librarianship was always
brought up briefly at some time during the evening. [16]

Visit showing a day in a typical library career clinic. [17]

Tours given for outstanding people in the field as well as writers, etc.
Monthly book reviews. [18]
Authors' tenth fall at [the] Mayhew House—loved it, actually met an
author from my home town at one . . . . [19]

The negative influence of use of libraries—I was not possible to
identify the extent to which individuals in any one college or university were
discouraged from utilizing librarianship by their use of libraries. In the five
institutions where no influence was ascribed to this factor by former students,
there was no apparent reason for assuming that the negative influence of the
factor was necessarily greater than in other schools. The absence of the factor
in these universities could perhaps be explained by the small number of ques-
tionnaires for these institutions. Respondents for the two liberal arts col-
leges where the factor failed to appear rated the library service in these
colleges as good. In one college, in fact, it came closer to being excellent.
In both schools the influence of librarians was strong, possibly so strong that
the influence of using the library itself appeared incalculable by comparison.

In spite of all this, several persons, representing more than one insti-
tution, mentioned conditions in college and university libraries that might
prevent students from considering library work as a career. In opposing student
attitudes toward the library or in suggesting ways to interest students in
library work, the seven individuals quoted below were among those who pointed
to deficiencies in libraries of institutions of higher education:

College library was crowded—hush-hush atmosphere—not too attractive
or functional.

A few of librarians should have retired long ago. Most books or good
area on closed shelves. Stacks on fines, [and an] students even whispering.
Tables poorly arranged. [30]

Indeed, less emphasis of "paper shuffling" and glorified clerical
tasks . . . . [21]

The library staff . . . was 100% male. I think even college men
would need to see a man working on the staff to realize it is a profession
for men. [30]
At that time the library was badly organized, a bad physical plant and utterly frustrating in its lack of materials to both faculty and students.

They seemed to make everything more difficult to get than was necessary—in fact it was a subject of many heated discussions. [26]

Most of my friends found it difficult to get books. One's only contact was with a clerk. Closed shelves kept the undergraduates away from the books. Definitions were long. Fines were high. Frustration was the keynote. [26]

I have seen clerical workers eating pop corn at the circulation desk; heard them tell every patron their name publicly, their operation—a very loud voice. It is not surprising that a majority of the public think of librarians as super clerks. [26]

The library at the college was unattractive, mismanaged, poorly stocked and staffed generally by misfits who could (I supposed at the time) earn their keep in no other way. I'm sure if someone had suggested librarianship to me at the time I would have batted about or kicked him soundly. [26]

Interestingly enough, it looked more to me as if use of a library, even an exceptionally good one, might act in itself be sufficient to prompt college and university students to a career in librarianship. As we have seen above, in the case of those colleges where library use was stressed and where library service was considered good, respondents, generally speaking, had not thought about the profession while there. A comment from one questionnaire illustrates this situation:

Although [the college] had, and still has, an extremely fine library and utilizes it in a wonderful way as a teaching device, I do not recollect that I was at all aware that librarianship was a career, as such, during my entire college career as an undergraduate. [27]

Another person who had attended this same college offered a possible explanation:

There are insufficient awareness of the variety and depth of professional opportunities—especially since a small college library staff—just in numerical terms does not create the impression of numerous opportunities. I think students lack insight and knowledge of just what librarians really do so that some efforts to give them opportunities to become acquainted with various professional activities within their own library would help. And because many of them are not yet acquainted with the larger academic and research libraries and the wide variety of special
libraries which could be of special interest to them, these should be brought to their attention along with public library services. [28]

Also, a respondent for a second school who had known before she attended college that she wanted to be a librarian felt that if she had not previously thought about librarianship, her use of the college library would have had little influence. Her observation was:

Librarianship was my career before attending the college and although my contact with the library was a pleasant one I cannot truthfully say it affected my selection. Rather it gave me a broader aspect of the potential in library service and re-enforced my intention—however, it is doubtful that these pleasant library associations would have given me the idea to select it as my vocation. [27]

The negative influence of instruction in the use of the library was not commented upon by respondents, although some persons felt that the kind of instruction they had received fell short of its purpose. They were not, as a result of it, more effective library users. Nor was the negative influence of groups or activities designed to interest students in books, libraries, or librarianship apparent to any degree. One person did, however, describe an open-house which he had attended at the library:

Grapefruit punch was served. Mostly full-fledged librarians attended. Everyone stood around and talked. It was not conducive to inviting one to a career in librarianship. [26]

The presence of other factors—The influence of individuals was present in most of the institutions where using libraries was an important factor in influencing students to enter library work. But this influence seemed to come more often from members of the faculty than from librarians. The courses taught by these individuals necessitated use of libraries and, consequently, students developed an appreciation for library materials. Thus, indirectly more often than directly, the influence of faculty members was felt. A few students in these institutions were influenced by librarians, but, on the whole, this influence was not as evident as the influence of members of the faculty.
For the most part, in schools, the influence of publicity was absent. Apparently, little use was made of printed materials dealing with the profession, and librarianship as a career was not widely publicized. Nor was the influence of other work experience or library education easily discernible. Relatively few respondents had worked as student assistants, and library science courses were not included in the curriculum. From the accounts, too, it seemed that vocational guidance activities were at a minimum when most of these persons were students, although in a few of the colleges guidance was evidently receiving more stress in recent years.

In the liberal arts colleges where using librarians was the most influential factor with respondents, the factor seemed to be more closely akin to the academic programs of these institutions than to the factors discussed in the present study. The kind of education which students received, particularly when coupled with the extensive use which they made of libraries, may have had an effect upon their choice of library work. Several persons suggested that the type of education provided by these colleges was more or less responsible for the number of librarians who came from the schools. Statements from four individuals represent this kind of thinking:

I must confess librarianship was far from my mind while I attended [the college]. In fact, I was discouraged by counselors from considering vocational majors for at least the first two years. The emphasis was on a broad cultural background with technical training after college years. Since . . . students did not have specific training, as for teaching or nursing, perhaps librarianship better fitted the broad liberal arts knowledge they acquired while there. [31]

As an undergraduate student I studied Classical Languages as part of a liberal arts education. I was not specifically prepared for any profession. I taught Latin for one year in order to obtain funds to do graduate work. When I came to make a decision as to the type of profession that I wished to enter and the type of graduate study I wished to pursue, I decided that the opportunities afforded in teaching were extremely limited. I also felt that I had more aptitude for administrative work. The library profession offered more diversified opportunities and I felt that it was a profession for which my liberal arts education had provided an adequate background. [32]
[The college] should be a good recruiting station as a liberal arts background is very good for a librarian. Besides, after taking liberal arts for four years, what can you do but become a librarian? [33]

[The college], for reasons I fully understand, is a liberal arts college that stresses either the pre-selection of its effect on students gives the students an ability of the humanities or the social sciences- or perhaps, contrarily, a disdain of the humanities and industrial life. ... I conclude that it is the kind of school and not the essentially library-connected activities, which attracts librarians. [34]

Summary.—In the colleges and universities studied, the influence of using libraries was less important than one other factor—the influence of individuals. In a few schools, however, notably a small group of liberal arts colleges, it was the most important factor. In four schools, it was mentioned by 50 per cent or more of the respondents.

The colleges where this factor was especially important were library-centered, and their academic programs encouraged heavy use of library materials. The influence of the factor on students from these schools was often delayed until after they had become aware of the profession by more direct means. But the factor did, apparently, create or foster a predilection for library work. Instruction in the use of libraries, and groups and activities to promote interest in books, libraries, and librarianship had influenced relatively few respondents.

It seemed that the negative influence of using libraries could result from poor service provided students by a college or university library, from library rules or regulations for which they saw no logical reason, or from unattractive or inadequate provisions for study. In addition, the prominence afforded the clerical aspects of library work and the inability of students to distinguish professional from clerical personnel may have encouraged negative attitudes toward librarianship. With all this, a preference of women on a library's staff did not seem likely to suggest librarianship as a profession suitable for men. It was evident, too, that even use of an extremely good
library, where the conditions just described may have been at a minimum, was seldom a strong enough factor in itself to make students think of librarianship as a career.

The factor which second most often to accompany the influence of using libraries was the influence of individuals. In the trio, these individuals were faculty members rather than librarians, and their influence on students was primarily indirect. Using libraries, as a factor in choice of librarianship, appeared to be more closely allied with the academic program of a given institution than with the other major factors identified in the investigation.

Work Experience in Libraries

In considering the influence of work experience in libraries on students' selection of the profession, the factor was limited to the influence of experience gained by working in the library of one of the fifty-one institutions studied. Employment in other libraries was omitted for two reasons. In the first place, the replies indicated that employment elsewhere has little relation to the influence of the college or university in question. This is not to imply that the influence of work experience in other libraries was not an important factor with some students in certain institutions. It was--we especially in cases where an institution of higher education was situated in a metropolitan area not where numbers of its students were employed by libraries in the area.

But aside from the fact that the school's proximity to these libraries made student employment possible, the influence of work experience in other libraries did not seem to be specifically related to the colleges and universities included in the study.

A second condition also suggested the desirability of excluding work experience in other libraries. Some respondents who reported experience of this
type did not influence their reports to work done while they were students. With
an degree of certainty, therefore, could employment during the period under con-
sideration be isolated from earlier or later employment.

For these two reasons, the present chapter is concerned only with the
influence of work experience in the libraries of the fifty-one schools. The
figures represent, in most cases, the influence of library work on individuals
who were actually employed as student assistants. In addition, some few repon-
dents included in this same category practice work in library science courses or
in preparation for graduate study in librarianship.

The relative importance of work experience in libraries as a factor—
As was shown in Table 4, work experience in the fifty-one institutions had less
influence on the decisions of students with respect to library work than did
individuals, publicly, and use of libraries. The factor was second in impor-
tance in the universities, but, in general, the relative importance of the
factors in these schools is still largely undetermined. Also, in the three
universities where the influence of work experience was reported to as often as
any other factor, this fact had little significance, since relatively few
respondents for the three schools were influenced by factors related to their
university experiences. In the college of the arts and sciences, work experience as a factor
was not as influential as library education.

At least half of the respondents for four schools mentioned work as a
student assistant as having affected their decisions to become librarians. The
schools included one liberal arts college, two teachers colleges, and one
university. The factor was of no influence with the individuals from six in-
stitutions. For three of these six schools—one liberal arts college and two
teachers colleges—none of the respondents indicated that they had been employed
in the library. The percentage of individuals influenced by work experience is
The positive influence of work experience in libraries.—The figures in Table 19 are based on the total number of respondents for each institution. When only the questionnaires returned by individuals who reported that they had worked as student assistants were examined, the influence of the factor, as seen in Table 20, was more pronounced. In thirty-five schools, 50 per cent or more of the persons who had been student workers were influenced by that experience; in fifteen schools the proportion was from 80 to 100 per cent. Only one respondent for six of these fifteen schools, however, had been a student assistant. A similar condition accounts for the two universities where none of the respondents had been influenced by work in the library. Of the total number of persons who had worked in the library as students, 64 per cent had found the experience influential. These figures are given in Table 21, along with corresponding percentages for schools of the three types.

The operation of work experience as a positive factor in affecting
### Table 30

Percentage of Freshmen Attending College as Student Assistant Who Work Influenced by That Experience, by Type of Institution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges (22)</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges (14)</th>
<th>No. of Universities (12)</th>
<th>Total (48)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2^b</td>
<td>3^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-89</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-120</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>10^d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aSome of the respondents for our liberal arts college and two teachers colleges reported work as student assistant.

^bOnly one respondent for each of the two universities reported work as student assistant.

^cIncludes two colleges where only one respondent reported work as student assistant.

^dIncludes four universities where only one respondent reported work as student assistant.
choice of librarianship can be seen most clearly in a few institutions. A fair
number of the respondents for these schools had worked in the library, and a rela-
tively large proportion of those who had felt that they had been influenced by
the work there. Some persons described their experiences fully enough to show
the way in which the factor operated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Institution</th>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal arts colleges</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers colleges</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Six respondents for one of the men's colleges had been student asso-
ciates in the college library, and five of them had been influenced in their
selection of library work by this experience. According to one former student
worker:

Working conditions at the library... were very pleasant. The staff,
including student assistants, were unusually close. Of course, this is
understandable in a small library.

...[The] Circulation librarian under whom I worked was a miracle of
patience. And once she was sure a student assistant had mastered certain
duties, she gave him responsibility. This, I believe, created interest in
librarianship as a career.

Discussing careers in the library field with [the librarian] and
fellow students who planned to continue education in this field helped to
form my decision. The entire situation of actually working in a library
contributed the most, I believe. Isolating a specific factor seems to lessen
the impact. [25]

Nine of the ten respondents who had been employed in the library of a
women's college attributed an influence to work as a student assistant. One
questionnaire contained this comment:
The largest single factor which influenced my decision to become a librarian was my experience as a student assistant in the college library. The working conditions were always pleasant. The library staff worked hard to establish respect with student assistants and they were never too busy with routine to talk to us about librarianship as a profession. Our work schedule was well-planned and our duties were diversified and never dull. While student assistants we came to realize some of the satisfactions of working with people and books and that the opportunities for service in this profession are great.

This same individual, in her recommendations for recruiting students in the college, continued:

The atmosphere, working conditions, of the college library were conducive to influencing girls to choose librarianship as a profession. Most of the girls I worked with in the library later attended library school. Certainly if there were more library assistants, more girls would become interested in librarianship as a profession. [36]

A second person who had attended this college wrote:

My work as a student assistant under [the librarian's] supervision gave me an insight into the practical nature of the work and I greatly profited from this experience. I benefited from the several types of routine work that I did by gaining an overall view of what it takes to make a library function. [37]

Another respondent for the same institution made this statement:

Library student assistants need to have some prestige among other students if I remember correctly; that enhanced the work! [38]

Ten persons who had attended a teachers college had worked in the library. Of this group, eight individuals had found the experience influential in their choice of a career. One wrote:

At the time I was a student there were no classes in library science, but I was assigned to several different kinds of duties and got a good taste of library work, which later influenced my decision to go to library school. [39]

At a coeducational college, six out of nine former student assistants described an influence to work in the library. A graduate of the college described the instruction which she had received:

Their program of training familiarized the student assistants with all phases of library work. They never became tired of new questions. They
taught me much about library work which is still invaluable to me.

I hope they continue using student assistants. [49]

The number of responses for a certain university was too small to indicate the extent to which work experience in that institution may have affected the decisions of potential recruits. However, for one individual who had worked in the university's library, it's experience as a student assistant had been the most important factor in her choice of librarianship.

I chose librarianship . . . because of my experiences as a student assistant at [the] University.

The librarians who supervised my work gave instruction designed to make the student assistant aware of how his small tasks fitted into a larger scheme. I was frequently given work of a more responsibility and challenge. As a result, I have never held the prevalent notion that library work is composed of so many tasks to be typed and filed and so many books to be shelved. Although I performed all these tasks, I was made aware that they fitted into a larger pattern. [41]

From the questionnaires returned by persons who had worked as student assistants in the schools where this factor was the most effective, it could be seen that the tasks assigned to students included many of a routine or clerical nature. Shelving, filing, charging and discharging of books, posting, and clipping were among the jobs mentioned. But quite often, after students gained experience, they were given less mechanical duties, possibly in addition to their first assignments. With these duties came a certain amount of responsibility. Several respondents who had been employed as pages were later given work involving some knowledge of professional librarianship. Among other things, they answered simple reference questions, planned displays, and ordered books.

Just how much freedom students were granted in all of this was not evident, although for most schools careful supervision on the part of professional librarians was the impression given. Still, one respondent injected a note of caution into his reply which bore on this aspect of the problem. He described the attitude of the faculty toward the library as unfavorable and gave as one
reason the fact that student assistants perform all of the reference work.

In a few institutions, where the influence of work experience was an important factor, an occasional respondent had belonged to an organization for student assistants. However, these organizations, which were found in fifteen institutions, were not reported in all of the schools where the influence of the factor was strong. A respondent for one such school felt that an organization of student workers would have been superfluous.

Due to the small size of the college, it was not necessary or desirable to have such organizations, since we saw each other very frequently and in addition had each other's cellmates. [43]

Most of the organizations were described as partly social, but at the same time they served as a means of informing student assistants about the policies and practices of the library. In the main, the groups were loosely organized and informal. About one-fourth of the persons who had belonged to a student assistant organization felt that it had influenced their choice of librarianship.

The negative influence of work experience in libraries - The negative influence of work experience in libraries was less apparent in the fifty-one colleges and universities than the positive influence. Even so, it was clear that in several schools librarians had not been drawn to any large numbers from the ranks of student assistants. In a few of these institutions, the negative operation of the factor was discernible.

None of the respondents for three schools had worked in the library as students. Assuming that these librarians used student help, the individuals who had worked there apparently were not attracted to the library profession. In two of the three institutions, the librarians evidently were somewhat less popular with students than was the case on other campuses. "Authoritarian," [43] "strict," [44] "unfriendly," [45] and "guardian of materials" [46] were terms used by respondents to describe the opinions which students held regarding one
or the other of their institutions. To what extent these characteristics were reflected in working conditions in the library and in staff relations with student workers is a matter of conjecture. But it does seem plausible to think, in view of the dearth of former student assistants among the respondents for these institutions, that work experience in the library may have been a negative influence. In answer to the question, "Did you work as a student assistant in the library?", a former assistant from one of these schools wrote:

```
Wanted to, but never made it—hiring at the time on a somewhat subjective basis, we disappointed applicants felt. [40]
```

In the third school whose responses included no former student workers, the situation seemed to be slightly different. A reply received too late to be tabulated did come from an individual who had been a student assistant at this college:

```
Until about ten years after graduation . . . I somehow received unspoken that librarianship involves pursuits extending far beyond the clerical or mechanical duties involved in maintaining the circulating collection . . . . [46]
```

Several who had worked in the library of a fourth school may have had a like experience. Questionnaires were returned by nineteen former students, of whom four had been student workers in the library, only one felt that the work there had influenced her choice of librarianship. One graduate of the college who had been employed as a student assistant in the circulation department wrote:

```
I didn't know specifically what I wanted to do, while I was in college; I only was sure that I didn't want to teach English, the only reasonable alternative in my mind. I worked while I was in college at the College Library as student assistant, but reasonably well acquainted with . . . the librarian, and found her and the work at the library pleasant but not inspiring.
```

This same individual, who ill not consider librarianship until after graduation, made the following suggestion for promoting interest in the library profession:
among students and students.

Let the students assist to help in some other phase of library work than routine clerical or circulation work; this would give them a glimpse of another side of librarianship, and perhaps take away the impression that being a librarian would be a dull, uninteresting thing. (60)

The presence of other factors.--In the institutions where the influence of work experience appeared frequently as a positive factor, the other factor generally present was the influence of individuals. Work experience was rarely mentioned by respondents for these schools without reference also being made to a librarian. It was a librarian who was responsible for the assignment of duties, the supervision of work, and the relationship of students to members of the professional staff, all of which tended to make work experience a positive influence on the students' choice of librarianship. In the four schools where to all appearances work experience operated as a negative factor, the individuals who were most influential with respondents were not librarians. They were, instead, library science teachers or faculty members in other departments.

On the strength of the above, it might be possible to conclude that in institutions where the influence of work experience appeared as a positive factor, the influence of a librarian was present; and that in institutions where the influence of work experience did not appear as a positive factor, the influence of a librarian was absent. But when other institutions on the list were examined, only the first half of this statement seemed to hold. In some schools, a sizeable number of former student assistants had been influenced by a librarian, but a noticeably smaller number attributed an influence to the work they had done in the library. A situation like this may give added importance to the influence of individuals.

In most of the schools where work experience had been an influential factor with respondents, the influence of publicity was also present. Materials
on librarianship were brought to the attention of student assistants by members of the library staff, or they saw them independently in the course of their work in the library.

Summary: The influence of work experience was a factor found less frequently in the fifty-one institutions of higher education than the influence of individuals, publicity, and using libraries. Half, or better than half, of the respondents for four schools had been influenced by work as student assistants, while none of the persons who represented six schools attributed an influence to this factor. Of the individuals who had worked as student assistants, almost two-thirds felt that the work had been influential.

In institutions where the influence of the factor was unusually strong, respondents reported similar experiences. As student workers, they had been delegated a measure of responsibility. They had performed a variety of duties and, in some cases, had worked in more than one department of the library. Though their duties may have been largely clerical and routine, they had been introduced to work of a professional nature and given an opportunity to try their hand at it. Finally, they had been closely associated with the professional staff and made to feel that their contribution to the library's operation was an important one.

Conditions in certain schools suggested that the negative influence of work experience could function in at least two ways. In the first place, if administrative procedures and practices in a library were questionable from the point of view of sound administrative policy, working conditions and staff morale might possibly be affected to such an extent that student workers would find the library field unsatisfactory. Secondly, if, in a library, student assistants were assigned solely to routine and clerical work with no explanation of the significance of that work in the operation of the library as a whole and
with an introduction to professional librarianship, there appeared small like-
lihood that these students would be attracted to the library field. Their
impressions of the work, in all probability, would not be conducive to choice
of librarianship as a profession.

When work experience was a positive influence in an institution, the
factor most likely to accompany it was the influence of individuals who were
librarians. Also, the influence of publicity might be present in these same
samples.
CHAPTER VII
THE INFLUENCE OF LIBRARY EDUCATION

When library education as a factor influencing students' choice of librarianship was examined, it appeared that the fifty-one institutions could be placed, very generally, into one of three groups. For schools in the first group, respondents had had little or no contact with a library school or a department of library science. In the second group of schools, a noteworthy number of individuals had been enrolled in library science courses. On the campuses of institutions in the third group, the influence of a graduate library school was more perceptible than in certain other colleges and universities.

Both library science courses and other less formal contacts with library education and its representatives were cited by respondents as having influenced their decisions regarding the profession. The courses reported in the several schools ranged from an introductory unit taught by the librarian to some thirty-six semester hours of work offered by a department of library science. In between were courses intended to prepare teacher-librarians; courses designed as prerequisites for graduate library school and taken either on the campus or at a university near by; courses given at a workshop or institute for practicing librarians; and a few courses offered by an academic department in the literature and bibliography of a subject field.

In other ways, too, students had some contact with a library school or a library science department. Through correspondence, visits to a library school, meetings with library school representatives who were on the campus, or talks by library school personnel at career conferences, a number of students
were influenced by library education. The decisions of others were affected by association with library school students, while still others felt that a library school department, through activities sponsored for students interested in the field, had exerted a positive influence.

The Relative Importance of Library Education as a Factor

As shown in Table 4, the influence of library education in the fifty-one institutions was not as marked as the influence of the other major factors. In this, the teachers colleges constituted an exception. Here, the influence of library education carried less weight than the influence of individual, but, as a factor, it was more important than publicity, nor of libraries, and work experience.

Table 28 shows that 60 per cent or more of the respondents for three schools—two liberal arts colleges and one teachers college—credited library education with influencing their choice of librarianship. In this particular teachers college, where 70 per cent of the respondents mentioned its influence, the factor appeared more frequently than did any other. None of the persons from thirteen institutions, six either liberal arts colleges or universities, had been influenced by courses or by other contacts with education for librarianship. In the case of several of these schools, certain respondents did indicate an influence from individuals associated with a library school. Apparently, however, these respondents considered the individual and not library education as the influential factor. If cases like these were included, there would be fewer institutions where the influence of library education did not appear. In several other schools, the influence of the factor was present but was slight, and its presence could usually be accounted for by one or two persons whose contact with library education had no visible connection with the college or university in question.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Universities (12)</th>
<th>Total (51)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Positive Influence of Library Education**

Library science courses.—When the reports for the fifty-one institutions were analyzed, it was evident that in the schools where library education is a factor was particularly strong, its influence could often be traced to library science courses. The percentage of the respondents for each school who had been influenced by courses in librarianship is given by type of institution in Table 22. None of the persons from twenty schools accorded an influence to library science courses, but for sixteen of these schools none of the respondents reported that they had taken such courses while there. The replies indicated that in several institutions courses in librarianship were not available, a condition that may have prevailed in most of the sixteen schools. Library science courses were of some influence to all of the teachers colleges, while for the liberal arts college and the teachers college, 50 per cent or more of the individuals who responded to the inquiry felt that the courses which they had
Table 23 shows for the thirty-five institutions where library science courses were known to be available, the percentage of the respondents having had these courses who were influenced by them. The extremes of the distribution were accounted for by one individual who either was or was not influenced by his experiences as a student in the courses he had taken. When Table 24 is considered, the effect of library science courses on the decisions of the students who became librarians is more evident. In seventeen schools, 50 per cent or more of the persons who reported that they had taken these courses attributed an influence to them. In Table 25, which is also limited to persons who had been students in library science courses, are shown the overall percentages of these individuals influenced by the courses in the three types of schools. Close to one-half of the total number of respondents who had taken courses in librarianship felt that the courses had been influential. The percentages for the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Universities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-79</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
<th>No. of Liberal Arts Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Teachers Colleges</th>
<th>No. of Universities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>(14)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2^b</td>
<td>2^b</td>
<td></td>
<td>4^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-49</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-69</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-79</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>1^b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2^b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aNone of the respondents for ten liberal arts colleges and six universities reported taking library science courses.

^bOnly one respondent for these institutions reported taking library science courses.

### Table 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Institution</th>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal arts colleges</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers colleges</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teacher colleges and the universities were noticeably lower than for the liberal arts colleges.

Fairly often, the individuals who traced an influence in library science courses did so because of the manner in which the factor had operated. Because of this scarcity of comments, an examination of the influence of courses in term of institutions presented a difficulty. Still, some individuals wrote at considerable length, and a few questionnaires for certain schools contained enough information to provide at least a partial picture of the way in which the factor worked in those institutions and perhaps in similar ones.

Responses from two liberal arts colleges suggested that the courses given there may have been quite effective in recruiting students who had not seriously considered librarianship as a career for themselves or who were not sure as to whether or not they wished to enter the field. In the opinion of two respondents for a women's college, library science courses on that campus gave students who might otherwise never have thought of librarianship an introduction to the profession. One person who had attended this institution commented:

Several courses in the departments—children's literature, adolescent literature, and library materials for teachers—are required for elementary education majors, and often (in my case there) the courses in children's and adolescent literature were taken as electives by other students. I believe these personal contacts with library courses, librarians, and those interested in becoming librarians were instrumental in influencing some students to consider librarianship as a career. [1]

Another respondent for the same college felt that the courses in children's literature had served to draw students into other library science courses.

In a coeducational college where it seemed that an intensive program to interest students in the profession was carried on by the librarian, courses in library science constituted one phase of the program. A man who had been a student at the college wrote:

In the . . . program as arranged by [the librarian] it was essential
that all of the people that worked in the library take some of the courses that he offered so that they would be better prepared to deal with the problems of the institution as they existed. It was during this course that I began to realize the immense value of the library in the socio-cultural program of the college and the everyday world. The gradual evolution of my desire to enter this profession is one that was just gradual and which was strengthened throughout the entire college program. [2]

The replies from persons who had attended this college suggested that the library science courses offered there were less closely related to teacher-training than were the courses found in some institutions.

Occasionally, a respondent for another school indicated that he had been subject to an influence similar to that attributed to the library science courses in these two colleges. Cases resembling the one quoted below were found in a number of schools, including both liberal arts colleges and teachers colleges. Although such cases may have been more prevalent in some schools than in others, the evidence necessary to support such an observation is tenuous.

A respondent who had considered library work as a possible career for herself while she was still in high school mentioned the courses in librarianship that she later took at a educational college:

After taking several electives in Library Science, I felt that I would definitely like to become a librarian. [3]

A former student at a women's college reported her experience:

While at [the college], I decided to take a course in library science to help me in my English work. I become very much more interested, and decided I wanted to be a librarian. [4]

At two different teachers colleges respondents had become interested in librarianship in much the same way:

I sort of stumbled into the field of Library Science. I had no notion until my major professor . . . urged me to try Library Science. It fitted into my program of study as I decided to give it a chance.

The two librarians who taught me . . . were just wonderful. They made librarianship sound so very interesting and were so enthusiastic about their work that I decided immediately to do my graduate work in Library Science rather than in English as I had planned. [5]
I planned to take some library science courses as electives after talking about these classes with a fellow student enrolled in these. (I also knew two of the members of the library staff that I admired.) I believed these classes would help me in my teaching. It was after I had taken about two classes that I began to think of it as a profession for myself.

The effect of library science courses on students in the teacher colleges where a major in the field was offered apparently differed to some extent from their effect on students in other schools. Furthermore, as several respondents made clear, the recruiting efforts of these institutions were more frequently directed toward high school students than toward college students. A fairly large number of persons who had attended schools in this group had thought about librarianship or had decided that they wished to be librarians before they ever went to college. The availability of courses in library science was often a determining factor in their choice of a school. Hence, the particular influence of library science courses on these individuals was to reinforce a decision already partly, if not fully, reached. Three quotations illustrate this point:

I had definitely made up my mind about being a librarian before I went to [the college]. Fortunately all librarians along the way and my training at the college made the field look more and more favorable. [7]

I went to [the college] because it was a tuition-free college offering courses in librarianship, and most of my contacts were people attending for the same reasons. To my way of thinking, we were, as a group, already firm in our intentions to become librarians, and should not be regarded as potential recruits. [8]

[The college] offers a four-year course for school librarians. Most students went there with the idea of becoming librarians. [9]

A few replies suggested that in institutions such as these the number of professions for which a student could prepare was limited. Thus, for persons who did not wish to teach, library science courses furnished an alternative. According to one respondent:

Truthfully, . . . I must say that I do not know whether I would have
chose librarianship as a career if my family had been able to pay tuition to a private college, my choice of vocation was limited. I had rather wanted to be a journalist, but I could not see that in a tuition-free, state-supported college. [10]

It was apparent also from replies for several institutions giving an undergraduate degree in librarianship, that individuals from these schools had sometimes felt limited to undertake further study in library science. This resulted when they had taken courses that did not afford them sufficient preparation in librarianship. As a result, they were more or less forced by their undergraduate preparation into a graduate library school. Reports from these respondents represent this point of view:

I had already decided on school librarianship as a career when I entered [the college], and entered the course in my junior year. When I graduated, it was not with a B.S. degree, of course, but a B.S. in Education. I thought at the time it was adequate. Later, when I wanted to do graduate work, I found that it wasn't. And so, eventually, I found myself having to take the inevitable and entering [a graduate library school] to work at Library Science again. I found that while there was some repetition, much of the material was either new or in other areas of librarianship, so that it was not the waste of time I feared it would be. All this leads me to the statement that I entered [a graduate library school], . . . , because I was in the field and needed an A.A. accredited degree to make any progress. [11]

After completing work at [the college] and one year's experience in the field I decided to attend [a graduate library school] so I could be considered professional by any librarian standards—school, technical, public. [12]

[The director of the library science department] realized [the school] was not an accredited library school, so during our 30 semester hours of work in library science he told us again and again the importance of going on and getting a degree from a library school. [13]

Another group of individuals had been influenced in still a different manner by library science courses. These persons were to be found more often in the teachers colleges than in the liberal arts colleges, and, for them, one or two undergraduate courses in librarianship had led to library work in connection with a teaching assignment. After experience in both teaching and librarianship, they had discovered a preference for library work and had therefore enrolled in a
graduate library school. The influence of library science courses was, in those cases, delayed and perhaps indirect, but their influence was nevertheless recognized by respondents. Three persons from the same teachers college had been similarly influenced by courses in librarianship:

The placement office made no secret of the fact that graduates who planned to enter the teaching field would have a much better chance in getting a good job if they were had something "extra" to offer. Music, Sports, and a library certificate were stressed. At that time, one needed 4 sem. hours of Lib. Sci. to qualify for a teacher-librarian certificate. I elected the 4 sem. hours of Lib. Sci. [The instructor] was an excellent teacher (cataloging) and inspired my interest in librarianship as a possible career.

My first teaching position consisted of teaching one class history, two classes English, and supervising a library. Naturally I didn't know too much about it, but the instruction in the library courses at [college] gave me confidence and some background.

The organizing of the library was most interesting and challenging and I decided to pick up a few more credits in librarianship. The [college] had already started a Bachelor Degree program in Education. After the summer, I switched my program to a Bachelor of Arts in Librarianship.

My later decision (about nine years after graduation) may have been influenced by the fact that I had a background of 4 semester hours in Library Science; hence, I knew something of what it consisted of.

When I graduated from college, cities required a couple of years experience in a similar school before considering me as an applicant. All such schools had a definite list of conditions which a full-time job for every English teacher was lucky enough to be hired. There was the class play (junior and senior), the school yearbook, the paper, the library, the censorship, the study hall, the biology lab and statistics. Who was better equipped than the English teacher? As I worked on the library part of this assignment, I knew that I had a real interest there, too, and that I had a real interest there. I decided not to go into teaching at this time, but to get a job in a library where I could put my energies to good use.

[The librarian] was my instructor in Library Methods, a four-credit (semester) course which I took in connection with my English major. This course qualified the student to serve as a teacher-librarian. [For two years] I taught at the [a] Jr. High School. Later, while teaching at [a] Jr. High School, I was assigned to assist [the librarian]. [She] was highly pleased with my work and expressed much surprise that I had been able to get such good library training in a four-credit course. I then went on to (a graduate library school) to get my library degree...
For other individuals who were also influenced by library science courses, the courses had come after enrollment to a position involving library work. Teachers who were hired to operate a library in addition to their teaching responsibilities attended school, often at a teachers college, for the purpose of taking courses to qualify for a specific position. In the process, they became interested in professional librarianship and in further study at the graduate level. In one state, when courses were set up in institutions of higher education to provide the training necessary for teacher-librarians, many teachers from schools all over the state returned to summer school to take these courses to qualify for the responsibility of setting up libraries in their schools. Practically all were teacher-librarians. Being an Enlglish instructor and major all the who had always been interested in books and libraries . . . , I was drawn . . . into these courses as naturally as air into the lungs. [The librarian] taught the first course of library science I ever took—the introductory course in which we used Douglas' Teacher-Librarian Training. From that first course I knew that someday when I could begin work on my Master's Degree it would be in the field of Library Science. [17]

A person who had attended another teachers college wrote of a similar experience:

I was taking care of the library in a small country high school . . . because there was no one to do it. However, I had no training of my kind. [The state librarian] visited our school, and I asked her to give me some advice. Later she arranged for me to receive a scholarship provided I would take two courses in library science. I did take them and liked them so well that I often expressed regret that I had not used library science as a minor. My instructor was so enthusiastic about her work that it created a desire for more of it. [18]

Other contacts with library education.—Individuals from thirty-three of the fifty-one schools reported that they had had some contact, either from courses, with a library school or a department of library science. In most of the thirty-three institutions, these individuals made up a relatively small proportion of the respondents, and the kinds of contacts mentioned by them showed considerable variation. This being the case, the data are not presented numerically in terms of individual institutions. Table 29, however, does give for the three types of schools the percentage of the total number of persons
reporting other contacts with library education who had been influenced by those contacts. With no distinction made as to types of institutions, the ratio was approximately one to one. But when the data for the several types of schools were examined separately, the liberal arts colleges ranked noticeably higher than either the teachers colleges or the universities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Institution</th>
<th>Percentage of Respondents Influenced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal arts colleges</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers colleges</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In most of the schools where undergraduate library science courses were offered, the relations between students and teachers apparently were close. As one person observed:

Perhaps because of our small group (usually 20 students in a library science class) they were able to be not only instructors but also our counselors and friends. Looking back, it was certainly wonderful to be a part of the rapport that existed in that department. [19]

In these institutions, the association of students with members of the library science faculty was not always confined to the classroom. Social activities were scheduled for students in the department, and opportunities were provided for students, both as individuals and as a group, to meet librarians of some prominence.

In thirteen schools, respondents had belonged to a library science fraternity or club, which was usually sponsored by a department of library science. Nine organizations were located in teachers colleges; two, in liberal
arts colleges and one in a university. In the one remaining case, a college student belonged to an organization for library school students at an adjoining university. Both social and professional activities were scheduled by most of these groups, which also engaged in recruiting for librarianship. In individuals who had attended a coeducational college where there was no formal organization for students interested in the library field, suggested that such a group might have served a recruiting purpose on that campus.

I feel . . . that there should be some sort of student library organization. Most of us who were student assistants felt a kinship among us and we might have drawn others into the field had we been organized. [26] Slightly less than 20 per cent of the persons who had belonged to these organizations in teachers colleges were influenced by them, while the corresponding figure for liberal arts colleges was 50 per cent.

Insofar as the graduate library schools were concerned, their contacts with certain individuals seemingly had little to do with the institutions which these persons had attended. Through correspondence or through a visit to a library school on his own initiative, a student's interest in the profession might be accelerated or his previous decision to become a librarian might be strengthened. Experiences of these individuals exemplify this kind of influence.

I had correspondence with [Name] . . . which influenced me greatly towards attending library school. [21]

During my senior year in college, I visited the . . . library school and was given a very cordial reception—and much help in applying as a graduate student, etc. [22]

Visits to sister attending [library school] resulted in contacts with school and other students. [23]

For the five universities with graduate library schools, the data were too limited to justify any reliable conclusion as to the comparative effectiveness of the library schools in reaching students on their own campuses. In all five universities, at least one respondent had known someone, either
student or a member of the faculty, who was associated with the library school. A few of these contacts, however, derived somewhat from the school itself and were not identified by the respondents as contacts with the school.

The five universities apart, it could be seen that in two other institutions a library school was active in bringing librarianship to the attention of undergraduate students. The first institution was the graduate unit of a university with which the liberal arts colleges were affiliated. The influence of the library school on students in one of these colleges was particularly notable. All of the respondents for the college referred to the influence of the director of the library school, who had presented opportunities in the library field in talks to groups of students at the college and also in conferences with individuals at the library school. Literature on the profession was made generally available on the campus, and the library school was apparently responsible for its greater there. Some individuals had, as college students, taken the library science courses which the school offered to undergraduates as prerequisites for the graduate program that followed. In the particular college, the respondents had known about the library school and had known library school students.

The second institution where the influence of a graduate library school was particularly noticeable was a teachers college. As the three statements quoted below will show, students who attended this college were introduced to librarianship early in their college programs:

The lecture [on opportunities for library careers] to the freshmen by [the director] was the actual factor which got me to enroll in the library dept. [24]

The library school director frequently announced the possibilities of a library career, the need for librarians, and the scholarship... available for a student each year in the library school. I also had a few
conferences with him as an undergraduate in which he found out about my background and interests.

The library school director personally contacted all freshmen who indicated an interest in librarianship. [23]

As an undergraduate student, I took a two-hour introductory library course from the director. His interest in library work assumed me to an interest in the many services which a library renders. I was able to appreciate and see these services more fully because I had acquired a more skilled knowledge of library techniques. [24]

On campuses without a graduate library school, a college librarian was sometimes instrumental in providing contacts for students with library educators and library schools. In several institutions where the director of a library school participated in a career conference or talked to the student body about library work, the librarians was especially responsible for his inclusion on the program. One college librarian who also taught several courses in library science took his students to visit a library school in a neighboring city. At other institutions, librarians arranged for individual students to visit library schools or to meet representatives of those schools when they came to the campus.

Two respondents for a women's college wrote:

On three different occasions, she took us to . . . visit . . . libraries . . . or to talk with [the director of a graduate library school] about coming to library school. [27]

I remember meeting [the director of the library school] when she came to [the college] for a conference during that summer. From her and from [the librarians], I received the impression that the . . . lib. school must be very good. [28]

According to an individual who had attended another college for women:

[The college's] record for producing librarians probably has a connection with the closeness of the college to a library school. . . . I believe the moral relations existing between the college librarians and the director of the library school is of great benefit to those students interested in librarianship. [29]

Furthermore, some college librarians, because of their relations with library schools, were able to secure fellowships or library assistantships to
old students in financing a year of graduate work. When one individual told the college librarian that she wished to go to library school:

She promptly offered me a chance at a fellowship...[30]

At a second institution, the librarian's contact with a library school worked to the advantage of another student:

[The librarian]...helped me obtain an assistantship...so that I might go to library school without having to worry about how I would finance it.[31]

The Negative Influence of Library Education

Just as has been the case with other factors, the replies at times stressed to the fact that the influence of library education could be negative as well as positive. Comments of respondents concerning their own experiences with library schools and departments of library science, along with their reports of the attitudes of other students on the several campuses toward education for librarianship, suggested that certain aspects of library education could work to discourage students who might otherwise be interested in the profession. Both graduate library schools and undergraduate courses in library science received a share of the criticism. Faculty, students, curriculum, status of undergraduate courses in librarianship, cost of library education, and isolation of library schools were all seen as possible deterrents to potential librarians.

Usually, when a specific faculty member was cited by a respondent as a negative influence on choice of librarianship, this same teacher was also mentioned by a second individual as a positive influence. Thus, one reply tended to cancel out another. Several criticisms, including the following, were more general:

A more colorful faculty group with more stimulating and inspiring courses to teach would help the library schools of most colleges which I have contacted. [32]
Another criticism dealt with the size of the facilities in certain schools and departments:

Outside of classification and cataloging the entire course was taught by 2 teachers. [33]

I had one teacher for 3 hours of library science. [34]

Some persons felt that the composition of the student body of a graduate library school or of an undergraduate department of library science could sometimes be such as to make other students question the desirability of librarianship as a career. This point of view was expressed by two respondents:

Too often mistakes were in the department which made a bad impression on others who might otherwise have been interested. [35]

Out of a group of between 12 and 15 in my library science class . . . . there was one girl whose company I enjoyed and two other women who I felt had a fair chance of succeeding in their chosen profession. The rest were utter social misfits. They didn't even know how to meet people—let alone how to deal with them. Several years later when I did graduate work at [a graduate library school] . . . . I was most surprised to discover the same type in library school there—a much smaller percentage to be sure—but my percentage was too high. [36]

The reputation which library science courses appeared to have among students was thought by some respondents to influence college students against the profession. Typical comments included:

The library courses were notorious for being too hard. [37]

Our classes in library science were small because too many former students complained about how the work was 'piled up' by library science instructors. (The graduate program I attended later had no such problem.) [38]

Most said the courses were too hard. [39]

Most students felt the library students worked too hard, were never seen at social events, and just didn't find time to socialize between classes. [40]

Library school was described as a "painful," "too much work," appeared to have too great a danger of failure. [41]

The content of courses in librarianship was also subject to criticism:
Among the respondents who expressed an opinion, there was not always agreement as to which subjects should receive stress. Yet it does seem to be a consensus with respect to practice and theory in library school curricula. One man who felt that more emphasis might well be given to the practical aspects of librarianship wrote:

The prospective library science student on his first glance at courses (and some of the results of the courses) comes to the conclusion that it is much smoke and very little fire. [42]

A second individual had found the opinion of graduate students in other fields to be somewhat different:

Most of the M.A. candidates thought of library school as a "vocational school"—not intellectual enough for them. . . . [43]

All in all, the negative influence of the content of library school curricula, as revealed through the questionnaires, seemed to depend quite often upon individual proclivities and experiences.

At the undergraduate level, a possible negative influence of library science courses was pinpointed by several persons who had attended institutions where these courses were given. Their replies suggested that programs aimed primarily at the preparation of school librarians were not likely to attract potential college, public, and special librarians. A man who had taken a few undergraduate courses and did not consider them influential, and who had not decided until two years later to be a librarian, described the courses:

[The college] offered several courses for teacher-librarians, taught by members of the library staff. The two that I took dealt with reference work and simple library procedures (housekeeping). [44]

A man from another liberal arts college whose courses for school librarians were available wrote:

I had the impression that the girls taking library courses were interested primarily in high school libraries.

I can suggest that [the college] was doing a good job of recruiting
women students for library school courses but that more efforts could be made to make students aware of the variety of positions available. [46]

This individual had not thought of librarianship as a profession suitable for himself until after he had attended a large university where opportunities in other types of library work came to his attention. A respondent for this same college made a similar recommendation:

Have the library courses less closely related to teacher training. [48]

A second way in which undergraduate library science courses might operate to discourage recruits to the profession was indicated by several individuals who had attended teacher colleges. Some persons felt that these institutions were handicapped in any effort they might wish to make to interest students in librarianship either because their programs were not accredited or because their courses were not accepted by the graduate library schools. Statements from four respondents voice these feelings:

Since the . . . course is not accredited by the A.I.A., if students wish to work for higher degrees or to get positions in other branches of the library field, the courses which they took . . . must be repeated at an accredited library school. [47]

I do think that if A.L.A. accreditation were given—which would mean additional faculty, etc.—many of the present student body would become interested in receiving a degree which has more degree of national standing. [48]

Much of the time spent in pursuing the undergraduate courses in library science . . . was a waste as the same courses had to be repeated before I could get a graduate degree from a graduate library school. [49]

My use disappointed one when I found out that the courses I took in undergraduate school were not applied toward my degree. Consequently, at least three courses which I took in undergraduate school . . . and to be repeated again on the graduate level. I feel that this is the biggest drawback in taking library science as a minor if you plan to get a master's degree later. If this situation could be remedied in some way, I think it would help in recruitment because students wouldn't feel they were wasting their time by taking library work on an undergraduate level. [50]

As a further handicap to recruiting college and university students, respondents cited the cost of a fifth year of study. They pointed out that
some students would from necessity, rather than from choice, select another occupation or profession for which the requisite education could be obtained in a four-year college program. A number of persons felt that the solution to this problem lay in increased financial aid for library school students; others believed that the training needed for library work could be obtained without a fifth year of study. The three respondents quoted below spoke to this point:

Many students hesitate to put another year of college on top of four, and many, like myself, consider a year in L.S. a financial burden and thus welcome any available aid... [51]

Since library science is not offered as an undergraduate course a fifth year at library school is necessary. For many of the girls this factor holds them back either for financial or personal reasons. [52]

I believe that most girls feel as I do: four years is enough to go home to prepare for my career. You can become a teacher in four years. You can graduate from a general course in four years, why go five years? Perhaps the best solution would be to make it a part of the regular 4-year liberal teacher education. Why the fifth year? Why isn’t you major in library science just as you would major in Spanish? Then you would get more librarians. Those who were ambitious, wanted to teach, or do extensive administrative work could then work for their master’s degree during the fifth year. [53]

Last of all, according to some respondents, certain library schools and departments of library science were little-known to students on the same campus, and, as a result, their influence was limited. The following comments from six questionnaire respondents are typical of this observation:

I venture to say 90% of the student body did not even know of its existence. [54]

[Students] have little contact with [the school]. Also my unfortunate was inadvertently referred to either the library or the school? or the study is aware that no one consulted a grave transgression. [55]

While I was at [the college] the library school faculty kept very much to themselves. I hardly knew they existed. [56]

As far as I know, the Department is still stuck up in its ivory tower. In my time, it was almost unknown to students in other departments. [57]

I would say that too... Library School has kept itself isolated from the main stream of University activities. [58]
I think the lack of information on campus caused most students to express surprise when you mentioned that the University had a library school. This was something they had never heard of before.

The Presence of Other Factors

In institutions where the influence of library education was an important factor, in all probability the influence of individuals was also present. If students took courses in library science, the teachers of those courses were the individuals most frequently named. Also, in some schools, the influence of other students was noticeable. On the campuses where library science courses were available, the profession was publicized to a greater extent than in institutions where there were no courses, and, consequently, a larger percentage of persons from schools in the former group mentioned the influence of publicity. Often, in connection with their courses, they had become acquainted with materials about librarianship as a career.

If the influence of a graduate library school was perceptible in an institution, the factor would again, in all likelihood, be accompanied by the influence of individuals. If the library school happened to be situated on the same campus, the individual who was most influential might well be the director of the school. Otherwise, the influence of a college librarian who served more or less as an intermediary was inclined to be strong. In the two institutions where the influence of a graduate library school was most in evidence, the influence of students was present. In the case of one of these institutions, every respondent had been influenced by publicity of some kind.

Summary

The influence of library education was less apparent in the fifty-one colleges and universities than the influence of individuals, publicity, use of libraries, and work experience. But in the teacher colleges, the factor was
more important than the last three factors listed. At least half of the respondents for these schools had been influenced by library education, while in the non-teacher colleges in this group the proportion was as high as 90 per cent.

Library science courses were widely responsible for the influence of the factor in the institutions where it appeared most frequently. The absence of the factor in thirteen schools could be attributed in large measure to the absence of library science courses. In seventeen of the thirty-five schools where respondents had taken courses in librarianship, 50 per cent or more of these persons had been influenced toward a library career by their experiences in the courses. Of the total number of respondents who reported that they had taken library science courses, nearly half felt that the courses had been influential.

If the factor's influence was attributable to library science courses, this influence might operate in one of several ways. There were indications in a few schools that the courses served to introduce students who might not have considered the profession to the library field and thus to arouse an interest in librarianship as a career. In other schools, particularly in the teacher colleges where an undergraduate major in library science was available, the courses tended to strengthen decisions which students had already made regarding the profession. Also, courses in teacher colleges could have a delayed effect upon individuals who, trained primarily to be teachers, decided after experience in a library, along with teaching, to become professional librarians. Somewhat in reverse, these courses were influential with other persons who, assigned to library work, found through the courses which they took to qualify for their positions that they wished to obtain a graduate degree in the field.

Students who attended institutions offering library science courses, and also students who attended certain other schools, had opportunities of a
Different kind for contacts with library education. In schools with a library science department, the important was often responsible for operating social and professional activities for its students. Organizations for persons interested in the library field were formed in thirteen schools, most of which gave courses in librarianship. On a few corporate the principal influence of library education came from contacts which students had with a graduate library school. If located on the same campus, the library school might initiate these contacts, or, in institutions where there was an library school, a librarian might be responsible for the contacts affected students with graduate education for librarianship. In the latter case, the influence of the factor was generally less evident, but in some colleges it was none the less present.

The negative influence of library education could be attributed both to undergraduate courses in librarianship and to education at the graduate level. The composition, as well as the size of some faculties, and the proportion of unsuitable candidates for librarianship to be found in the student bodies of some library schools, were thought to be handicaps to recruitment. The content of the curricula and the reported difficulty of library science courses were felt to have influenced some students negatively. Also, undergraduate courses designed to prepare for school librarianship could have discouraged individuals who might have been interested in college, public, or special library work.

The unaccredited status of undergraduate programs in librarianship and the reluctance of graduate library schools to accept undergraduate library science courses were suggested as other retraining elements. In addition, the cost of a year of graduate study could, in some cases, have been prohibitive. Finally, the comparative isolation of some library training agencies on their own campuses may have seriously restricted what might otherwise have been a positive influence.
The factors most likely to encourage the influence of library education were the influence of individuals and the influence of publicity. Whether the individuals who were most influential were library science teachers, library school directors, or college librarians, seemed to depend on the presence of library science courses or on the proximity of an institution to a library school.
CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FURTHER PROBLEMS

An attempt has been made in all that has gone before to present material pertinent to the central purpose of the investigation - the identification and study of factors in institutions of higher education which may influence students in their choice of librarianship as a career. At this point, it is possible to summarize the findings relative to the several factors and to arrive at a few general conclusions concerning recruitment of college and university students for the library field. In addition, since numerous problems in the same general area either appeared or were suggested in the course of the study, these are proposed as topics which may merit and invite further consideration.

Summary of Findings

In the fifty-one colleges and universities whose students became librarians in relatively large numbers, five factors were chiefly responsible for influencing these students in their choice of the profession. These five major factors were individuals, publicity, use of libraries, work experience in libraries, and library education. Though other factors may have been of greater importance for specific individuals, they were, when compared with the major factors and considered in terms of institutions, either incidental in their effect or possessed of an apparent institutional characteristic.

The relative importance of the major factors - from the standpoint of all institutions, the influence of individuals was clearly the most important of the five factors. The mean percentage of persons from the several colleges and
universities attributing an influence to individuals was noticeably higher than corresponding figures for other factors; also, in three-fourths of the schools, this factor occurred most often. After individuals, two factors which were of equal importance were next in order: publicity, and use of libraries. Library experience, and library education were fourth and fifth, respectively, in rank.

When the teachers colleges were considered alone, the relative position of library education in the list of factors shifted from fifth to second place. Likewise, in the liberal arts colleges, the influence of publicity was noticeably stronger than in other institutions, even though it appeared in all of the teachers colleges. Also, the effect of using libraries was more evident in the liberal arts colleges, where its strength was especially pronounced in a small group of schools.

The positive influence of the factor, selection. The high-ranking colleges and universities offered evidence of the ways in which the five factors operated to exert a positive influence on career selection. In some students a factor's influence could be intended; in others its effect could be a by-product of an operation directed primarily to some other end. A factor could serve either to introduce a student to the profession or to strengthen or confirm leanings in that direction. Again, it could work merely to give a student an inclination toward the library field, making him receptive to the idea of librarianship. Thus, in the case of an individual student, a factor might contribute either directly or indirectly to choice of the profession.

The individual exercising influence were more often members of the library profession than any other group. For the most part, on the campuses where librarians or library science teachers were regularly influential, a small number of persons—frequently only one individual—accounted primarily for the
presence of the factor. Their influence was both direct and indirect. It was
likely to be exerted by an interest in students as individuals and a conscious
effort through suggestions, assistance, and example, to make students aware of
librarianship as a profession.

In comparison with the influence of librarians, the influence of other
groups—administrative officials and faculty members, students, and vocational
counseling and placement personnel—was, on the whole, extremely limited. Still,
in several institutions, persons in one or more of these groups added a strong
supporting influence to a librarian’s. Also, in a small group of liberal arts
colleges, members of the faculty, and not librarians, were chiefly responsible
for the appearance of the factor. The influence of these individuals tended to
be indirect and related in its effect.

Availability, as differentiated from influence, was the characteristic
of publicity that could most readily be examined in an institutional framework.
In this connection, it could be seen that efforts to publicize librarianship
were more consistently made in some schools than in others. With respect to
the influence of publicity, this was usually attributable to printed materials,
the most effective being notices of employment opportunities in the field and
brochure materials on the library profession. Exhibits and displays, films,
radios, and career conferences had affected the decisions of relatively few
people, while television had influenced none at all. By and large, printed
materials were not the cause of a student’s beginning interest in library work.
They acted, instead, to corroborate an interest in the work by providing definite
information about it. Career conferences at which librarianship was presented
were, on the other hand, more inclined to set students to thinking about the
profession.
The way in which \textit{colleges} operated as a positive influence was most evident in several liberal arts colleges. Generally speaking, library services in these colleges were considered good, and, because of the nature of the academic programs, the libraries were widely used by students. As a result, students developed a congeniality to librarianship. However, the effect of the factor was usually delayed until a more direct impact on the profession was felt.

In institutions where \textit{work experience in librarianship} was influential, the influence seemed to come as much from the spirit in which the work was assigned and from the explanations of what came before and after it, as from the kind of work it actually was. The duties were often routine, but, at the same time, students were given a taste of professional librarianship. There was variety in their jobs, and they had a feeling of responsibility toward their work. Also, an effort was made in the libraries where this factor was important to bring student workers into close touch with professional librarians.

The presence of \textit{library education} as a factor was due largely to undergraduate library science courses, although in a few institutions its presence could be ascribed to concepts of a different nature, often with a graduate library school. The influence of courses in library science tended to differ somewhat from one institution to another, and several variations in the factor's mode of operation were distinguishable. In a few schools the courses may have been unusually effective in recruiting students who took them originally for reasons other than to prepare for a library career. In such cases, the courses provided an introduction to the profession, stimulating an interest in library work that led forthwith to professional librarianship. In several teacher colleges with an undergraduate major in library science, the principal function
of the courses as it related to recruitment of college students was to reinforce decisions previously made concerning library work. Also, and especially in the teachers colleges, it was evident that library science courses taken by prospective teachers could directly affect the decisions about librarianship made by these individuals after practical experience in both teaching and library work. Finally, and once more with particular reference to the teachers colleges, it seemed that undergraduate library science courses could be a deciding factor with teachers who, along with their teaching duties, were made responsible for a school library. They sent back to school—frequently to a teachers college—to take the necessary library science courses. Through these courses they became interested in librarianship as a career.

In the schools where contacts with library education by means other than courses were influential with students, these contacts might or might not have institutional significance. Where they did have, they were generally initiated by a library school or a department of library science, if one or the other was situated on the campus, or by a college librarian. Wherever the case, attempts were made to inform both individual students and groups of students of opportunities in the field and of requirements of professional education for librarianship.

The negative influence of the major factors.—In the fifty-one institutions of higher education where the five major factors operated as a positive influence, evidences of the negative influence of these same factors were perceptible. Though no attempt was made to gauge the magnitude of a factor's determining influence in any one institution, it seemed that with some factors this influence was more pronounced in certain schools than in others. It appeared also that the negative influence of a factor could operate in more than one way.
Depending upon the specific factor, this influence could be either conscious or unintended. Simultaneously, the effect of the factor could be one that created an aversion to librarianship or one that left no impression at all.

A negative, as well as a positive influence, could come from individuals on college and university campuses. Librarians, by example, and other individual—faculty members, students, placement personnel—by active discussion, unfavorable attitudes toward the profession, or unfamiliarity with the field, could affect the decisions of students in a negative manner. Inasmuch as the study was not concerned with adverse publicity, but with publicity that to all intents and purposes was calculated to attract students to librarianship, this factor did not emerge as one which operated strongly to prevent students from becoming librarians. The chances were much better that no effect whatever would result. This condition could perhaps be charged in part to a lack of discernment as to the purposes best served by the several types of publicity, and also to a disregard for the special interests that might differentiate students in one college from students in another. It was evident that the third factor, use of librarians, could be responsible for a feeling of antipathy toward librarianship that might be detrimental to recruitment. From observation of librarians or from unpleasant experiences in using librarians, students could be made to feel that the profession was not one to which they cared to belong. On the other hand, use of a good library without frustrating experiences, was not by itself sufficiently strong to suggest library work as a career.

Similar to use of librarians in its negative operation was work experience in libraries. It seemed reasonable to believe that this factor could, because of conditions indicative of dubious personal practices in a library, deter student workers from the field. Also, it appeared that library work of
The type commonly assigned to student assistants was not, solely of itself and apart from other factors, of enough interest to make students think seriously about a library career. Finally, elements contained in the last factor, **Library Education**, could also operate as restraining influences. Certain characteristics of the faculties, student bodies, and curricula of library schools and departments, the undefined status of graduate courses in librarianship, and the expense of graduate study—all these appeared as discouragements to college and university students. At the same time, the library school, so often in isolation on its campus, could be relatively ineffective in attracting students to the profession.

**The major factors in combination.**—When the five factors were viewed in combination within institutions, the fifty-one college and universities were inclined to break into three groups. In one group, which included most of the universities, were schools where the factors formed no distinct pattern or had only limited influence, thus allowing no conclusions regarding the tendency for one factor to accompany another. But in the institutions composing each of the other two groups, a fairly consistent pattern of factors was observable.

The influence of individuals was strong in the first group of schools. These individuals were members of the library profession—either practicing librarians or library educators. Three other factors—publicity, work experience, and library education—, sometimes singly and sometimes in combination, could be looked for in the same schools. No matter whether the individuals concerned were librarians or library educators, students were quite often exposed to the influence of printed materials, and possibly other media of publicity, dealing with librarianship. As a result, the influence of publicity had a tendency to appear. Additionally, and contingent upon the specific individuals involved, work experience and library education could be expected to appear as influential
factors. If these individuals were librarians and if respondents had worked in the library, the influence of work experience was likely to be present. If they were library science teachers and if respondents had taken courses in librarianship, the influence of library education, in all probability, was in evidence.

In the second group of schools where a pattern of factors was visible, two factors in particular seemed to be interrelated. As in the institutions described above, the influence of individuals was present, but these individuals were college teachers in subject areas other than librarianship. Through their courses and by personal example, they encouraged an appreciation for libraries and library materials. Therefore, a closely related factor, and one with a positive to appear in conjunction with the influence of individuals, was the influence of using libraries. Also, in the same institutions, it seemed that an academic program which strongly emphasized the liberal arts might constitute a third factor that, allied with the other two, had a bearing on students' choice of the profession.

The first group of schools comprised a good proportion of the liberal arts colleges and most of the teachers colleges. A smaller number of liberal arts colleges made up the second group of institutions. In schools where the first-mentioned combination of factors was found, the influence exerted by the factors was, generally speaking, more direct than the influence exercised by the factors present in colleges in the second group. Furthermore, the influence of the first set of factors appeared to be quicker in effect than the second combination of factors.

This categorizing of schools into two such definite groups and the subsequent inferences drawn therefrom should not, by any means, be taken to indicate that the problem could be resolved into "either" or "or." Certainly there
were schools, as well as individuals, to dispute these findings. A factor from
one pattern might concur with a factor from the other to make a special case.

Indeed, in a few institutions, there was a suggestion of a combination of factors
closely resembling the ideal recruiting situation when it described later in
this chapter. In spite of these conditions, the two combinations of factors dis-
cussed above seemed to be more or less representative of conditions in a sizable
number of institutions.

The findings as they relate to the findings of previous investigations.--

Even the findings were examined alongside the findings of previous studies which
had also dealt with factors influencing individuals to become librarians, 1 there
were, on the whole, general agreement. The influence of individuals was, assured-
ly, the factor of principal significance, and, of these individuals, members of
the library profession accounted to the most for the factor's influence.

While at first glance it might seem that the findings relative to
publicity were marked by considerable disparity, this could be explained by the

type of information sought in the various inquiries. Most of the investigations
made earlier were concerned primarily with printed materials designed expressly
for recruiting purposes and with the effectiveness of these in suggesting librar-
ianship as a career. Here, a broader definition of publicity was used which
included not only other types of printed materials but other media as well.

Furthermore, the influence of publicity was not restricted to its effectiveness
as a means of suggesting library work. It comprised, in addition, its effective-
ness as a means of strengthening interest in the field after interest had already
been aroused. If a more limited definition had been given to publicity and its
influence, the findings could likely have approximated those of other studies.

With respect to the influence of age of libraries and work experience

1Footnote: the author's note.
In libraries, the findings were more or less in line with the results of preceding investigations. However, the former factor seemed not to have been as distinctly identified heretofore as contributing indirectly rather than directly to choice of the profession. The influence of the fifth factor, library education, was apparently greater in these selected institutions, particularly the teachers colleges, than it had been with the individuals who had participated in other investigations. Yet, like publicity, the importance of library education may have been augmented by the fact that a factor's influence, as considered in the present inquiry, included reinforcement as well as origination of interest.

In the findings that related to the negative influences of the five factors there was little new. The study did not attempt to identify these influences directly or to measure their proportions on any one campus; thus, the data collected on this phase of the problem were limited. Most of the determining aspects of the major factors which emerged in the course of the inquiry had been pointed out before—if not always in research studies, then in critiques of librarians, libraries, and education for librarianship.

Conclusions of the Study

From the study's findings several general conclusions can be drawn regarding factors in colleges and universities which influence students to become librarians. These conclusions, which seemingly hold certain implications for recruitment for librarianship, are summarized below.

Considering as a whole the findings relative to the five major factors, it is evident that the mere presence of a factor in an institution of higher education is not sufficient to guarantee its positive influence in recruitment. All of the fifty-one colleges and universities had librarians and libraries, and it may be assumed, at least a few materials dealing with librarianship as
career. Yet, in some institutions, the individuals who were librarians, the use
made of libraries by students, and publicity concerning the library field were
not factors which could be described as influential. Similarly, although always
more restricted than the aforementioned factors in the number of students exposed
to its influence, work experience was more effective in certain schools than in
others. As demonstrated by the several colleges and universities where library
science courses were known to be available, library education, like work ex-
perience, was relatively more productive of librarians in some schools than it
was in others. Conditions such as these led to the conclusion that the way in
which a factor is made to operate does, in the last analysis, determine its
influence in an institution of higher education.

Less expected, perhaps, than these differences among institutions, was
the presence in at least some degree of the negative influence of certain fac-
tors in many of the schools where the same factors operated positively to
influence a notable number of students to become librarians. Sometimes this
divergence could be accounted for by the fact that conditions in an institution
had altered between the time one student left and another came. At other times
it seemed probable that differences in individual respondents were responsible
for the disparity. Whatever the case may have been, the presence of negative
influences in these particular schools may be indicative of difficulties to be
encountered in attempts to recruit students in other colleges and universities
for the profession.

Looking now at the several factors in turn, it is possible to suggest
the way each factor can be made to operate to best advantage to interest college
and university students in the library field. If, among the factors studied,
there is an essential factor, it is the influence of individuals. To be even
more explicit, it is the influence of librarians. The support of other individuals—personnel from the administration, faculty, student body, and counseling staff—is to be sought, for it can, as was the case in several of the institutions considered here, enhance and supplement a librarian's influence. But it is extremely doubtful that it can ever replace a librarian's influence, or that, in a school where the positive influence of a librarian is lacking, any one of these other groups will have an immediate and pronounced effect on students' choice of librarianship.

With the individual librarian identified as a key factor in influencing students to become librarians, attention then centers on the way in which the factor must operate to be a positive force. This, apparently, will be conditioned by the methods most suitable and utilizable in a given institution and by the individuals concerned. Depending upon conditions in a specific college or university, a librarian's most effective contacts with students can be either in or out of the library or the classroom, and can result from association either with individual students or with groups of students. To be influential with these potential recruits, a librarian, generally speaking, must have two qualities—a genuine interest in students as individuals and a manifest belief in the worth of librarianship.

For publicity to produce its intended effect, special consideration must be given to the purposes best served by the several types and to the particular individuals toward whom the publicity is to be directed. Thus far, it appears that the most effective use of printed materials has come after interest in the field has already been aroused, a chief function of these being to furnish factual information about the library profession. Career conferences, however,
offer considerable promise as a means of focusing attention on librarianship as a field of work. This is not to suggest that the two media should be used exclusively as indicated. Nevertheless, it does seem that if due regard is given to their use for the purposes specified, their effectiveness as recruiting devices may, in the long run, be heightened.

In addition, and with reference to the several types of publicity that can be used in recruitment, it appears to be extremely important in publicizing the library profession on a given campus to place special emphasis on the aspects of librarianship most likely to appeal to students in that institution. This can perhaps be done best by an individual thoroughly familiar with the school and with the type of student to be found there. If such a distinction in appeal is a valid one to make where specific colleges are concerned, it may also have implications for impersonal publicity aimed at a much wider audience whose members are unlikely to be interested but in age level as well.

In spite of the relatively good showing of use of libraries, this factor, if not supplemented by a more direct attention toward librarianship, does not seem likely to mitigate a shortage of librarians. This statement appears to hold true of the use of unusually fine libraries, as well as poor ones. General improvement in college and university libraries, and in others, will undoubtedly make the task of recruiting less difficult, for the students who use good libraries intensively seemingly have a predisposition to the profession. Even so, this factor in itself is rarely enough to suggest librarianship as a career. If students are to be drawn directly into library schools from the colleges and universities, including those institutions with superior libraries and excellent library service, they must, as a number of representatives pointed out, be made aware of the fact that librarianship is a profession.
The influence of work experience in libraries will depend greatly upon the individuals who are responsible for the planning and supervision of the work and upon the importance which they attach to it as a means of recruiting. At best, a limited number of students can be subject to the influence of work experience, for the number of student workers employed in a college or university library will be a small proportion of the student body. Among these student workers it is only reasonable to expect to find individuals who are preparing for another vocation and, through library employment, are earning a part of their educational expenses. The factor's potential influence, therefore, is further restricted, since, to begin with, a group of student assistants is not necessarily composed wholly of prospective recruits to librarianship. If work experience in libraries can be influential with students in colleges and universities—and in some institutions it has been known to be especially so—then the number of prospective recruits exposed to its influence should be increased. One way in which this could be done would be by giving some preference in library employment to students who had expressed an interest in the profession and to students who had not explicitly committed themselves to another field.

Of the five factors, library education is perhaps the greatest single, while it can be seen with some clarity what may or may not make work experience an influential factor, it is less the case with library education. When undergraduate courses in librarianship are considered, the picture is clouded by the diversity of the library science programs in the schools studied; by the various purposes that these programs are intended to serve, and by the different ways in which the several types of programs seem to influence students. Here, again, individuals may play an important part. The persons primarily responsible for an undergraduate program in librarianship may, in addition, be primarily responsible for the effectiveness of library science courses in encouraging
students to take further work in the field. The content of a course and the
stage in his experience at which a student takes a course seem to be instrumental.
In some institutions, library science courses are at all appearances effec-
tive in recruitment, but to generalize beyond this on the basis of the data
available would be unwise. To what extent these courses further the supply of
recruits to the graduate library schools and to what extent they may impede it
is still problematical.

A graduate library school, in turn, can, by determined and consistent
effort, exercise a positive influence on undergraduate students. However, unless
this effort is made, the negative influence of graduate education for librarian-
ship, as students see it, may lose more recruits to the profession than its
positive influence is calculated to gain.

A final conclusion relates to the combined influence of the major
factors. The findings suggested that in a fairly large number of schools one or
the other of two combinations of factors had been influential with students who
entered the library field. By and large, the factors composing these two pat-
terns were not the same. Moreover, the institutional antecedents of one pattern
were considerably clearer than were those of the other. Thus, by taking the
pattern of factors which was closely tied to a particular type of institution
and by superimposing upon it the second pattern of factors, it is possible to
describe a kind of situation that might be unusually productive of librarians.

The type of institution in question is the liberal arts college where
narrow specialization and early preparation for a specific vocation are dis-
couraged and whose graduates, because of their academic backgrounds, seem
exceptionally well adapted to a career in librarianship. The program of the
college requires extensive use of library materials and tends to encourage an
appreciation for books and libraries. The library is generally recognized by
administration, faculty, and students as the educational center of the college.

By all suitable evaluative criteria, the library's collections and services are
good, and the attitudes of both students and members of the faculty toward the
library are favorable. In the atmosphere of a college such as this, where stu-
dents are library-users and where they are agreeably oriented toward libraries,
the prospects for recruitment seem to be especially advantageous.

Then the second pattern of factors to superimpose upon this situation,
the principal addition appears to be a librarian who embodies all of the
characteristics mentioned earlier as being liked by college students. This
librarian creates on the campus an awareness of librarianship as a profession—an
awareness which, ideally, is engendered not only in students but in administra-
tive, teaching, and counseling personnel as well. Also, information dealing with
the profession—its requirements, its opportunities, and even its drawbacks—is
readily available both from individuals and from printed materials. In any
effort of the college to inform students of the possibilities for careers in
various fields of work, librarianship is ably and adequately represented, and
emphasis is given to aspects of the work most likely to be congenial to the
interests of these particular students. Beyond this, the librarian, in any
program of recruitment that he may initiate, chooses with discrimination from
among the various recruiting methods and materials the ones most appropriate for
use in his college.

The situation described above seems to be one that might exert consider-
able influence on the decisions which college students make regarding the
library profession. It is, at any rate, probably as close to the ideal situa-
tion, insofar as recruitment at the college level is concerned, as it is
possible to visualize it.
Further Problems for Investigation

As the study progressed, a number of related problems developed. Some were limited aspects of the problem considered here and were to a certain extent encompassed by it. Others, while not as integrally connected with the study at hand, were tangential to it and were estimated as capable of shedding additional light on factors affecting choice of librarianship as a career. Of the problems suggested below for further investigation, several have been touched on by the surveys reported in Chapter II. These problems, however, seem not to have been treated exhaustively and they appear to deserve more intensive scrutiny than has thus far been accorded them.

1. Of the five major factors identified as influential with college and university students who become librarians, one in particular seems to ask for further attention—library education as represented by undergraduate liberal science courses. As was indicated earlier, the diversity of the course offerings of the schools studied allowed no definite conclusions as to the actual or potential influence of the several types of courses as recruiting media. Occasionally, the possible negative influence of these courses was commented upon by a respondent or could be inferred from a reply, but this did not happen often. As a result, only one side of the coin could be examined. There was no indication of what proportion of the students who were enrolled in library science courses at a given college later entered a graduate library school. A study seeking information of this type could provide additional data on the effectiveness of undergraduate courses in librarianship as recruiting devices.

2. In the present study the data dealing with the universities were too limited to furnish any conclusive evidence of the importance of the several factors there. This being the case, further consideration could be given to the operation of the factors in the universities. Such an investigation could
include, specifically, the identification of reasons and factors influential with graduate students who elect to be librarians. It could explore also the relative success of the graduate library schools of universities in attracting students on their own campuses for the profession.

3. In order to respect the anonymity of the fifty-one colleges and universities, this investigation did, of necessity, result in a divestment of factors within institutions and to a lack of continuity in the treatment accorded a school. Therefore, even studies such as those conducted by Knapp and Goodrich of institutions notable for their records in producing scientists, could appropriately be made of selected liberal arts colleges with enviable records for the production of librarians. These studies would allow for a careful consideration of the interrelatedness of the several factors in a single college and would permit examination of an institution's effectiveness in supplying students to the library schools over a period of years. At the same time, they would provide opportunity to look more closely at the possible effect of the educational program of a college on the number of future librarians graduated by it.

4. As a corollary to the present inquiry, an investigation could be made of several institutions of higher education whose records for producing librarians are low. Even though a study of low-ranking schools did not appear feasible as a part of this inquiry, it might be of interest to determine the extent to which the negative influences found here, as well as other deterring factors, are present in these schools.

5. On an institutional basis, a study could be made of all the sizes for choosing librarians—a subject with which this investigation did not profess to deal. Occasionally, the replies suggested that even though two colleges might be the same in type and general characteristics of the student body, they tended to attract, or at least to graduate, a different kind of student. It appeared, therefore, that students from College A and students from College B might become librarians for quite dissimilar reasons and might not be attracted to librarianship by identical aspects of the profession. A study of reasons for choice in terms of selected institutions could further identify any differences that may exist.

6. The reasons given by librarians for their choice of the profession might also be examined from a different point of view. Rose's survey indicated that individuals of two types were needed in libraries—the so-called "middle group" and "a reasonable proportion of persons of high capacity and perhaps attainment." If library school students or practicing librarians representative of the two groups could be identified, a study could be undertaken to determine differences, if any, in the reasons given by the two groups for selecting librarianship as a career.

7. The answers of several respondents indicated another study along these same lines. It was felt that librarianship was a profession more likely to appeal to individuals of some maturity than to much younger people. A study designed to compare the reasons given by persons who had decided to become librarians some years after college graduation with the reasons given by persons who

---

and made the same decision before entering college, could be revealing of any possible differences.

9. A problem related to the above was suggested by Ginsberg’s general theory of occupational choice. The characteristics of the process of decision-making is its irreversibility—that is, an individual’s possible decisions with respect to the selection of an occupation are limited by decisions made earlier. As she advances, certain vocations become an impractical choice for him, one reason being that he does not have the requisite preparation. In view of the proportion of librarians who decide relatively late upon their profession, Ginsberg’s finding could have a special application to choice of librarianship as a career. It suggests that the number of vocations which were congenial to those individuals and for which, at the same time, their previous academic training was suitable was somewhat restricted. Librarianship, because of the amount of law or possible in pre-professional education for the field, may have been one of a comparatively few such fields still open, and choice of library work may have been largely determined by this fact. This aspect of Ginsberg’s theory as it relates to the library profession might serve as the subject of another study.

9. In the evolution of the theory, Ginsberg used the genetic method, drawing upon intensive case studies of individuals from one social group who represented three different levels of age and maturity. This method suggests an approach for a study of the ways in which attitudes toward librarianship may differ at various stages in an individual’s development. It also offers a possibility for obtaining further information on experiences likely to affect the


5Ibid, pp. [79]-85.
attitudes of individuals in elementary school, high school, and college toward the library profession.

10. Replies were received from a few persons who stated that their experiences as librarians had been disillusioning or disappointing. Guess like these suggested that there might be some things as "over-recruitment" of an individual. A study of the factors influential with students was begun but did not finish library school could perhaps throw light on this question.

In addition to the specific problems noted above, it is possible to identify others which pertain to the two sets of factors declared out of bounds in the present inquiry--factors associated with an individual's capabilities, interests, and values, and factors related to conditions in the library profession at large. Considering the importance of such factors to an individual who is choosing an occupation, investigations which add to existing knowledge in these areas should be of value to librarians concerned with recruitment. Any attempt to increase the supply of recruits from the colleges and universities by means of the factors identified in this study and without reference to the two sets of factors just mentioned could result in a distinct disservice both to individual recruits and to the library profession.

ibid., pp. [125]-36.
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APPENDIX:

LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN THE STUDY
With the present shortage of librarians, recruitment for librarianship has become a major concern of the entire profession. For this reason, I have chosen for my doctoral dissertation at the University of Illinois Library School, a study of certain external factors which may tend to influence students while in college and universities to choose librarianship as a career. If we knew which of these factors were most influential, perhaps more students could be interested in librarianship while in college or graduate school. A study of the educational backgrounds of some 8,000 graduates and students of thirty-three accredited library schools for the past seven years shows that students from certain colleges and universities have attended library school in relatively larger numbers than have students from other similar institutions. This letter is addressed to the library school graduates and students who attended colleges and universities which rank high in this respect.

During these institutions, because you were a student there before you attended library school, I hope you will be willing to supply information for the study.

On the basis of the literature, a questionnaire covering items suggested as influential in the recruitment of students in colleges and universities has been prepared. I am asking that you review your contacts and experiences at and in the light of these answer the questionnaire. You may have been a student at quite recently or some years ago. You may have been there for all of your college courses or for a relatively brief period. You may have decided to become a librarian before, during, or after the time you were a student. You may feel that the factors which worked to influence your decision were simple and concrete, or complex and somewhat intangible. Whatever the case may be, I trust that I may have the benefit of your thinking and experience in this matter. If the questionnaire as constructed does not fit your particular situation, please feel free to supplement this in any way necessary to describe adequately your experience. If the omission of questions dealing with reasons for choice, such as a liking for books, is somewhat striking, it may be explained by the fact that the primary concern of the present study is why and how and what, rather than why.

The importance of your part in the study cannot be overemphasized. I hope you will feel that the undertaking is of sufficient potential interest and value to the library profession to warrant your participation. I will appreciate hearing from you as soon as you have the opportunity to think back over the time you were a student at and to fill in the questionnaire. May I suggest that this be read in its entirety before it is answered? An envelope is enclosed for your reply. Names of individuals obtained through the questionnaire will not be used in the report of the findings. You will be sent a summary of the results of the study.

Sincerely yours,

Agnes L. Dragan
Assistant Professor
PART I.

A. Please give the following information regarding your attendance at ____________

1. Dates of attendance

2. Degree received, if any

3. Course of study:
   Major subject
   Minor subject

4. If a university, specify school or college (e.g., arts and sciences; graduate law) in which registered

B. When did you first consider librarianship as a career? (Please check one)

1. Before attending

   Approximately how long before?

2. While attending

   Freshman
   Sophomore
   Junior
   Senior
   Graduate student
   Special or irregular student

   Approximately how long after?

C. When did you decide definitely that you wished to become a librarian? (Please check one)

1. Before attending

   Approximately how long before?

2. While attending

   Freshman
   Sophomore
   Junior
   Senior
   Graduate student
   Special or irregular student

   Approximately how long after?
PART II.

A. Within the five years following graduation, if you have not decided to become a librarian, please check here if you feel your experience or education has influenced your decision to become a librarian. Check here if you have definitely decided to become a librarian. Check here if you have definitely decided to become a librarian.

B. Indicate individuals who knew you while you were in school who may have influenced your later decision. Check as many as are applicable in your case and, wherever possible, give the names of the individuals.

1. College librarian or library staff member
   Name

2. College teacher
   Name

3. Faculty advisor
   Name

4. College administrative official
   Name

5. Vocational guidance counselor
   Name

6. College placement official
   Name

7. Library school director or faculty member
   Name

8. Fellow student if library school student, check here

9. Librarian other than member of the college library staff
   Name

10. Parent

11. Others
   Please specify position held or relationship to you:

   ___________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________
PART III

A. The following types of materials have been utilized or suggested for recruiting purposes in libraries and classrooms. Please check those which you remember seeing while you were a student at:

1. Pamphlets, brochures, folders on librarianship as a career
2. Posters on job opportunities in librarianship
3. Letters or newsletters addressed to prospective librarians
4. Library publications
5. Announcements of scholarships or fellowships for study in librarianship
6. Notices of special incentives or part-time work in libraries
7. Library school catalogs
8. General college materials listing courses in librarianship
9. Information on librarianship as a career in:
   a. General periodicals
   b. Journals in subject fields
   c. Books on librarianship
   d. Publications of the college library
   e. College newspaper
   f. Other newspapers
   g. Other publications of the college
10. Others (Please specify)

B. List here by number materials checked in Part III-A above which you believe influenced or strengthened your decision to become a librarian.

C. Please describe as fully as you can the materials you have checked in Part III-A above. Also indicate where (e.g., college library bulletin board) or under what circumstances they came to your attention.
PART IV.

A. Please note that questions 1-5 (Parts I-IV) below refer to experiences during the
    time you were a student at ________________.

    While you were a student at ________________:

1. Did you work as a student assistant in the library? Yes __ No __. If Yes, please
    indicate nature of work: ________________

2. Did you work in a library other than the
    Library (e.g., summer employment; part-time work): Yes __ No __. If Yes, please
    give name of library or libraries and indicate nature of work: ________________

3. Did you take courses in library science? Yes __ No __. If Yes, please give name
    of courses or subjects covered and school or department in which courses were
    given: ________________

4. Did you have contacts with a library school or department of library science
    other than through courses in library science? Include correspondence as
    well as direct contacts: Yes __ No __. If Yes, please identify school or
    department and indicate nature of contacts: ________________

5. Did you receive formal instruction in use of the library? Yes __ No __. If Yes,
    please check type of instruction:
    a. Separate course on library usage
    b. Part of a specific course (name of course) ________________
    c. Part of freshmen orientation program
    d. Other (Please specify) ________________

(Over)
PART IV. (cont. 4)

A. (cont'd).

6. To what extent did your academic program require use of library materials? Rarely __ Moderately __ Extensively __ List here specific academic courses which required particularly extensive use of the library:

________________________________________________________________________

7. To what extent did you use the library for non-curricular reading? Rarely __ Moderately __ Extensively __

8. To what extent did you use other libraries? Rarely __ Moderately __ Extensively __ List here specific libraries which you used:

________________________________________________________________________

9. Were you a member of a:
   a. Library science fraternity or club? Yes __ No __
   b. Student association organization? Yes __ No __
   c. Student library committee? Yes __ No __
   d. Student book club? Yes __ No __

If you answer to one or more of the above is Yes, please describe the activities of the organization(s):

________________________________________________________________________

10. Did you attend activities sponsored by the library for students interested in librarianship? Yes __ No __ If Yes, please indicate nature of activities:

________________________________________________________________________
11. Did you receive information on interrational training?
   a. A class in occupation? Yes _No_
   b. A college or university? Yes _No_
   c. A course in work or practice? Yes _No_
   d. Special training from a college or university? Yes _No_

   If your answer to any or none of the above is Yes, please give type of
   information received and relative emphasis given to interrational as compared
   with other occupations.

12. Did you take a vocational aptitude or interest test? Yes _No_. If Yes,
   please give. If possible, name of test, indicate where or under what
   circumstances test was administered, and list situations which were found
   suitable for you.

13. Did you receive information on interrational through:
   a. Federal or state? Yes _No_
   b. Private? Yes _No_
   c. Field? Yes _No_
   d. Television? Yes _No_

   If your answer to one or more of the above is Yes, please describe as fully
   as you can the material presented and indicate where or under what circum-
   stances it came to your attention.
PART VI.

Please use the space below for any comments you may wish to make regarding factors which influenced your choice of librarianship as a profession.

[Blank lines for comments]
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